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ABSTRACT

This thesis extends the modified Generalized Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) for

application to linked simulation and optimization models that manage ammonia in a river

system. The modified GSA is used to determine sensitivity indices that describe the

sensitivity of the ammonia management model ouþut to uncertain input information.

Management models that evaluate i) the maximum total wasteload of ammonia that can

be emitted into the river (i.e., the Maximum Wasteload, M'wL, model) and ü) the

minimum uniform treatment level required for all polluters discharging into the river (i.e.,

the Uniform Treatment, IJT, model), while maintaining a specified chronic ammonia

criterion, are used. Since the current chronic ammonia criterion is not known with

certainty, sensitivity indices are evaluated under varying chronic ammonia criteria.

Furthermore, to directly incorporate the imprecision of the current ammonia criterion, the

modified GSA is also applied using fuzzy optimization management models instead of
traditional linear optimization management models.

The approaches developed in this thesis are demonstrated for the management of
ammonia in the White River Basin in V/ashington State. The case study considers

uncertainty in the mainstem and tributary flows, the sfeam temperatures, the pH levels

along the mainstem of the river, and the nitrification rate. Results indicate that the

outcome of both management models are most sensitive to the pH level, the sffeam

temperatures, and the flow at one important gauging station under the current ammonia

criterion. The outcome of the M\ /L model is also sensitive to the nitrification rate. The

investigation of the importance of uncertain input information under varying ammonia

criteria reveals that all information considered important at the current criterion remain

important for most other criterion values. It is also shown that, for the White River

Basin, incorporating the imprecision of the current criterion through fuzzy linear

programming does not alter the significance of the various uncertain input information for
the management of ammonia.
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CHAPTER 1

II\TRODUCTIOI\

tr "1 General

Early techniques used to manage water quality systems relied r-rpon simple

deterministic water quality simulation models. Sets of feasible pollution control strategies

were identified and input into a simulation model to evaluate the resulting water quality

in the waterbody. The selection of the optimal pollution conû'ol strategy was based on

a comparison of the costs of the altematives and the water quality resulting from each set

of feasible strategies. Later, simulation models werc combined with optimization models

to evaluate the most efficient pollutant removal levels that maintain the specified water

quality criterion in the river system. Traditionally, these water quality management

models determined the annual pollutant control strategies based on steady-state systems

rcpresenting critical stream conditions. Such models addressed the inherent non-

deterministic nature of the environmental system by selecting design stream conditions

that had some known frequency of occunence. In more recent years, efforts have been

made to accommodate the stochastic nature of the physical-chemical-biological system

through the development of more complex water quality simulation models and the

development of stochastic and chance constrained waste management optimization

models. While advances in computer efficiencies and operations research have enabled



the development of such mathematically complex simulation and optimization models,

there is still the initial problem of identifying important relationships characterizing the

behaviour of the environmental system and selecting an appropriate model structure. In

most water quality investigations, model building is hampered by little prior knowledge

of the environmental system, scattercd field measurements, and few experimental results.

Consequently, many of the complex water quality management models are not capable

of genelating results on which much confidence may be placed.

Ideally, the structure of a water quality simulation model can be determined by

interpretation of an adequate time series record of inputs to, and the r.esulting behaviour.

of, the environmental system (Beck, 1987). Given the substantial time investment

rcquirecl to obtain an accurate and reliable record of input data, it is important to address

futurc input data rcquirements early in the water quality planning and management

process. In times like this, when demands upon water resources are steadily growing and

budgetary rcstraints are forcing many govemment agencies to cut back on environmental

programs, it is imperative that consideration be given to the allocation of funds to ensure

the continuation of effective monitoring programs. Towards ttris goal, a technique that

can be used in the prelimin¿uy stage of water quality investigations to assist in the

determination of an adequate model structure by identifying critical information for the

system and to assist in the identification of the important data to collect for such systems,

is essential in successful water quality management. This thesis presents an application

of the modified Generalized Sensitivity Analysis (GSA) to determine the contribution of



uncertainty in input information to the output certainty of water quality management

decisions. The modified GSA evaluates quantitative estimates of the sensitivity of model

output to uncertain input information, which, when combined with knowledge of the

quality of the input information, can help decision makers assess the confidence that may

be placed on the management decisions.

Much emphasis in past water quality research has been placed on the management

of dissolved oxygen (DO) in rivers since the value of DO was commonly usecl as an

indicator of the overall quality of the waterbody. In recent years, increasing public

concell regarding the deteriorating quality of many rivers and the lesulting hazardous

effects on aquatic life have lead to the management of other water quality constitt¡ents

including nutrients, metals, and toxins. Of special interest is the management of

ammonia. Ammonia is a common water pollutant that originates from sewage, from

many types of industry, and from agriculture, and poses seúous health risks to aquatic

life. Consequently, this thesis develops the modified GSA for the management of

ammonia and demonstrates this technique for the White River Basin in Washington State.

Water quality criteria for ammonia have evolved over the years reflecting the

improved understanding of the sensitivity of aquatic organisms to ammonia. As more

knowledge is gained regarding the effects of ammonia on aquatic life, it is expected that

the criterion will undergo even more changes. Since it is possible that the criterion may

be changed in the future, this thesis identifies the significance of uncertain input



infonnation for management models under different criteria. The current ammonia

criterion is an empirically derived value that is dependent on the pH and temperatur.e of

the waterbody. The empirically based ammonia criterion is dedved from sparse toxicity

data, and therefore, may be considered uncertain. This type of uncertainty stems from the

incomplete knowledge conceming the harmful effects of ammonia and from subjective

human judgements, and results in an imprecision in the water quality goal. For this

l'eason, the theory of fuzzy sets may be particularly lelevant for ammonia management

problems since flizzy set theory offers a fi'amework in which to represent imprecise

infolmation. This thesis develops an appl'oach to directly incorporate the imprecision of

the ammonia criterion in the modified GSA approach by using fuzzy \,vater quality

management models.

1.2 Research Objectives and Scope of Work

This research identifies the significance of uncertain input information for linked

simulation and optimization models that manage ammonia. There are four objectives to

this woilr. The first objective is to use the modified GSA approach to evaluate important

input information for the linked process of simulation and management for systems that

use the curent recommended ammonia criterion as the water quality goal. The second

objective is to investigate the effects of using different statistical distributions for the

uncertain input information on the results of the modified GSA for ammonia management.

The third objective is to use the modified GSA approach to evaluate the important input

4



information for the management models under varying ammonia criteria. The aim is to

identify how input sensitivity may change if the ammonia criterion is changed. The

fourth objective is to develop an approach that directly incorporates the imprecision of

the ammonia criterion in the modified GSA approach and to investigate the resulting

effect on input information significance. These analyses ale demonstrated using water

quality, flow, and dischalge data collected from a section of the White River Basin in

Washington State. Results of the analyses may be used to improve decision making for.

the control of ammonia by identifying impoltant input information for the management

of ammonia.

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a rcview of the litelature pertaining to the

development of water quality criteria to protect aquatic life fi'om the hazardous effects of

ammonia, the development of water quality management models for ammonia, and the

use of uncertainty analysis techniques in water quality simulation and management.

Chapter 3 discusses the temperature and pH dependence of ammonia toxicity and

describes in detail the development of the current ammonia criteria recommended by the

United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). A descr:iption of the

approaches developed for addressing the objectives of this research are given in Chapter

4. In Chapter 5, the White River Basin case study is described and rcsults obtained for

the case study are discussed in Chapter 6. The final chapter presents a summary of the

results obtained from the analyses and provides suggestions for future study.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The management of water quality requires two components, a pollutant transport

simulation model and a water quality management optimization model. The simulation

model uses mathematical expressions to simulate the fate, transpol't, or behaviour of

pollutants in the t'iver system and is linked to the management model by tlansfer

coefficients that relate clownstream water quality to upstream pollution soLìrces. The

optimization model combines the transfer coefficients with management objectives to

evaluate the optimal water quality management decision fol the dver system. Inputs to

the simulation model typically include info¡mation regarding the stream conditions (e.g.,

the flow, temperaturc, pH, velocity, background watel quality conditions, and morphology

of the river) and the pollution sources. Inputs to the management model include

information regarding the treatment efficiencies of the polluters (e.g., the cost of trcatment

and technological limits) and the water quality criteria for the dver system.

Uncertainties in environmental models are generally due to poor mathematical

representation of the natural system and to inaccurate input data (Reckhow and Chapra,

1983). The natural system is a complex combination of physical, biological, and chemical

processes which are not completely understood and may be difficult to represent with

mathematical expressions. Therefore, the pollution transport simulation model is usually



a simplified representation of the acfual natural system. The simplifying assumptions and

model formulation selected may inaccurately define the environmental system and may

cause considerable uncertainty.

Inaccurate input data may be due to a number of factors including inadequate

sampling, inaccurate measurement or estimation, and natulal variability (Reckhow and

Chapra, 1983). An inadequate sampling program may be caused by the time or cost

testrictions of a particular modelling investigation or by the inadequate record lengths of

public domain data (such as streamflow). Measurement uncertainty may result from an

error in the field sampling or laboratoly analysis, spatial variations at sampling location,

or temporal variations over the sampling period. Estimation uncertainty may result fr.om

an erlor in the choice of an estimate for a model input, or parameter, due to incomplete

knowledge of the physical, chemical, or biological relationships within the system.

Natural variability in water quality occurs due to daily and seasonal cycles of natural

systems, and to turbulent diffrrsion. Specific sources of input data uncertainty in water

quality simulation and management models include insufficient or inaccurate information

abottt the stream conditions (i.e., the flow, temperatule, pH, velocity, background water

quality conditions, and morphology), inaccurate rcpresentation of effluent or pollution

conditions, errols in estimates of reaction rates and constants, and inaccurate treatnent

cost data for the polluters. For the case of ammonia management models, these

uncertainties are compounded by ttre complex relationships between ammonia and pH and

temperature, and by the limited knowledge of the toxicity of ammonia to aquatic life



which has led to the development of water quality cdteria for ammonia.

The analysis of uncertainty has recently become an important component of the

modelling process due to the maturation of the field of study analyses and the capacity

of modem computers. Researchers have made only a few attempts to investigate the

uncertainty associated with the mathematical rcpresentation of the environmental system

in the modelling process (Thayer and Krutchkoff, 1967 and Cardwell and Ellis, 1993).

Instead, the emphasis has been placed on the development of more sophisticated models

that represent the environmental system more acclu'ately. There has been much morc

resealch directed towards accounting fot' uncertain input data for nanagement models.

This chapter begins with a review of the development of water quality criteria for

ammonia. The next section reviews the developments in water quality management

modelling pertaining to the plotection of freshwater life from the toxic effects of

ammonia. The last section rcviews the applications of common approaches for

uncertainty analysis in environmental models including GSA, Monte Carlo Simulation

(MCS), chance constrained Programming (ccP), and, Flzzy Linear programming.

2.1, History of Water Quality Criteria For Ammonia

An important question facing decision makers when managing the quality of water

in a river is the level of water quality desired since this goal ultimately determines the

management decision. Decision makers managing ammonia have continually faced this



question since, in the past two decades, the ammonia criterion lecommended by

regulatory agencies has undergone con siderable revision.

Ammonia forms two compounds when dissolved in water, un-ionized and ionized

ammonia, and it is the un-ionized ammonia compound that is most toxic to aquatic life.

In 1970, the European Inland Fisheries Advisory Commission, EIFAC (1910), concluded

that diffelent species of fish respond slightly differently to un-ionized ammonia.

HoweveL, they state that this diffelence is not sufficient to justify different criteria for

diffelent species. While the lowest lethal concenÍation of un-ionized ammonia of 0.2

mg/l is found for salmonids, the EIFAC observe that other adverse effects are absent at

concentrations less than 0.025 mg/I. As a result, the EIFAC suggest a criterion of 0.025

mg/l for temperatures greater than OoC and pH values less than 8.0.

The USEP A (1976) suggest that the un-ionized ammonia concentration in a river

should be below 0.02mgll to protect all forms of freshwater aquatic life. The 0.02mgll

criterjon results from applying a factor of 0. i 0 to the minimum lethal concentration of un-

ionized ammonia of O.2 mg/l for rainbow trout fry. The factor of 0.10 is applied to the

minimum lethal concentration to protect fish species not yet examined and to protect fish

from any harmful, but nonlethal effects.

The criterion suggested by the USEPA in 1976 received considerable criticism.

In a review by the American Fisheries Society (Thurston et al., 1979), the authors state
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that the un-ionized ammonia criterion of 0.02 mg/l is appropriate for the protection of

salmonoid fish in uncomplicated river systems, however, they note the lack of scientific

basis to support the use of the 0.10 multiplication factor. The applicability of the

criterion for the protection of non-salmonoid freshwater fish is questioned and it is

recommended that other factors affecting the overall toxicity of un-ionized ammonia

should be investigated. Szumski et aI. (1982) suggest that the USEPA un-ionized

ammonia critelion of 0.02 rng/l may be unduly restr.ictive and that its

"prcsentation makes fundamental interpretive euors in translating un-ionized
ammonia toxicity data into water quality criteria."

The authors state that an ammonia criterion should protect fish against acute and chronic

effects at the gill surface and should be based upon total ammonia concentration, pH,

temperature, and alkalinity.

Alabaster and Lloyd (1982) support the un-ionized ammonia criterion of 0.025

mg/l introduced by the EIFAC n I9l0 for temperatures of between 5oC and 30oC and

pH values of between 7.0 and 8.5. Although labolatory studies have shown that the acute

fatal concenhations of various fish range between 0.2 and 2.0 mgll, with trout being the

most sensitive, the authors believe that a water quality criterion based on the sensitivity

of trout would not be overly harsh for water inhabited by more resistant species of fish.

In i985, the Canadian Council of Resource and Environment Ministers, CCREM

(1985), prepared an inventory of the water quality guidelines existing throughout Canada.

At that time, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec recognized that an un-ionized ammonia
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concentration of 0.02 mgll should be used as a criterion to protect aquatic

criterion was based on the USEPA 1976 un-ionized ammonia criterion. The

Canadian provinces did not have specific ammonia crjteria.

life. This

remaining

A new set of un-ionized ammonia criteria was published by the USEPA in 1985

(USEPA, 1985). Concentrations of un-ionized ammonia which cause undesirable effects

on aquatic life under both acute and chronic conditions, and factols which affect ammonia

toxicity are identified. The USEPA develop empirical criteria to pr.otect salmonoid and

non-salmonoid aquatic environments from the acute and chronic effects of un-ionized

ammonia based on limited toxicity studies. It is recommended that the one-hour average

concentration of un-ionized ammonia should not exceed the numelical value of the acute

criterion more than once every three years and that the four-day average concentration of

un-ionized ammonia should not exceed the numerical value of the chronic criterion more

than once every thrce years. The return period of three years is believed to be the amount

of time necessary for an aquatic system to recover from a pollution event which exceeds

the un-ionized ammonia criteria. Both the chronic and acute criterion are dependent upon

the temperature and pH of the water and are valid only for temperatures of between goC

and 30oC and for pH values of between 6.5 and 9.0. Note that the USEPA suggest that

additional site-specific information should be gathered prior to evaluating water quality

standards for a given river due to the uncertainty associated with empirically derived

criteda based on limited data.
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The International Joint Commission, IJC (1986), recommend a limit of 0.03 mg/l

of un-ionized ammonia as a cdterion. The Canadian Water Quality Guidelines

(CCREM,1987) recommend the total ammonia guidelines that are adopted from the

USEPA (1985) chronic criterion for sensitive coldwater species. The values of total

ammonia rccommended by CCREM arc equivalent to the rccommended chronic criterion

(USEPA, 1985) for each combination of temperature and pH. The USEPA cliteria are

used since they are derived from the largest and most cunent data base. The IJC (1986)

criterion is not adopted by the CCREM because it asserts that aquatic life may not be

adequately protected by a single value criterion when pH values are below 7.8 and

temperatutes are low.

In 1992, the USEPA updated the un-ionized ammonia cliteria by removing

contloversial data from the data base used to develop the 1985 un-ionized ammonia

cdteria (Heber, 1992). These most cunent criteria again specify acute and chronic levels

of un-ionized ammonia for salmonoid and non-salmonoid environments and are dependent

upon the temperature and pH of the water. These criteria are also valid only for

temperatures of between OoC and 30oC and for pH values of between 6.5 and 9.0.

Vy'ater temperaturc and pH not only determine the chemical equilibrium of toøl

ammonia in the water, and the resulting concentration of un-ionized ammonia, but they

also influence the response of fish to un-ionized ammonia toxicity. The criteria

recommended by the USEPA in 1985 and 1992 attempt to quantify this relationship using
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empidcally based formulations. However, fish resistance to un-ionized ammonia toxicity

in freshwater is affected by several other factors. The DO concentration, carbon dioxide

concentration, salinity, alkalinity, and prcsence of other toxins in the water, as well as the

previous exposures or acclimation of fish to ammonia, may also affect the response of

fish to un-ionized ammonia (USEPA, 1985 and Thurston et al., 1979). Yet, insufficient

data exist to folmulate mathematical relationships to desclibe most of the effects of these

factol's on ammonia toxicity. This has precluded the development of universally

acceptable un-ionized ammonia criteria. Until additional research can be conducted

regatding the effects of un-ionized ammonia on all aquatic life, and mathematical

relationships can be formulated to evaluate accurate criteria which may be dependent on

all factors affecting ammonia toxicity, there will continue to be much uncertainty

associated with the un-ionized ammonia criteria.

2.2 water Quality Simutation and Management Models for Ammonia

The toxicity of ammonia in freshwaters became an issue in the late i970's and

eatly i980's after publication of the USEPA national un-ionized ammonia criterion

(USEPA, 1976). Increased public awareness of the environmental consequences of

untreated or inefficiently treated wastewater led United State agencies to investigate the

effects of un-ionized ammonia toxicity. Early ammonia simulation and management

models combined the un-ionized ammonia criterion with critical stream conditions to

determine the effluent limit of a single pollution discharger (Yake and James, 1983 and
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Femara and Dimino, 1985). Typically, the 7Q10 low stream flow (i.e., the seven-day-

averaged-low-flow with a rcturn period of ten years) was used to represent the critical

upstream flow and a simple mass balance was performed to determine the total ammonia

downstrcam of the pollution source. The concentration of un-ionized ammonia in the

stream was then detemined based on a reprcsentative temperature and pH level of the

water. The allowable effluent ammonia concentration was then determined by evaluating

the amount of emitted ammonia that would maintain the downstream un-io nizedammonia

cliterion. Yake and James (1983) present Washington State guidelines for setting effluent

ammonia lintits of a single discharger using this method. Ferrara and Dimino (1985) use

this method for evaluating allowable ammonia discharges of a wastewater trcatment

facility rcleasing into the Millstone River in New Jersey. In a similar manner,

Kuchenlither et al. (1983) simulate ammonia concentlations from two wastewater

treatment plants along a section of the Cache La Poudre River under three alternative

wasteload allocations and strcamflow conditions. The instream ammonia concentrations

resulting from the three alternatives are compared to the state standard and a water quality

management program is designed based on the results of the investigation.

These early methods for detemining discharge limits had several disadvantages.

Firstly, a simple mass balance assumes the effluent is completely mixed with 1002o of

the upstream flow. As a result, downsffeam ammonia levels are lower than may actually

occur in the mixing zote (i.e., that part of the river, downstream of an emission, in which

mixing is not yet complete). Secondly, the pH and temperature of the effluent are
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assumed to have no effect on the downstream pH and temperature and thus the amount

of un-ionized ammonia present. Lastly, the level of protection provided to aquatic life

is unnecessarily high due to the combination of a very conservative critelion with a very

low flow event. Consequently, therc exists great flexibility with which to improve these

ammonia models and to maintain adequate protection of the aquatic environment.

During the 1980's, environmental agencies throughout the United States and

Canada developed water quality models to simulate the effects of pollution on the water

quality of freshwater environments (United States Army Corps of Engineers, 1978; United

states Geological Survey, USGS, 1986; uSEpA, l9ï7a; usEpA, lggjb; Environment

Canada, 1988; and United States Army Corps of Engineels, 1990). The sophistication of

the models range from simple single discharge dilution models to complex basin

ecological models. Several of these models can simulate the fate of the principal

components of the aquatic nitrogen cycle, namely ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, and their

telationships with other water constituents, and can be used to simulate the water quality

resulting from altemative management strategies. Pelletier (1993) conducts a water

quality modelling investigation to develop wasteload allocations for point soulce

dischargers of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), ammonia, and chlorine in the puyallup

River Basin in Washington State. He uses the water quality model QUAL2E (USEPA,

1987b) to simulate several scenarios of low flow design conditions with altemative point

source inputs for development of the wasteload allocations.
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Traditional water quality models use critical stream conditions to evaluate adequate

effluent reduction levels that apply for the entire year. The most common design

conditions include the 7Q10 low streamflow and the highest temperature on record. In

an effort to utilize the seasonal changes in stream assimilative capacity caused by the

natural fluctuations in the receiving water conditions and the dynamic nature of pollutant

loadings, water quality managers are investigating the merits of exploiting these natural

fluctuations with seasonal wasteload allocations. Seasonal wasteload allocations allow

different waste discharge rates during different seasons of the year and have been

suggested as a means to reduce the total cost of waste treatment. Boner and Ful.l¿ind

(1982) uso a seasonal wasteload program to investigate the advantages over a non-

seasonal program for managing multiple point sources of ammonia, BoD, and

temperature along the Chattahoochee Rivel in Georgia. Rossman (1989) presents a

method fol designing seasonal discharge limits for a single dischalger that maintains an

equal risk of water quality violation with non-seasonal discharge limits. He illustrates the

design of seasonal wasteload allocations for managing un-ionized ammonia along two

dvers in the United States.

In the early L990's, the Colorado Ammonia Model (Sanders et al., I993a) and the

subsequent Ammonia Toxicity Model (Sanders et al., 1993b) were developed. Both

models predict critical conditions of un-ionized ammonia in a Colorado stream and

evaluate allowable effluent limits of a single discharger based on these critical conditions

and the cument recommended ammonia criteria, assuming steady-state conditions. The
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models determine the total ammonia effluent limits for each month of the year based on

the most stringent of either the chronic or acute criterion. The un-ionized ammonia levels

arc affected by pH and temperaturc variations, nitrification, and pH and temperaflire

rebound. The major advantage of the models is that they were developed to utilize the

current ammonia criteria rccommended by the USEPA (1985). Unfortunately, the models

are severely limited in that the effluent of only one dischalger can be evaluated along a

ten mile section of a river in colorado state with no tributaries.

2.3 {Jncertainty Anatrysis in Water Quatity Sirnulation and Managernent

The status of uncertainty analysis in water quality modelling is extensively

teviewed by Beck (1987). He identifies four areas in the modelling process which are

important, namely model structure identification, parameter estimation, experimental

design, and model prediction. Although the uncertainty associated with input data and

patameter estimation are most commonly incorporated within water quality models, Beck

emphasizes the importance of suitable model structure identification. Towards that goal,

he recognizes the application of the GSA, developed by Spear and Hornberger (1980) to

generate preliminary hypotheses regarding the behaviour of a system under uncertainty.

Beck also states that there is a growing momentum of interest for incorporating

uncertainty into water quality management models and decision making. He identifies

a variety of methodologies to incorporate the uncertainty in decision making, including

MCS, CCP, and Flzzy Linear Programming.
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This section reviews the developments and applications of the various uncertainty

analysis approaches. Section 2.3.1 describes the applications of MCS in environmental

modelling and Section 2.3.2 rcviews the development of the GSA and its applications in

environmental modelling and management. Section 2.3.3 reviews the use of CCp in

water quality management. Lastly, Section 2.3.4 cJescribes the developmenf of Fuzzy

Linear Programming and its application to water quality management.

2.3.1. Monte carlo simulation (MCS) in Environmental Modeiling

MCS is a concepftlatly simple approach for uncertainty analysis in environmental

modelling. Distribtltion ftinctions are assigned to each random input parameter or

variable, in the model, reflecting the uncertainty in the input terms. Values ale randomly

chosen from the distribution fol each input term and inserted into the environmental

model to evaluate a model output or response. After an appropriate number of

simulations have been petformed, a distribution of the model output can be evaluated that

reflects the combined uncertainties in the inputs to the model. An advantage of the MCS

approach is that it is appropriate for use with nonlinear and complex models in which

analytical solutions are difficult to obtain. An important disadvantage of ttre MCS

approach is its inability to identify the uncertain parameter terms that contribute the most

to the output uncertainty.

MCS has frequently been applied for uncertainty analysis in lake water quality
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investigations (Fogel et al., 1978; o'Hayre and Mace, 1978; Fedra et al., 19g0; van

Straten, 1980; Halfon and Macquire, 1981; Fedra, 1983) and in river water quality

investigations (Kothandaraman and Ewing,1969; Blutsaert, 1975; Whiteheacl and young,

1979; Hombetger, 1980). Kothandaraman and Ewing (1969) investigare the impact thar

variations in deoxygenation and reaeration rates have on the prediction of DO along the

Ohio River using the MCS apploach. They conclude that the variations of the rates have

significant effects on DO pledictions and that the most probable value for the DO deficit

evaluated using the MCS approach is a better estimate than values predicted by

deterministic apploaches. Brutsaert (1975) uses the MCS approach to evaluate the most

probable time and location that the critical DO deficit will occur along a hypothetical

river. He takes into account variations in the BOD load, initial DO deficit, deoxygenation

and reaelation rates, river velocity, and water temperature.

Whitehead and Young (1979) use several MCS techniques to evaluate probability

distributions for the BOD and DO levels along the Bedford Ouse River in England. They

first comparc the probability distributions of the BOD and DO levels evaluated using an

original set of distributions for the uncertain information with the probability distributions

evaluated using actual observed data as a check on the efficiency of the simulation model.

An additional comparison of the probability distrÌbutions evaluated using the original set

of distributions for the uncertain information with the probability distributions evaluated

using distribution parameters selected from a random multivariate distribution shows that

the model output is relatively insensitive to distribution variations. The authors also use
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other MCS techniques to show that the BOD and DO levels at a downstream location are

sensitive to effluent discharge rates of an upsûeam discharger and to upstream flow

conditions.

Hornberger (1980) uses the MCS approach to evaluate the contribution of vadance

in river community metabolism to the ovelall uncertainty in predictions for.DO models.

He compates the effects of uncertainty in parameter values under three adaptations of the

classical Streeter-Phelps equation, i.e., an equation that does not include the term for algal

oxygen productiott, an equation that uses mean daily values of net oxygen production, and

an equation that accounts for diel variations in the oxygen production. Results indicate

that community metabolism is impoltant in the water quality models investigated and that

uncertainty in the parameters used to model community metabolism must be considered

when the probability distribution of DO in rivers is estimatecl.

Evidence of the support and acceptability given to MCS as an approach to

incorporate input uncertainty is the number of investigations that compare the results of

other approaches, such as First Order Error Analysis (FOEA) or Sensitivity Analysis (SA),

with those from MCS. FOEA uses a first order Taylor Series approximation of the

relationship between model output and input to estimate model output mean and var.iance

from input information means and variances. The model output variance is then used as

an index of model output uncertainty. SA evaluates the contribution of an uncertain input

parameter to the uncertainty in the model output as the rate at which the model output
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changes with the uncertain parameter. Many researchers have compared two or more of

these uncertainty analysis approaches in lake water quality investigations (Duckstein et

al., 1978; Montgomery et al., 1980; Scav ia et al., 1981; Walker, 1982) and in river watel

quality investigations (Burges and Letterm aier, 1975 and Song and Brown, 1990). Burges

and Lettenmaier (1975) comparc the mean and variance estimates of DO and BOD levels

evaluated using the FOEA and MCS approaches. A simplified Streeter-Phelps model is

employed to evaluate BOD and DO levels downstream of a hypothetical single discharger.

Palameters considered uncertain include the initial BOD ancl DO levels, watel.

temperature, deoxygenation and reaeration rates, and travel time. Results indicate that the

two uncertainty analysis techniques yield similar BOD anct DO predictions. Various

combinations of uncertain parameter estimates are also examined with FOEA ancl it is

shown that uncertainty in travel times and BOD decay are most important for small travel

times and reaeration is most impor.tant at larger travel times.

Song and Brown (1990) investigate the impact of uncertain input parameters and

variables on the output of a DO model using three approaches, SA, FOEA, and MCS.

A modified Streeter-Phelps model is employed and analyses are performed under a wide

variety of hypothetical stream conditions. From comparisons of the mean values of

predicted DO deficits using FOEA and MCS it is concluded that these two techniques

compale favourably with each other. Song and Brown (1990) also investigate the impact

that conelation among the input information has on the output uncertainty of the model.

It is found that the standard deviation of the predicted DO deficits with correlated input
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information is considerably larger than that predicted with independent input infonnation.

2.3.2 Development of the Generalized sensitivity Analysis (GSA)

Beck (1987) states that the most innovative contribution to the rcsearch of

uncertainty analysis in the field of water quality modelling over the past two decades was

the development of the GSA. The GSA evolved from the MCS approach ancl was

rieveloped by Spear and Hornberger (1980) to investigate the sensitivity of system

behaviour to unceltain input parameters. The analysis obtains sensitivity indices that

identify sensitive parameters in a phosphorous based model of the eutrophication process

in the Peel Inlet in Western Australia. The GSA is composed of three conrponents,

namely, a MCS, a classification algorithm, and a statistical analysis. The MCS randomly

draws input parameter values from statistical distlibutions based on literaturc and

preliminary field data. Next, the simulation model responses are classified either as

behaviours or non-behaviours, depending on whether the responses mimic the qualitative

behaviour of the real system. The parameter values corresponding to the behaviour and

non-behaviour model responses compose the parameter behaviour and non-behaviour sets,

respectively. A parameter is considered important for simulating the model results if the

cumulative distribution functions of the behaviour and non-behaviour sets are significantly

different. Spear and Hornberger (i980) use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to

evaluate the maximum separation between the cumulative distribution functions of the sets

for each uncertain parameter. Based on the significance level of the K-S statistic, the
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parameters are classif,ied into one of three groups, namely, critical, important, or

unimportant. For the Peel Inlet case study, the GSA classifies 12 of 19 uncertain

parameters as being either critical ol important for the simulation of eutrophication.

The GSA is explained in ft¡r'ther detail by Hornberger and Spear (1981). The

authors also present a methodology to be used when significant corrclation exists between

the input pal'arneters. They suggest that the correlation can be removed by applying a

plincipal component transformation of the covariance matrix. The general procedur.e is

illustrated on a hypothetical example using three uncertain parameters. A univariate GSA

of the example evaluates only one of the three parameters as significant. However, since

thele is large correlation between two of the palameters, Hornberger ancl Spear apply the

pdncipal component transformation and subsequent statistical analysis reveals that two

parameters are significant.

Spear and Hornberger (1983) use the GSA to identify the key sources of

uncertainty which affect the performance of a waste trcatment lagoon. Their objective

is to select a set of design parameters which maximize the probability that the releases

from the lagoon will not cause the sheam DO concentration to drop below a specified

standard. Simulation responses are classifîed as behaviours or non-behaviours depending

on whether ttre DO standard is met. By changing the distribution bounds of the design

parameters, Spear and Hornberger are able to achieve the desired behaviour of the process

with a probability of 0.84. However, they suggest that more research is required for the
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design of robust parameters since uncertainty in process parameters greatly affects the

outcome of the model.

Humphries et al. (1984) apply the GSA to a simulation model which analyzes the

nitrogen dynamics and their effect on macroalgal growth in the Peel Inlet in Westem

Australia. The method is similar to the phosphorous based model of earlier work (Spear

and Homberger, 1980 and Hombelgel and Spear, 1981) in that behaviours and non-

behaviouls ale classified based on the similality of the model lesponse to actual data. In

more than 500 MCS, no model rcsponses are classifiecl as behaviouls thereby suggesting

that macroalgal growth is rarely nitrogen-limitecl for this case study. Humphries et al.

(1984) also compare parameter values recently collected from field and laborator.y data

with mean parameter values required for successful simulation of the earlier phospholous

simulation model (Spear and Hornberger, 1980). The parameter values compar.e

favourably, suggesting the appropriateness of the phosphorous simulation model and the

inputs to the GSA. The authors believe that this research shows the benefits that an

inexpensive modelling technique such as GSA could give to preliminary water quality

investigations.

Beck (1987) notes that the significance of the GSA is readily evident from the

number of studies which have adopted the approach. In addition to the sfudies previously

reviewed, many other environmental modelling investigations conducted in recent years

have employed the GSA. Halfon and Maquire (1983) identify rhe sensirivity of rare
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constants and water volumes to the fate of fenitrothion pesticide in an aquatic

environment using a multivariate GSA. Whitehead and Hornberger (1984) develop a

nonlinear algal growth model for the Thames River basin in England. They apply the

GSA to evaluate important parameters controlling the system and then use the extended

Kalman Filter technique to estimate appropriate values for the important parameters.

Hornberger et al. (1985) use the GSA to identify and estimate important parameters for.

the hydrological model TOPMODEL under various behaviourial classifications.

Hombelger et al. (1986) use the GSA to evaluate how uncertain input parameters affect

the ability of a sulphate dynamics model to predict sulphate concentrations in Shenandoah

National Park, Virginia. Sperling (1993) develops an iterative approach which uses the

GSA to estimate ranges of values for the important parameters of an activated sludge

model.

Lence and Takyi (1992) modify the GSA technique for conelated input data in a

water quality management system that links a simulation model to an optimizationmodel.

The management model determines the seasonal uniform treatment level which minimizes

the required treatment effort and satisfies a Iimit on the risk of water quality violation.

The modification to the original GSA occurs in the linking of the water quality simulation

model with the optimization model and in the classif,cation algorithm. The modif,ed

algorithm evaluates the simulation model results with an MCS and detennines

management solutions for each Monte Carlo reahzation. It then classifies the

management model output as a behaviour or a non-behaviour depending on whether the
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output is similar to that which would result if the input parameters were known with

certainty, i.e., based on a deterministic scenario of the input conditions. The technique

is applied for managing dissolved oxygen on the Willamette River. Results indicate that

summer flow conditions are more important than winter flow conditions and that

downstream flow data are more important than upsÍeam flow data for the case study.

2.3.3 Chance Constrained Programming (CCP) in Water Quality Management

CCP is a comnonly used approach for incorporating uncertainty in water quality

management models that are solved with optimization models. Typically, CCP

management models are evaluated such that the constraints which ensule acceptable water

quality are in a probabilistic fonn (i.e., the constraint righrhand-sides are random

variables with known distributions). Next a deglee of reliability that must be achieved

for the probabilistic constraints is assigned for each constraint. The CCP model is then

refotmulated as a new equivalent optimization model where the water quatity constraints

are satisfied for the given reliability level and the model can be solved with classical

optimization techniques, such as the simplex method. The main advantages of a CCP

model are that the addition of probabilistic constraints does not increase the size of the

model and the model can be solved using readily available optimization algorithms. The

main drawback to the approach is that simplifying assumptions regarding the distribution

of the random variables, the management model, and the environmental system are

typically required before the problem can be solved.
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Lohani and Thanh (1978) first develop a CCP model for water quality

management in the Hsintien River in Taiwan. In this early investigation, streamflow is

considered the only random variable in the management model. The impact of varying

degrees of reliability (related to the probabilistic nature of streamflow) of meeting a

minimum DO concentration under a least cost and a uniform treatment management

policy are evaluated. A least cost management policy minimizes the total cost of waste

treatment for all polluters while ensuring that the water quality criteria at various locations

along the river at'e met. A unifomr treatment management policy evaluates the minimum

waste treatment level required by all polluters while ensuring the water quality criteria at

various locations are met. As expected, the results show that the total cost of tt'eatment

incleases as the leliability and DO target increases.

Lohani and Thanh (1979) apply the CCP model developed by Lohani and Thanh

(1978) to the management of DO in the Hsintien River under four different management

policies. They also investigate the total cost savings of developing monthly rcmoval

schemes over an annual operating policy. Lohani and Saleemi (1932) extend the CCP

model developed by Lohani and Thanh (1975) by considering more water quality

parameters (i.e., streamflow, wastewater flows, initial BOD concentation, and

deoxygenation and reaeration coefficient) as random variables. Results under the least

cost and uniform treatment policies from the extended model arc compared with the

results reported by Lohani and Thanh (1978). It is shown that the total annual costs are

reduced through the use of the extended model.
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Bum and McBean (1985) investigate the uncertainty in the coeffîcients of the lefr

hand-side of the water quality constraints (i.e., the transfer coefficients) in a management

model. By first transforming a traditional management model into a model that

maximizes the sum of water quality improvements over all checkpoints, the authors put

the transfer coefficients in the objective ftrnction of a linear program. By then taking the

dual of this new management model, Bum and McBean isolate the transfer coefficients

and their corresponding uncertainty in the lighrhand-side of the constraints and are able

to develop a CCP model with the transfer coefficients as random variables. FOEA is

used to characteúze the unceltainty of the transfer coefficients and the model is

demonstrated using conditions representative of the Speed Rivel in Ontario. Bum and

McBean (1986) apply the CCP model developed by Burn and McBean (1985) for the

management of water quality along the Schuylkill River. The authors compare the

estimated DO responses from the CCP rnodel with the DO responses from a simulation

model that uses MCS to incorporate the uncertainty of the various variables. It is shown

that the DO responses from the two models are similar'.

Fujiwara et al. (1986) extend the CCP model originally developed by Lohani and

Thanh (1978) and apply the new CCP model to the Hsintien River. The new CCP model

overcomes a serious fault of the earlier model by not requiring a priori knowledge of the

initial DO deficit at the top of every river rcach. The new model still only recognizes

streamflow as the only random variable. Fujiwara et at. (1987) develop a CCP model for

the management of DO in which the main streamflow as well as the tributary flows and
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stormwater discharges are considered random variables. The chance constraints ensure

that at a location along the river, the probability that the DO deficit is more than a

specified DO deficit does not exceed a maximum allowable risk. The chance constraints

are converted to linear constraints having a staircase structure ancl the model is applied

to a simple numerical example. Ellis (1987) develops a nonlinear CCP model that

evaluates the least cost efficiencies subject to probabilistic restrictions on the maximum

DO deficits allowed in the river. The model imbeds a chance constraint within a chance

constraint and assumes all variables used in the Camp-Dobbins extension of the Streeter-

Phelps model are random. Fujiwara et al. (1988) modify the CCP model of Burn and

McBean (1985) by using simulation analysis instead of FOEA to characterize the

distribtltions of the random variables and by using an iterative procedure of optimization

and simulation to maintain the violation of the water quality standards within maximum

allowable probability levels.

2.3.4 Fuzzy Uncertainty in Water Quality Management

The fotmulation of a traditional water quality management model rcquires the

deterministic specification of all input data. Until recently, probability theory was the

only approach available to directly incorporate uncertainty into a management model.

However, there are some sources of uncertainty that arc not random in nafure, but instead

are related to a vagueness or imprecision regarding the constraints, coefficients, and goals

of the management model @ogers and Fiering, 1986). For example, the Canadian'Water
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Quality Guidelines (CCREM, 1987) state that the concentration of sulphate in drinking

water should not exceed 500 mg/l. Such a strict limit makes it easy to implement and

rcgulate the criterion, however there is no justification for the use of such a rigid standard

(Josephson,1982; Whittemore, 1983; Hattis and Kennedy, 1986). Concerns r.egarding the

appropriateness or correctness of such limits cannot be described in telms of the

probability of occurrence nor can they be fomulated as classical models with probability

theory. Rather, these concelrs are related to the modelling of inexactness, ill-definedness,

vagueness, or as it is often called, fuzziness. In situations like these, the nse of fuzzy set

theory is warl'anted. Fttzzy set theory handles the uncertainty or fuzziness which stems

from the imprecise definition of membership boundaries. Whereas member.ship of

classically defined sets are stated in a binary fashion, membership of a fuzzy set is

defined through a gladual progrcssion from membership to non-membership. A ftrzzy

water quality management model allows the water quality constraints and the objective

function to be defined by fuzzy sets. Thercfore, these are no longer rigid, inflexible

constraints that must be met or definite goals that must be achieved and water quality

criteria and management objectives can be defined by gradual changes from acceptable

to unacceptable.

Fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh (1965) to provide a framework to

address problems in which the source of uncertainty is the absence of a sharply defined

criteria rather than the presence of randomness. Bellman and Zadeh (1970) extend tuzzy

set theory to decision making problems involving fuzzy constraints and.luzzy goals. They
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explain that afuzzy decision can be viewed as an intersection of a fuzzy goal and afuzzy

constraint. Fuzzy mathematical programming was introduced by Tanaka et al. (1974) by

combining classical concepts of linear programming with fuzzy constraints and objective

functions. Zimmetman (1976) shows how ltrzzy linear programming problems can be

solved without increasing the computational effort required for classical linear

programming ploblems.

Many methodologies based on fuzzy set theory have been developed for decision

malting models. A rapidly expanding amount of literatul'e is evidence of the interest

given to this topic. A literature review by Savic (198S) documents the developments of

fuzzy set theol'y and its applications with emphasis on decision making, expert systems,

and rcasoning processes. In spite of the overwhelming literatule on the topic, little

t'esearch has been directed towatds the solution of practical engineering pr.oblems using

lttzzy set theoly. Most of the applications of luzzy set theory to water rcsources have

been lelated to water allocation and planning studies (Hipel, 1981; Esogbue and Ahipo,

1982; Bogardi et al., 1983; Nachtnebel et al., 1986; Slowinski, 19g6; owsinski et al.,

1987; Yunwen and Yishun, 1988; Yi and,Zhang, 1989). Few developments of fazzy set

theory are in the area of water quality management.

Chaung and Munro (1983) discuss several ways in which inexact or uncertainty

data can be introduced into linear programming. They include a comparison of proximate

Programming, Inexact Programming, and Fuzzy Programming. Proximate Programming
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attempts to include imprecise constraints in a linear program by developing a new

solution strategy that manipulates the simplex method. The approach obtains results by

allowing a range of constraint righlhand-side values. Inexact Programming reformulates

the linear program by leplacing the uncertain constraints with a restriction that the sum

of the constraints is limited. A simple illustrative example of a water quality management

problem is demonstlated for each of these techniques. The Proximate Programming

technique exhibits computational advantages fol large litrear programming problenis,

however, concelns ate raised legarding the feasibility of the right-hancl-side range values

and the optimal soltltion. The Inexact Programming method tencls to produce feasible yet

ultra-conservative solutions. The Fuzzy Programming approach proves to be a

particularly usefttl technique which introduces a degree of realism which is lacking in the

other methods. In addition, the Fuzzy Programming method does not significantly

increase the computational complexity of the problem and the method can incorporate

multiple goals.

Benoit (1994) discusses the application of Fuzzy Set Theory and Possibility

Theory for teprcsentation of imprecise information in water quality management

problems. He views Possibility Theory as a subset of Fuzzy Set Theory that considers

membership grades in the fuzzy sets as degrees of possibilities of events. Imprecise

parameters ¿ue represented by possibility distributions defining maximum achievable

probabilities. A hypothetical water quality problem is üansformed into a possibilistic

linear problem and is solved using a succession of classical linear programs. The solution
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yields a possibility distribution for the objective function and a possibilistic assessment

of risk. Benoit believes the application is sufficiently attractive to induce further

investigations, although he notes that methodological questions conceming possibilistic

theory must be addressed.
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CHAPTER 3

AMMONIA TOXICITY AND CRITERTA

FOR AMMO¡{IA MAI\IAGEMENm

As noted in Chapter' 2, trncertainties in ammonia simulation and management

models are compounded due to the complex relationship between ammonia, pH, and

temperature, and to our limited knowledge of the toxic effects of ammonia to aquatic life.

This chapter describes the causes of these special uncertainties associated with ammonia

models. The first section describes the effects that tempelature and pH have on the

toxicity of ammonia. The second section describes in greatel detail the development of

the current ammonia criteria rccommended by the USEpA.

3.1 remperature and pH Dependence of Ammonia Toxicity

Ammonia is a nitrogen compound found naturally in most waters principally as

a biological degradation product of nitrogenous organic matter. It is highly soluble and,

when dissolved in water, will react with water to form un-ionized ammonia, NHr, and

ionized ammonia, NHo* (the notation is also listed in Appendix C). Since the actual

concentrations of un-ionized and ionized ammonia in an aquatic environment cannot be

measured directly, the concentration of each form must be calculated based on the

concentration of total ammonia nitrogen present (USEPA, 1985). The un-ionized and
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ionized ammonia concentrations in an aquatic environment ¿ue evaluated based on the

following chemical equilibrium equation:

NHj +a¡¡- o NH, + H2O

The above reaction is dependent Lrpon the pH and the temperature of the \¡/ater.

all acid-base conjugate pairs, an equilibrium constant, plcct, can be calculated

leaction desclibed in Equation 3.1 as follows:

(3.1)

pka = 0.09018 + 2129.92

As for

fol the

(T * 213.2)

where T is the water temperature in degrees celsius (Emerson et al.,

of total ammonia present in the solution in the form of un-ionized

given by:

(3.2)

1975). The fraction

ammonia,l is then

J:=
1g{øtø-nÐ * 1

(3.3)

where pH is the pH level in the water (Emerson et al., 1975). The effect of pH and

temperature on the distribution of un-ionized and ionized ammonia is presented in Figure

3.1. As shown, an increase in the water temperature and (or) an increase in the pH level

of the water will increase the proportion of un-ionized ammonia in the water. Therefore,

even if the concentration of total ammonia is constant in a waterbody, any fluctuation in

temperature or pH will change the distribution of un-ionized and ionized ammonia.

Another factor that influences the chemical equilibrium of un-ioni zed, and. ionized

ammonia is the ionic strength of the water. As the ionic süength increases in hard or

saline water, the percentage of un-ionized ammonia decreases. However, in most
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Figure 3.1: Effect of pH and Temperature on Distribution of
Un-Ionized and Ionized Ammonia
(Source: Benefield et al., 1982)

freshwaters the reduction of un-ionized ammonia due to changes in ionic strength is

negligible (USEPA, 1985).

The distribution of un-ionized and ionized a¡nmonia is of importance when

investigating the toxic effects of ammonia nitrogen on aquatic organisms. Numerous

researchers have studied the effects of ammonia nitrogen concentration on aquatic
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organisms (Chipman, 1934; Wuhrmann etal.,|947;Wuhrünann and Woker, 1948). While

some toxicity has been attributed to ionized ammonia, the principal toxic form of

ammonia nitrogen is un-ionized ammonia (Wuhmann and Woker, 1948 and Downing and

Merkens, 1955). In an aquatic environment, the toxic effects of un-ionized ammoniahave

greater impacts on higher fotms of life (i.e., fish) than on lower forms of life (i.e.,

invertebrates or aquatic plants) (USEPA, 1986). However, there is no rccognizable

toxicity trend of the effects of un-ionized ammonia among groups of fish since the fish

most sensitive to un-ionized ammonia include species and genera from several diverse

families (USEPA, 1986). Fish exposed to high concentrations of un-ionized ammonia for

sholt time intervals experience loss of equilibrium; hyperexcitability; increased breathing,

cardiac output and oxygen uptake; and in extreme situations, convulsions, coma, and

death (Alabastel and Lloyd, 1982). Fish exposed to lower concentrations of un-ionized

ammonia for longer time periods are affected by reduction in hatching success; reduction

in growth rate and morphological development; and pathologic changes in tissues of gills,

livers, and kidneys (Alabaster and Lloyd, IgB2).

Due to the importance of pH and temperature for determining the toxicity of un-

ionized ammonia, the input values of pH and temperature selected for use in an ammonia

model could have a significant effect on the level of toxicity of un-ionized ammonia in

the river or stream. Traditionally, pH and temperafure measurements have not been made

with the same intensity as streamflow data. Consequently, there are few long term or diel

records for these data.
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3.2 Development of the Current Ammonia Criteria Recommended by the

USEPA

Stephan et al. ( 1985) develop guidelines for derjving national water quality criteria

for the protection of aquatic organisms in the United States. The guidelines specify

methods for evaluating acute and chronic criteria from the results of toxicity studies.

Based upoll recommendations in the guidelines, the USEPA undertake a critical

examination of all ammonia toxicity infomation pleviously published (USEPA, 1985) and

develop acute and chronic un-ionized ammonia criteria as described in the following sub-

sections.

3.2.1 Derivation of the 1985 Acute Ammonia Criterion

There arc essentially three steps in the derivation of the acute un-ionized ammonia

cdterion. The first is an investigation of the acute un-i onized ammonia toxicity

dependence on pH. Erickson (1935) rcviews the data on different fish species for the un-

ionized ammonia LCro for a range of temperature and pH values and investigates the

dependence of the un-ionized ammonia LCro on pH. The LCro is the concentration

causing 50Vo mortality over a fixed duration of 24 or 96 hours. Erickson (1985) plots the

log of the LCro versus pH for different species and notes that all plots have a declining

slope with increasing pH and that the slope approaches zero at high pH values and

approaches a constant value at low pH values. An example of the plot of the log(LCro)
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versus pH for Rainbow Trout is shown in

model to describe the relationship between

Figure 3.2. Erickson proposes the following

LCro and pH for all fish species:

LCrn = (3.4)
1 + 10flP (PIt'r - PH)

where LIM is the asymptotic LCro at high pH values, SLP is the slope of the log(LCr,,)

versus pH curve at low pH values, and PHT is a transition pH value. The fit of this

nrodel is generally good, with R2 values ranging from 600/o to greater than 99o/o for all

data sets Erickson examined. Furthermore, for quality data sets (i.e., data sets that have

at least six observations spread over four pH values with a range of at least 1.5) the fit

of this model is very good, with R2 values langing from 960/o to greater than 99o/o. The

values of SLP and PHT are found to be similar for all data sets examined and have values

of 1.0 and J.4, respectively.

For some fish species data, the LCro declines at pH values above 8.5. The model

proposed by Erickson (1985) fails to predict these trends. Consequently, the USEPA

(1985) modify Erickson's model by requiring that the LCro above a pH of 8 is a constant.

This causes the fitted curve to pass slightly below the apparent peak at the pH of 8.5 and

to follow closer to the data at higher pH values. Therefore, the LIM is defined as:

LIM = LCro(pH=8.Q) x (1 + lQ(rar-s.o)¡ (3.s)

or
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(Adapted from: Erickson, 1985)

UM = LCro(pH=8.0) * 1.25 (3.6)

where LCr(pH-8.O) is the LCro value at a pH of 8.0. The modified version of Erickson's

model for pH dependence then becomes:

LCro = LCro(pH=8.O)

_ LCr(pH=8.O) * 1.25

| + lQ(z'+-ntÐ

pH > 8.0

pH < 8.0

(3.7)

(3.8)

/ Temo.=i2.8 -14.5"C
/ ar¡(:r.5-3.8
o meou¡v f I
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The second step in deriving the acute un-ionized ammonia criterion rcquires an

understanding of the acute un-ionized ammonia toxicity dependence on temperaturc.

Erickson (1985) also completes a review of the data relating the temperahn.e to the LCro

of un-ionized ammonia. He observes that an approximately linear relationship exists

between the log of LCru and temperature. Figure 3.3 shows an example of a plot of LCrn

versus temperature for Channel Catfish. Erickson proposes the following model of this

relationship:

LCrn = LC',,(T=20.0) * l}st"t('r-zo)

where LCso(T:20.0) is the LCr,, at a temperature of 20"C, SLr is the slope of log(LCr,,)

versus temperature curve, and T is temperature of the water in degrees Celsius. Estimates

of the slope do not vary significantly among the data examined by Erickson, consequently

the palameter SLT is evaluated as the mean of the slopes of all data and set equal to 0.03.

This model may not be applied without limitations since, for some data, the slopes

of log(LCro) versus temperature tend to decline as temperaturc is increased. Thus, the

USEPA (1985) restricts the use of this model at high temperatures and modifies the

model as:

T > TCAP

T < TCAP

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.11)

LCro = LCro(T=20.0) x 160'o:(rcAP-20)

= LCro(T=20.0) * 1go.o:(r-zo)

where TCAP is the temperature value above which the validity of the model is questioned.

The value of TCAP is set equal to 20.0 when salmonid fish or other sensitive coldwater
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fish are present and is set equal to 25.0 when salmonid fish or other sensitive coldwater

fish are not present.

The final step in developing the acute un-ionized ammonia criterion is dictated by

the guidelines for developing national water quality criteria (Stephan et al., 1985). The

guidelines state that a one-hour concentation of un-ionized ammonia must not exceed one

half of the Final Acute Value (FAV) more often than once every three years on average.

The FAV is the fifth percentile value from the cumulative distribution of the Genus Mean
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Acute Value (GMAV) for all genera examined. The GMAV is the geometric average of

the Species Mean Acute Value (SMAV) available for a given genus. And finally, the

SMAV is the geometric average of the LCro values available for a given species.

Since the acute un-ionized ammonia LCr,, is dependent on pH and temperatule, the

FAV must be determined relative to some refercnce pH and temperaturc, FAV,"'. The

USEPA (1985) use reference pH and tempelature values of 8.0 and 20.0'C, respectively,

and calculate the FAV,,"''as 0.70 mg/l NH.. However, since this value is higher than the

geometric avel'age of an LC.,, of some sensitive fish species, the FAV,."'. is lor,vered to

0.52. The FAV that is used to derive the cliterion is then referenced to this new FAV,.",.

such that:

FAV =
FAV

rL-l (3.t2)
FT * FPH

where:

FAVTO, = 0,52

FT = l0o.o3(20-rcAP)

- 100.03(20-r)

TCAP<T<30

O<T<TCAP

(3. r 3)

(3.r4)

(3.1s)
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FPH=1

| + lQ(z'+-nu)

1.25

TCAP = 20 if Salmonids are

8<pHl9

6.5<pH<8

Present

Absent

(3.16)

(3.r7)

(3.18)

(3.1e)

half the

=25if Salmonids are

and, as mentioned on page 41, the acnte un-ionized ammonia criterion is one

value of this FAV.

3,2,2. Derivation of the 1985 Chronic Ammonia Criterion

The derivation of the chronic un-ionized ammonia critelion is consider.ably

hindeled by a lack of data regarding the chronic effects of un-ionized ammonia and the

three step method used for the acute cdtedon cannot be used in its derivation. There

exists only one data set for which the chronic toxicity of ammonia is determined over a

suitable pH range (USEPA, 1985). This data set does not support the application of the

pH dependence relationship for the acute critedon for the chronic un-ionized ammonia

toxicity case. Furthefinore, no data regarding the temperature effects on chronic toxicity

are available. However, Acute-Chronic Ratios (ACRs) are available for several species.

The ACR is the ratio of the acute un-ionized ammonia LCro to the lowest concentration

of un-ionized ammonia that results in adverse chronic effects for the aquatic species.

Therefore, in light of insufficient chronic data from which an analogous Final Chronic
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Value (FCV) may be derived, the ACRs are used to derive an estimate of an FCV based

on the FAV defined in Secrion 3.2.1 (USEPA, 1985).

The USEPA (1985) plots ACR values fol the various species againsr pH and

concludes that at pH values grcater than 7.1 the ACR values al.e constant, and that no

definite relationship can be evaluated for the ACR values at lower pH values. ACR

values are assllmed to be independent of temperature due to a lack of suitable data fbr.

cbaracterizing this relationship. Fol pH values above 7.7 , only those species whose

chronic toxicity is less than or equal to the meclian of all toxicity concentration data are

used to derive the chronic criterion. This restricts the use of ACR values to only five

species, namely Channel Catfish, Bluegill, Rainbow Trout, Fathead Minnow, and White

Strcker which have ACR values of 10, 12, 14,20, and 30, respectively.

To generate an FCV, a Representative ACR (RACR) is applied to an appropriate

FAV. The RACR is calculated as 16 which is the geometric mean of the ACR values of

the five species listed above. The FAV,",of 0.52 is deemed to be inappropriate for the

chronic analysis since it is based on a life stage that is morc sensitive than those used in

evaluating the aforementioned ACR values. Consequently for the chronic analysis, the

USEPA (1985) evaluate a new FAV,"¡ of 0.80 using more appropriate data. The FCV at

pH values greater than 7.7 is then defined by dividing the conesponding FAV by 16 as

shown below:
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FCV =
FAV -rel

RACRxFTxFPH

where:

FAV.' = 0.80

RACR = 16

and FT and FPH are defined in Section 3.2.1.

pH > 7.7 (3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

At pH values less than or equal Ío J .7, the FCV is basecl on the observation that

the chronic toxicity is approximately constant on a total ammonia basis. This means that

the FCV value fbr un-ionized ammonia aÍ, any pH and temperaturc must be set so that the

corresponding total ammonia is the same as at a pH of 1.1 and the corresponding

temperature. After simplification, the FCV at low pH values is defined as:

FCV = 6.5 < pH<7.7
(3.23)

where:

FAVær = 0.80 (3.24)

and FT and FPH are defined in Section 3.2.I. Due to the lack of temperature data, the

value of TCAP in the definition of FT is set at 15oC rather than 20"C, for sites with

salmonids or other sensitive coldwater species. For sites without salmonids and other

sensitive coldwater species, TCAP is set at 20"C.

FAV "rrl

)!, x IQQ't-vu)

--10,44-prÐ
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In summary, the criterion to protect against chronic toxicity requires that the four-

day average concentration of un-ionized ammonia does not exceed, more often on average

than once every three years, the FCV (stephan et al., 1985), where FCV is:

FCV =
FAV

rcl (3.2s)
FT*FPH*RATIO

where:

FAVrer = 0.80 (3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

TCAP = 15 if Salmonids arc (3.2e)

(3.30)= 20 if Salmonids are

and FT and FPH are defined in Section 3.2.1

3.2.3 Modification of the 1985 Ammonia Criteria

In L992, the chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion recommended by the USEpA

was revised by the removal of the White Sucker toxicity data (Heber, 1992). The White

RATIO = 16

- 24 * l}Q't-Prl)

1 + 10(7'4-PH)

7;7 < pH < 9.0

6.5 < pH < 7.7

Present

Absent
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Sucker data was removed because, for this species there is not adequate dose ïesponse

data. This removal reduces the number of data sets from which the chronic criterion is

derived and changes the value of the RACR to i3.5 instead of 16. The new and most

cuffent definitions of the RATIO term in Equutions 3.27 and 3.28 ar.e now:

RATIO = 13.5 1.7 < pH < 9.0 (3.30)

)Q + IQQ't-Pn)
6.5 < pH < 7.7

I + 10(7'4-PH)

The removal of the white sucker data does not affect the acute

criterion, since white suckers are not one of the most sensitive

explicitly used in the derivation of the acute criterion.

(3.3 1 )

un-ionized ammoni¿r

species, and are not
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CHAPTER 4

TECHNIQUES FOR ADDRESSING UIICERTAINTY

IN WATER QUALITY MAI\AGEMENT

OF AMMONIA

Linked simulation and optimization models allow the evaluation of management

strategies for satisfying various environmental and economic goals under given sets of

steam conditions. The water quality simulation model typically generates transfer

coefficients that relate the water quality level at downstream locations to pollution loads

released from upstream sources under a given set of stream conditions. An optimization

model is then used to evaluate the optimal waste management strategy for the river

system. Typically the transfer coefficients from the simulation model are used in the

optimization model as coefficients for consfaints that ensure that the environmental goals

are satisfied at locations throughout the river. The environmental goals are expressed in

terms of the water quality standard of the river. The standards are set and enforced by

the state or provincial regulatory agencies and are usually based upon nationally

recommended criteria. The objective of the optimization model may be to minimize cost,

or to maximize equity, water quality, or reliability. Common water quality management

models either determine the minimum total cost of waste management in a river basin,

given constraints on water quality, or the minimum uniform removal level. In addition

to water quality information, least cost (LC) management models require data that
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includes the capital construction costs and the operation and maintenance costs for the

range of removal efficiencies for each discharger. The uniform treatment management

models only require water quality data. Regulatory agencies often do not have the

knowledge or resources to acquire or develop treatment cost functions for each discharger

polluting a waterbody. Furthermore, removal costs for the processes of many groups of

pollutants, including ammonia and BOD, are inseparable and difficult to incoqporate into

the management model. For investigations when freatment cost data are unavailable, a

maximization of the total wasteload function is sometimes substituted for the cost

minimization objective.

This thesis determines the significance of uncertain input information for

determining the ouþut of linked simulation and optimization models that manage

ammonia. The GSA approach, originally developed by Spear and Hornberger (1980) and

later modifîed by Lence and Takyi (1992), is applied to the management problem to

evaluate sensitivity indices for the uncertain input information. The sensitivity of model

ouþut to uncertain input information for two types of management models for the confrol

of ammonia are investigated. One model evaluates the maximum total ammonia

wasteload which can be emitted into a river while ensuring the water quality criterion is

met (i.e., the Maximum'Wasteload, MWL, model) and the other model evaiuates the

minimum uniform removal level of ammonia required to meet the water quality criterion

(i.e., the Uniform Treatment, UT, model). The MWL model is used instead of an LC

management model because cost data are unavailable for the case study for which the
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modified GSA approach is demonsftated. However, the methodologies applied in this

thesis could also be applied to an LC management model. To directly incorporate the

imprecision of the un-ionized ammonia criteria in the modified GSA and to investigate

the effect of this on the significance of the uncertain input information, the two

management models are also solved as Fuzzy Linear Programs. The formulation of the

MWL and UT models are described in Section 4.1. The modified GSA is described in

Section 4.2 and the theory of Fuzzy Linear Programming as it pertains to the management

of ammonia is discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1, Optimization Model Formulations

4.1.1 The Maximum Wasteload (MWL) Model

The MWL model is formulated as:

I
max I F, W, e,

i=1

subject to:

limits on water quality:

I

Ð + w, TC, s v, v j=1, 2,3, ,.., J @.2)
i=l

and limits on the allowable removal levels:

(4.t)
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Fi < UBi

Fi > LBi

V i=1, 21 3, ..., I

V ¿=1, 21 3, ..., I

(4.3)

(4.4)

where F is the fraction of the waste influent of discharger I released into the river, !7,

is the influent waste concenffation for discharger i (e.g., mgll ammonia), e,is the design

flow for discharger i (e.g.,Us), TC,, is the impact on water quality at checkpoint j caused

by a unit of waste released from discharger i (e.g., mg/l un-ionized ammonia increase at

i per mgll ammonia released at i), V, is the allowable water quality impact at checkpoint

i (e.9.' mg/l un-ionized ammonia), 1 is the number of point source dischargers of

ammonia, .r is the number of water quality checkpoints in the stream, and, UB, and LB,

are the upper and lower limits on waste removal fractions for each discharger i,

respectively. Equation 4.1 specifies that the optimization model evaluates the maximum

total ammonia wasteload permitted in the river system. The first set of constraints

(Equation 4.2) ensures that the un-ionized ammonia concentration at any given checkpoint

along the river does not exceed the allowable un-ionized ammonia criterion (either one

half the FAV in Equatíon 3.12 or the FCV in Equation 3.25). The next two sets of

consffaints (Equations 4.3 and 4.4) are the upper and lower technological limits on the

waste removal levels.
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4.1.2 T}ne Uniform Treatment (UT) Model

The UT model is formulated as:

nn UT

subject to:

limits on water quality:

I

Ew, TCij G-uD < v¡ V j=1, 2,3, ..., J

(4.s)

(4.6)

and Equations 4.3 and 4.4, where UT is uniform removal fraction required for all

dischargers, and all other terms have been previously defined in Section 4.1.I. Equation

4.5 ensures that the optimization model evaluates the minimum uniform treatment levei

required by all polluters. Equation 4.6 is similar to Equation 4.2 and,ensures that the un-

ionized ammonia concentration at any given checkpoint along the river does not exceed

the allowable un-ionized ammonia criterion.

The variables TC,, used in the optimization models are the transfer coefficients

evaluated in the water quality simulation model. Transfer coefficients are calculated by

evaluating the change in the un-ionized ammonia concentration due to a unit change of

total ammonia emitted by polluters under a given set of stream water quality conditions.

The variables V, are defined as the allowable water quality impact at each checkpoint.

These impacts are evaluated by subtracting the background un-ionized ammonia

concentration from the un-ionized ammonia criterion. The transfer coefficients and the
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allowable impacts are therefore dependent upon the background stream conditions and the

locations and characteristics of the polluters along the river. Background stream

conditions and parameters include the flow of the river and any tributaries, the ambient

concentration of ammonia in the river, the temperature and pH value of the water, the

river velocity and depth, and the nitrification rate. The modified GSA is employed to

evaluate the importance of these data and parameters to the outcome of the management

decisions made with the optimization models.

The un-ionized ammonia criteria that determine V,have undergone considerable

changes in recent years (see Section 2.7 and Section 3.2). The most current criteria are

based on empirical equations (Equations 3.12 and 3.25) that were formulated for scarce

toxicity data and consequently their validity are questionable. Since this type of

uncertainty is not random in nature, traditional and probabilistic methods cannot be used

to incorporate the uncertainty in the criteria in the optimization model. Rather, Fuzzy

Linear Programming may be necessary to incoqporate this type of uncertainty. In this

reseatch, the modified GSA approach is applied for linked simulation and optimi zation

models solved withFuzzy Linear programming.
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4.2 GSA for Water Quality Management of Ammonia

Lence and Takyi (1992) modify the original GSA technique developed by Spear

and Hornberger (1980) and make it applicable for approaches that use both simulation and

optimization. This research extends the work of Lence and Taþi (lgg}) by applying the

modified GSA to linked simulation and optimization models that manage ammonia in a

river system. The modified GSA is composed of three main elements, namely an MCS,

a classification algorithm, and a statistical analysis. The MCS randomly draws input

information values from statistical distributions based on preliminary field data and

literature. These randomly drawn data and parameter values are combined with other

known information and are input into the linked simulation and optimizationmodels. The

simulation model evaluates ftansfer coefficients (TC¡) and allowable impact variables (Vr)

based on the random values of the uncertain data and parameters and on the known

information. The optimization models determine the optimal allocation of waste (either

by maximizing the total discharge or by minimizing the uniform treatment level) whiie

ensuring that a specified water quality criterion is met.

The second component of the modified GSA is the classification algorithm which

classifies the optimization model output either as Behaviours or Non-Behaviours

depending on whether the model objective function value is similar to that which would

result if the input information were all known with certainty, i.e., based on a deterministic

scenario of the input conditions. For the MWL model, a Monte Carlo realization is
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classified as a Behaviour if it yields a lower total wasteload than rvould result under the

deterministic set of input information. For the UT model, a Behaviour results if the

Monte Carlo realization yields a uniform removal level that is greater than the uniform

removal level evaluated using the deterministic input information.

The third component of the GSA is a statistical analysis of the Cumulative

Distribution Functions (CDFs) of the Behaviour and Non-Behaviour classes for each

uncertain input parameter or datum. The object is to identify if a parameter or datum is

important for evaluating acceptable management decisions by comparing the CDFs for

the Behaviour and Non-Behaviour classes. If the CDFs of the two classes are

significantly separated, as shown in Figure 4.1, then the parameter or datum is important.

If the CDFs are not significantly different, as shown in Figure 4.2, then the parameter or

datum is not important for the system behaviour. The K-S two-sample test is used to

measure the degree of separation of the CDFs and the sensitivity of the behavioral

classifications to uncertain input information. The K-S statistic is defined as:

d^* =tï | s"(Ð - s,(Ð I
(4.7)

where m is the number of Non-Behaviours, ¿ is the number of Behaviours, and, S" and d,,

are the sample CDFs for the Behaviour and Non-Behaviour classes of parameter I,

respectively. The K-S statistic measures the maximum vertical distance beween the

CDFs of the two samples and is sensitive not only to the differences in central tendency

but also to any difference in the distribution functions. Large values of tl,,.uindicate that
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the parameter is important for simulating acceptable responses for the management

decision. In situations where the correlation between uncertain input parameters is low,

small values of d*,, indicate that the parameter is not important for simulating an

acceptable response. For situations in which the input parameters are highty correlated,

multivariate GSA analysis can be used (see e.g., Takyi, r99l for more details).

4.3 Fuzzy set Theory in water Quality Management Models

In this research, Fuzzy Linear Programming is used in the optimization models to

incorporate the uncertainty associated with the current ammonia criterion. This section

describes Fuzzy Set Theory and Fuzzy Linear Programming as it applies to the water

quality management of ammonia. The principles explained in this section provide a

mathematical means to model uncertainty resulting from imprecision rather than from

randomness.

4.3.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Set Theory

A classical or crisp set is a collection of elements or objects, Í, in which each

single object can either belong to or not belong to the set.R, R e X. Membership in the

classical set R is characterized by the binary function p*(x) such that:
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pn(;) = fo',i'r
R
R

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.t1)

A fuzzy set S is a set of ordered pairs of objects, x, and their corresponding membership

functions, plx), such that:

S=[¡,plx)],xeX

The membership function, plx), represents the grade of membership of x in the fuzzy set

S. The values of the membership function are in the real interval [0,1], where the closer

the value of pdx) is to one, the more x belongs to the fuzzy set S. By these definitions,

a crisp set is merely a sub-set, or the extreme values, of the larger fuzzy set.

Processing information in which uncertainty is defined with fuzzy sets requires

operations which are defined differently than those for classical set theory. Zadeh(1965)

defines the membership function corresponding to the intersection of two fuzzy sets .g and

I as the minimum of the membership functions of .s and r such that:

psnl¡) = min [fs(*), pl¡)]

Zadeh also defines the membership function corresponding to the union of fuzzy sets S

and r as the maximum of the membership functions of ,s and z such that:

trs:l¡) = mâx [Ur(*), pl.r)]

Figure 4.3 shows a graphical representation of these fuzzy set operators. Note that the

fuzzy set operators are non-interactive, i.e., ltsulx) and prn{x) are equal either to pdx)

or p/x) but not to a combination of the two membership functions. This property
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Figure 4.3: Schematic Representation of Fuzzy Set Operations for
Two Fuzzy Sets ,S and Z

prevents the compounding of errors such that the maximum error resulting from a

operation cannot exceed the highest error associated with the operands. Furthermore,

operators can be applied to membership functions measured on ordinal scales.
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4.3.2 ßuzzy Linear Programming in Ammonia Management Models

A classical or crisp model of a decision making process is analyzed with a

mathematical representation of the system in terms of decision variables, constraints, and

an objective function. A general classical Linear Programming model may be stated as:

min z = c*x (4.r2)

subject to:

a*x >b

x>0

(4.13)

(4.14)

where z is the objective function value, c is the coefficient vector for the objective

function, x is the decision variable vector, a is the coefficient matrix for the constraint set,

and b is the lower bound vector for the constraint set. The optimal decision is defined

as the value of the decision variable vector which yields the best system performance or,

for the above Linear Programming model, the minimum objective function value. Any

violation of a constraint renders an infeasible solution and as such, the linear

programming model behaves according to classical set theory.

In real world applications, a decision maker is often faced with imprecise input

data and ambiguously defined goals. In such situations, the use of Fuzzy Set Theory and

Fuzzy Linear Programming is warranted. A fuzzy decision making model considers a

situation in which the constraints as well as the objective function are ambiguously
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defined or fuzzy. The Fuzzy Linear Program is staterl as:

c*x= z

a*xèb

¡20

(4.1s)

(4.t6)

(4.17)

where J denotes the luzzy version of the à relationship and is interpreted as "essentially

greater than or equal to." Note that the objective function of the classical Linear Program

(Equation 4. l2) has been written as a maximizing goal in order to consider ¿ as a lower

bound. The decision in the fuzzy environment constitutes. the selection of decision

variable values which simultaneously satisfy the objective function and constrains of the

classical linear program. According to this definition, the decision set lD) can be viewed

as the intersection of the fuzzy goal set (G) and the fuzzy constraints sets lC) or:

D=GñC (4.i8)

Assuming that x represents an alternative solution vector, the degrees that x belongs to

the sets D, G, and c are represented by the membership functions po@), ltc6), and. pr(x),

respectively (i.e., po@) ndicates the degree to which x satisfies the decision set, pto@)

indicates the degree to which r satisfies the objective function, and. pr(x) indicates the

degree to which x satisfies the constraints sets). The mathematical formulation of the

fuzzy decision can nol# be expressed in terms of membership functions as:

l¡r(Ð = min [¡ro(,r), [¡c(Ð] (4.te)

Since decision makers are typically interested in a crisp rather than a fuzzy decision, the
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optimal solution is defined as the solution .r which satisfies the fuzzy decision set with

the maximum degree. In other words, the set of variable values that satisfy the following

goal:

max ¡rr(x) (4.20)

or

max min [Vo@), ¡r.(r)J (4.2t)

The specification of the membership functions for the goal and consfraints sets is

a subjective process that depends on the decision maker's perception of or preference for

the degree of membership of the variables in the sets. The memberships should be zero

if the constraints or goal are strongly violated and one if they are very well satisfied. One

type of membership function, a linear membership function, for the goal fuzzy set is

stated as:

p.(x)

where po is the tolerance interval specified for the goal.

functions for the fuzzy constraints sets are:

(4.22)
c*x<z

-Pc

Similarly, the linear membership

Pc
0,

1,.

t

1,

c*x-z
íf c*x) I

¿fz-pc3

ifcxx<1
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t-I 1,

l. a*x - b
F"(x)=lt* * ,

lo,

if a*x> b

,f b -pr{
ifaxx<b

a*x1b

-Pç

(4.23)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

where p. is the tolerance interval specified for each consfraint. Note that each individual

constraint of the classical Linear Program results in a fuzzy set. Figure 4.4 shows a

membership function for a typical fuzzy constraint.

The max-min problem stated in Equation 4.21. can be transformed into a classical

linear programming problem by introducing a new variable, ì., such that:

min À (4.24)

subject to:

Pc(¡) > Â

Vc@) > ),

0<Â<1

¡>0

If the values of À and variable x are the optimal solution to the above problem (Equations

4.24tlrough 4.28,4.22, and 4.23), then the same values of variable x arealso the optimal

solution to the Fuzzy Linear Programming problem (Equatíons 4.15 through 4.I7).
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In real applications it is rare that the objective function is initially expressed in

fuzzy tenns. Usually the objective function is minimized subject to a set of constraints,

some of which are well-defined and others that are fuzzy. As a result, the relationship

between the crisp objective function and fuzzy constraints is different from the

relationship between the fuzzy objective function and fuzzy constaints, and the approach

explained earlier is not applicable. However, by adopting a nonnalized membership

function for the objective function, the problem can be solved using the previously

explained methodolo-sy. The linear membership function for the objective function can

be normalized by:
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I t,

lfo - '**F6(x)=LT'
if cxx < f,

if .fr < c*x 3 fo

íf cxx > fo

(4.2e)

where po@) is the membership function of the fuzzified objective function, $ is the

optimal solution of the classical linear program without any violation of the original

constraints, md Ít is the optimal solution of the relaxed classical linear program with

introduced tolerances on the constraints. Figure 4.5 shows the membership function

coresponding to the normalized objective function. Note that the membership functions

for the fuzzy constraints remain the same and the problem can now be solved using

Equations 4.24 tbrough 4.28, 4.23, and 4.29.

To investigate the effects that incorporating the imprecision of the un-ionized

ammonia criterion might have on the sensitivity of the model output to other uncertain

input information, the classical MWL and UT models described in Equations 4.1 through

4.4 and Equations 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, are transformed into fuzzy optimization

models by allowing the water quality constaints defined by Equations 4.2 and 4.6 to be

fuzzy. These new fuzzy optimization models are solved as in Equations 4.24 through

4'28, 4.23, and 4.29. The evaluation of the membership functions for the fuzzy

constraints begins by assigning values for un-ionized ammonia levels that correspond to

the membership grades of 1 and 0. The insfteam concentations of un-ionized ammonia

at checkpoint j that are less than or equal to the crisp value of V, are assigned

memberships of 1 and the concentrations equal to the crisp value of V, plus p, are
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assigned a membership of 0. The variable P, is the tolerance interval assumed to

rePresent an uncertain range for the ammonia criterion. The memberships between the

grades of 1 and 0 are assumed to vary linearly as shown in Figurc 4.6. The

corresponding membership function for the fuzzy water quality consrrainr (FWeC) is

stated as:

ifU,sV,

,lV¡ t U, s V, + P,

,ÍU¡rY¡*P¡

(4.30)

where U, is the instream un-ionized ammonia concenEation at checþoint j (i.e., either E
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F,W,TCrj Ví or E w, TCrj G_UT) Vi ).

When incorporating the uncertainty of the current ammonia criterion wirh fazzy

optimization in the management models and then applying the GSA to evaluate the

sensitivity of the linked simulation and optimization models to uncertain input

information, the behavioral classification algorithm must be modified. A Monte carlo

realization is classified as a Behaviour or a Non-Behaviour depending on whether the

optimal solution from the management model solved withfuzzy optimization is similar

to that which would result if the input information were all known with certainty and
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solved withfuzzy optimization (i.e., the ammonia criterion is considered imprecise in both

the deterministic scenario and the Monte Carlo realization). For the MWL model, a

Monte Carlo realization is classified as a Behaviour if the optimal wasteload evaluated

using Fuzzy Linea¡ Programming is less than the wasteload evaluated using the

deterministic set of input information and Fuzzy Linear Programming. For the UT model,

a Behaviour results if the Monte Carlo realization response from the Fuzzy Linear

Program yields a uniform removal level that is greater than the uniform removal level

evaluated using the deterministic input information and aFuzzy Linear program.
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CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDY

The modified GSA for ammonia management models using classical and fuzzy

optimization is applied to the White River Basin in Washington State. This chapter gives

a descrþtion of the White River Basin and details of the procedure for applying the

techniques developed in this thesis.

5.1 White River Basin Case Study

The modified GSA for simulation and optimization models is demonstrated for the

control of ammonia along a 40 km section of the White River in Washington State. Eight

point source discharges are located on the river along with a diversion, located at river

km 39.4, a tributary, located at river km 37.5, and a return flow, located at river km 5.6.

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the White River Basin and its dischargers. The Canai

Diversion withdraws a significant portion of the White River flow for storage in Lake

Tapps for use at a hydro-power generation station. Boise Creek is a relatively small

natural stream and Lake Tapps Outflow is the return flow from Lake Tapps which is

released through the generating station powerhouse.

Fourteen years of mean daily streamflow data from 197g to lggr,for four gauging
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of White River Basin
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stations, were obtained from the USGS (United States Geological Survey). Two stations

are located along the main stem of the White River, one upstream of the case study

section, henceforth referred to as Station 1, and one at river km 37 just downstream of

Boise Creek, henceforth refered to as Station 2. The other two stations are located along

Boise Creek and Lake Tapps Outflow and are henceforth referred to as Station 3 and 4,

respectively. Ten years of mean daily streamflow data from 7982 to 1991 was available

for a gauging station located on the Canal Diversion. However the flow from this

gauging station is not used in this research since the dates of measurement do not

coincide with the 14 years of flow data from the other gauging stations and since the flow

fluctuates severely from day to day and does not foilow a regulated pattern that can be

relied upon.

V/ater quality data from five ambient monitoring stations located along the White

River were collected from Washington State Department of Ecology (WDOE). The data

consist of monthly and bi-monthly measurements of water temperature and pH with

periods of record ranging from one to 16 years during the years 1962 to Igil.
Discharger design waste flows and influent ammonia concentrations obtained from

Pelletier (1993) are listed in Table 5.1. Background ammoniaconcenfrations along the

White River and the tributaries are assumed to be equal to 0.05 mg/l (pelletier, 1993).

Velocity and depth coefficients were developed by Pelletier (1993) as a function of stream

flow. A nifification rate of 0.45 duy-t, at20"c, is used in shallow reaches with water

depths less than or equal to two feet, and arate of 0.20 duy-t, atZ}oC,is used in deeper
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Treatment Plant Location
(River km)

Influent
Ammonia

Load
(mg/l)

Design Fiow
(vs)

Rainier School WTPU 40.4 30.0 18.41

Muckleshoot Hatchery WTP 39.1 0.17 141.88

Enumclaw WTP 37.2 30.0 105.35

Buckley U/TP 34.9 30.0 43.90

Beatrice Cheese WTP 2.7 38.4 22.09

Sonoco Products U/TP 2.4 0.42 13.59

Fleischman's Yeast WTP 1.7 0.41 11.61

Sumner wlp lt-ìr I 16.4 I 1s0.10
u'WTP:'Waste Treatment Plant

Table 5.1: Discharger'Wasteload Characteristics

reaches (Pelletier, 1993). All discharger effluent temperatures are set equal to 16oC to

represent extreme effluent conditions. Treatment cost data were not avaiiable for the

dischargers releasing waste into the river.

Pelletier (1993) investigates the water quality of the White River as part of the

development of wasteload allocations for point source dischargers of BoD, ammonia, and

chlorine in the Puyallup River basin. He observes that critical conditions for ammonia
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exist along the white River between the diversion to, and outflow

during periods of low flow and high temperature and pH.

from, Lake Tapps

5.2 Analysis Methodology

The ammonia transport simulation model developed for this thesis is a steady-state

one-dimensional model which calculates the transfer coefficients for the multipie point

source emissions of ammonia into a river with multiple tributaries (or return flows) and

diversions' The pollutant transport mechanisms are advection and first order decay. The

river is comprised of a series of reaches where each reach is defined by the confluence

of a tributffiY, a significant withdrawal of flow, or the occurrence of a point source of

ammonia waste. A mass balance is conducted at the start of each reach to evaluate the

water temperature for the reach. Two checkpoints are assigned to each reach, one in the

mixing zone at the start of each reach (assuming effluent mixes with 25vo of the

mainstem flow) and one at the end of the reach after complete mixing and nitrification

has occurred. The model evaluates background un-ionized ammonia concentrations at

each checkpoint throughout the river and then evaluates the transfer coefficients due to

each discharger releasing 1.0 mg/l of ammonia. The model also evaluates the un-ionized

ammonia criterion at each checkpoint based on the water temperature and pH levei.

Inputs for the simulation model include the background stream conditions and information

regarding the point source dischargers. Background stream conditions and important

sffeam information include the mainstem, fibutary, and withdrawal flows, the upstream
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and tributary water temperatures, the pH levels of the water in each reach, the background

concentrations of ammonia, the relationship between the water velocity and depth and the

flow in each reach, and the nitrification rate along the river. Information about the

dischargers includes their locations, influent ammonia loads, design flows, and discharge

temperature.

5.2.1 Input Data Analysis

To represent critical water quality conditions, Stations 1 through 4 flow inputs to

the simulation model are the 7Q10 low flows evaluated at each gauging station. The

Canal Diversion flow is calculated based on the 7Q10 low flows at Station l,Z, and.3

(i.e., the Canal Diversion flow equals the summation of the flows at Station I and 3

minus the flow at Station 2). Since only sparse water quality data are available, pH and

temperature data from all monitoring stations are combined to represent values for the

entire river basin. The highest mean monthly temperature value for the entire river is

selected to represent the critical value for temperature. This corresponds to the month of

August which has the mean monthly temperature of I6.7"C. This critical value is

assumed to represent the upsfteam and tributary water temperatures in the simulation

model' Since there are several months which have similar high mean monthly pH values

(e.g., June: 7 .49, July:7 .49, August:7 .49, september:7.Sí,october: 7 .4g, andNovember:

7 '54), the critical pH level is selected to correspond to the month that has the highest

standard deviation. This occurs during the month of october which has a mean monthly
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pH of 7.48 and a srandard deviation of 0.59.

each reach of the river.

This critical value of pH is assumed for

V/hile all the information input to the simulation model may be considered

uncertain to some degree (with the exception of the discharger locations), practical

application requires that only some information be considered uncertain. Information

considered uncertain in this case study includes the low flows at eachgauging station, the

critical temperature of the upstream river and tributaries, the critical pH level at all

locations along the main stem of the river, and the nitrification rate at ZO"C. This

information is considered uncertain since it is usually the most important to the

management of ammonia and since records for these data are short and sparse. There is,

however, sufficient data to characterize the uncertainty in these inputs (i.e., to develop

statistical distributions). The 7Q10 low streamflows are considered uncertain because

they are based on only 14 years of data. Typically, modellers and hydrologists prefer to

base 7Q10 low streamflows on longer periods of record. The critical temperature and pH

values are considered uncertain since the temperature values typically vary over annual

cycles and the pH levels typically vary over both daily and annual cycles. These cyclic

changes can produce significant changes in the concentation of un-ionized ammonia in

the stream and in the recommended criterion. Ideally, a multiyear, daily record of

temperature and an hourly record of pH is required for implementation of the cuffent un-

ionized ammonia criteria recommended by the uSEPA (Sanders et al.,1gg3b). Monthly

or bi-monthly grab samples, such as the ones available for this case study, are poor
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measures for regulatory purposes. The nitrification rates given by Pelletier (1993) are

also considered uncertain since they are not calculated from actual field sampies, but are

based on typical values found in literature and on the experience of WDOE personnel.

5.2.2 Mcs for the Ammonia Transport simuration Model

Probability distributions were fit to the seven-day-averaged annual low flow data

for each gauging station, the temperature values measured in August, and the pH levels

recorded in October' All data fit two-parameter log-normal distributions and the

temperature and pH data also fit normal distributions. The nitification rate at 20"C is

assumed to fit a uniform distribution with a maximum value of 9.0 day-l and a minimum

value of 0.0 day-t based on literature cited in USEPA (19s5). A regression analysis was

conducted to determine if the flows of the four gauging stations are correlated. A

summary of the results of the regression analyses are given in Appendix A. As expected,

due to the development and regulation of the river basin for hydro power generation, there

is no correlation between Station 4 flow and the other station flows. There is slight

correlation between Station 1,2, and,3 flows, however there is not enough to warrant the

use of a GSA for correlated parameters.

Each Monte Carlo realization generates 50 years of seven-day-averaged annual low

flows at each gauging station and selects a flow representative of the 7Qi0 low

streamflow for each station to be used as input to the simulation model. The
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representative 7Q10 low steamflows at Stations I,2, and,3 are used to calculate the

Canal Diversion flow in the simulation model. The high temperature and pH values along

with the nitrification tate, at 20"c, are selected from their respective fitted distributions

and are also input to the simulation model. Ten thousand five hundred (10500) Monte

Carlo realizations are generated for each application of the modified GSA. This number

of tealizations was determined by gradually increasing the number of simulations until

the statistical properties of the input data and the modified GSA results converged for

sample fials using different management models under the current chronic un-ionized

ammonia criterion.

5.2.3 GSA Procedure

The modified GSA is applied for several scenarios of water quality goals,

management models, and management model formulations. A specific scenario consists

of a water quality goal, solved under either the MWL or the UT management model,

using either a classical linear or Fuzzy Linear Programming formulation. The water

quality goal may be the culTent chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion recommended by

the USEPA or it may be some other potential chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion.

In this thesis, the investigation of the sensitivity of the management model

outcome to uncertain information focuses on four research objectives. The first objective

is to investigate the importance of input information under both management models
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solved using classical Linear Programs that determine the MwL and UT management

solutions under the current chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion recommended by the

USEPA. The second objective is to investigate the current recommended chronic un-

ionized ammonia criterion with both classically solved management models under varying

probability distributions for temperature and pH. The aim is to evaluate how the

importance of the uncertain input information may change when different statistical

distributions are assumed for pH and temperature since these data fit both log-normal and

normal distributions. The flow data are not fit to different distributions since the log-

normal distribution is typically used to represent the distribution of flow and since the

log-normal distributions fit the data well. The nitrification rate is also not fit to different

statistical distributions since there is not enough information for this parameter to justify

the use of other disfributions.

The third objective is to investigate the importance of input information under both

mariagement models under varying criteria. First, chronic un-ionized ammonia criteria

that are derived based on different RACR values are used. Recall that the RACR is the

Representative Acute-Chronic Ratio used in the derivation of the chronic unionized

ammonia criterion (see Section3.2.2). By changing the RACR to other values (between

10 and 30) that are based on the toxicity information used in the derivation of the

criterion, the sensitivity of the management models to uncertain input information can be

determined under different, yet plausible, water quality criteria. The modified criteria are

derived using RACR values that range between 10 and 30. These values correspond to
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the range of the ACRs for species whose chronic toxicity is less than or equal to the

median of the chronic toxicity of all data. These changes modify the chronic un-ionized

ammonia criterion from approximately 60Vo to I30Vo of its current value. To examine

a larger range of possible criterion values and to acknowledge that the RACR

formulation may be revised entirely in the future, a final set of scenarios that use a

criterion that ranges ftom 40Vo to 200Vo of the current un-ionized ammonia criterion are

evaluated.

The fourth objective is to investigate the sensitivity of the outcome of the

management models to uncertain input information when the models are solved using

Fuzzy Linear Programming that directly incorporates the uncertainty of the chronic un-

ionized ammonia criterion into the management model formulation. The uncertainty of

the criterion is reflected in the definition of linear membership functions for each water

quality constraint (see Section 4.3.2). Tolerance intervals, which represent the degree of

uncertainty of the criterion, are varied between ITVo and, I00Vo of the current un-ionized

ammonia criterion.

Note that the optimization models developed for this thesis use only the numerical

value of the chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion (or a modification of that numerical

value) as the water quality goal. The requirement of not exceeding the criterion more

often than once every three years on average is not incorporated into the models, rather,

since 7Q10 low flows are used, the criterion is limited to being exceeded once every ten
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years on average.

A random number generator on a SUN workstation was used to generate random

numbers in the MCS and an IMSL subroutine was used to solve the Linear programs in

the optimization models. The K-S statistic was calculated using subroutines from press

et al. (1989). The listing of the codes that perform the MCS for the MWL and UT

classical linear andFuzzy Linear Programming models, the classification algorithms, and

the K-S tests a-re presented in Appendix B. Aside from fitting probability distriburions

to the data and conducting the regression analyses, which were performed on pCs, all

other analyses were conducted on the UNIX network at the University of Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The tesults of the application of the modified GSA for ammonia control of the

V/hite River Basin case study are presented in this chapter. The first section presents the

application of the modified GSA to identify important input information in the linked

water quality modelling and management process for the two management models usi¡g

the current chronic un-ionized ammonia criterjon. The second section pr.esents the

application of the modified GSA fol the two management models using different

distributions fol pH and tempet'ature. The third section presents the rcs'lts of the

modified GSA for the two management models with varying chronic un-ionized ammonia

criteria. Finally, the last section prcsents the lesults of the applied modified GSA for the

two management models modified as F',zzy Linear pr.ograms.

6.1 Modified GSA Results using the current Ammonia criterion

The magnitude of the K-s test statistic, t1,,,,, for each parameter or datum

represents the degree of sensitivity of the system response to that information. In order

to compzue different scenarios for different water quality goals, management models, and

input distributions, throughout this work the cl,,,uare normalized,by dividing the ¿,,,uvalue

for a given dafum by the 57o signiftcance value of the t1,,,,,,. The normalized. ¿,,,,,,s aÍe
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considered to be the sensitivity indices for the given input information. A sensitivity

index greater than 1.0 indicates that the parameter or datum is important for determining

acceptable management solutions at95o/o confidence. Conversely, a sensitivity index less

than 1.0 indicates that the parameter or datum is not important for determining acceptable

management solutions at 95o/o confidence. Sensitivity indices ar.e calculated for each

uncertain parameter and datum for each scenario of the water quality goal, management

model, and input distribution. The relative values of the sensitivity indices for the input

data and parameters are compared and used to ranlç the relative importance of the

unceftain infonnation.

Sensitivity indices fot the uncertain input information arc calculated for each

management model using the currcnt chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion and are

presented in Table 6. 1. The first column of Table 6.1 lists the uncertain input information.

The second and third columns present the sensitivity indices for.each input under the

MWL and UT management models, respectively. Under the MWL model and the current

chronic un-ionized ammonia cdterion rccommended by the uSEpA, the pH, the

temperaturc, the Station 2 flow, and the nitrification rate are important (i.e., their

sensitivity indices arc greater than i.0). The pH has the highest sensitivity index (22.j6),

followed by the stream temperature (I3.46), the Station 2flow (1.66),and the nitrification

rute (3-64). Flows at the other three gauging stations have sensitivity indices less than

1.0 which indicate that these flows are not important for determining acceptable

management solutions. Naturally, it is expected that the pH and temperature would affect
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Input Information

Nitrification Rate

Station 1 Flow

Station 2 Flow

Station 3 Flow

Table 6.1 : Sensitivity Indices for the Input Information
Using the Current Ammonia Cl.iter.ion

the model response since the concentration of un-ionized ammonia in the dver is

dependent upon the temperature of the water and its pH level. However, it is interesting

that the sensitivity of the pH and temperature rank higher than that of the süeamflow.

Historical records prove that much time and ïesources have been spent recording flow

data along the White River. These results suggest that accurate pH and temperature

measurements are essential for ensuring successful ammonia modelling and management.

Of the four gauging stations located along the White River, the flow at Station 2

is the only significant flow datum under the MWL model. Station 2 is located along the

main stem of the White River after the Canal Diversion and Boise Creek. The flow at
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Station 2 indicates the amount of flow which is removed from the White River via the

Canal Diversion. The sensitivity of the Station 2 flow demonstrates that the amount of

diverted water is more important for water quality management along the river than the

upstream flow, the tributary flow, or the retum flow. As would be expected, critical

water quality conditions exist along the White River after the diversion withdrawal.

Under the UT model and the current rccommended chronic un-ionized ammonia

criterion, the sensitivity indices for the input information are similar to those under the

MwL model, except for the sensitivity index of the nitrification rate. The pH has the

highest sensitivity index (23.23), followed by the stream temperature (16.49), and the

Station 2 fTow (8'48). The flows at the other thlee gauging stations ar.e not significant

for determining acceptable management solutions. The sensitivity index of the

nitrification rate falls below 1.0 to 0.88, which indicates that the nitrification rate is not

as important under the UT model as it is under the MWL model. This may be due to the

different emphasis given to individual dischargers under the two management models.

Under the UT model, the removal levels of each of the dischargers are based on their

impacts on water quality, but the unifom treatment requirement dictates that the removal

levels of all dischargers be equal to each other and therefore equal to the individual

discharger with the highest removal level. Under the MWL model, the management

solution is not dependent on any one discharger's removal level but rather is based on the

impact of all dischargers and the assimilativ e capacity along the river. Since the

nitrification rate deterrnines the rate of ammonia decay and the water quality impacts
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along the river, it is understandable that the nitrif,rcation rate is more important under the

MWL model than under the UT model. Furthermorc, in this case study, critical water

quality conditions exist in the upper rcaches of the basin after the Canal Diversion. There

is only one discharger upsileam of the Canal Diversion and the impact of this one

discharger on the critical water quality checkpoint as determined by the nitrification rate

is minimal. Consequently, under the UT model, the nitrification r.ate is not important.

lt must be noted that in a different river basin, with different dischargers and flows, the

significance of the nitrification rate, as well as the other input information, may be

different.

6.2 Modífied GS.A' ftesults Under Different Statisticat Distributions

By fitting different distrjbution functions to the uncertain input information one

can evaluate how the sensitivity indices of the parameters and data may change under

vatying assumptions about the uncertain information. Tables 6.2 and. 6.3 list the

sensitivity indices for the input information under different combinations of log-normal,

notmal, and unifom distrjbutions for pH and temperaturc for the MWL and UT models,

respectively. The first column of each table lists the uncertain input information. The

next nine columns present the sensitivity indices for each input under different

distributions for pH and temperature (the reference scenario number for each of these

distribution scenarios is also listed). The last two rows of Tables 6.2 and 6.3 give the

number of Behaviours and Non-Behaviours for each scenario. Note that the sensitivity
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indices for the input infonnation listed in the second column of Tables 6.2 and 6.3

the same as those prcsented in Table 6.1 (i.e., the sensitivity indices listed in Table

wete calculated using log-normal distributions for both the pH and temperature).

Table 6.2 lists the sensitivity indices for each parameteï and datum under the

MWL model, the cunent recommended chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion, and

different combinations of log-nonrial, nolmal, and uniform distr.ibutions for pH and

temperature. Comparing the sensitivity indices listed in Table 6.2, it is evident that the

distribution functions assumed for the pH and temperature do af1ect the sensitivity of the

input information. Scenarios 1,3, and 5 through 8 result in the same information

significance and rank ordering. Fol these scenarios, pH has the highest sensitivity index

followed by the stleam temperatule, the Station 2flow, and the nitrification rate. Flows

at the other gauging stations have sensitivity indices less than 1.0. Scenarios 2, 4, and

9 are different from the previously mentioned scenarios in that the temperature has a

higher sensitivity index than the pH. Three general trends can be evaluated from the

scenarios shown in Table 6.2. The first is that when a uniform distribution is used for

either the pH or temperature, the sensitivity index of that parameter or datum increases.

For example, in Scenarios 6 and.7, the sensitivity index of pH is much higher than that

of the other scenarios in Table 6.1. This is because under the uniform distribution for pH,

the likelihood is larger that a wider range of sample values for pH may be selected in the

MCS than from under either the log-normal or normal distributions. The wider range of

possible pH values increases the uncertainty associated with this parameter and induces

aÍe

6.1
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a higher sensitivity index. The increase of sensitivity for pH reduces the relative

significance of other parameters. The second trend, which is to be expected, is that the

scenarios that use uniform temperature distributions all result with the sensitivity index

of temperaturc ranking higher than pH. A third tfend is that scenarios in which unifom

distributions ate employed have grcater numbers of Behaviours than those based on other

distributions. This is also due to the wicler range of likely parameter values in these

scenarios. An extreme example of this phenomenon is Scenario 2, in which both pH ancl

temperature are based on uniform distributions and the number of Behaviours and Non-

Behaviours are 8295 and 2205, respectively.

Table 6.3 displays the sensitivity indices for each parameter under the UT model,

the cunent t'ecommended chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion, and different distribution

scenarios. In Scenarios 1, 5, and J, the sensitivity index of the pH r.anks highest followed

by the temperaturc, and the flow at Station 2. The remaining flows and the nitrification

rate are insignificant. In Scenarios 2, 4, and 9, the sensitivity index of temperature ranks

higher than pH and both are followed by the Station 2ftow. Again, the remaining flows

and the nihification rate are insignificant. Scenarios 3, 6, and 8 arc each different fiom

the other scenados in that information that was previously insignificant becomes

significant. In Scenarios 3 and 8, the nitrification rate is significant and in Scenario 6,

the Station 3 flow is significant. However, the trends exhibited in Table 6.3 are similar

to those exhibited under the MWL model.
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Comparing the results of the modified GSA using different combinations of

statistical distributions for pH and temperature for the two management models, it appears

that assumptions regarding the uncertain information have a greater effect on the UT

model decisions than on the MWL model decisions. Under the UT model, there arc three

scenarios in which the significance of input information changes from unimportant to

important. Under the MWL model, the significance of all parameters or data rcmains

constant throughout all the scenarios (i.e., input information remained either important or

unimportant in all scenarios investigated). Consequently, the results under the UT model

for the significance of the nitrification rate and, to a lesser degree, the flow at Station 3,

may be inconclusive.

6.3 Modifïed GSA Results using Different Ammonia criteria

This section presents rcsults of the modified GSA for the MWL and UT models

under different chronic un-ionized ammonia criteria to evaluate how the importance of

the parameters and data may change when the criterion is changed. Figures 6.1 and 6.2

show the sensitivity indices of the input information under the MWL model as the

criterion changes depending on the value of RACR used in its formulation. The RACR

value used is decreased from 30.0 to 10.0 in increments of two between 10.0 and 20.0

and in increments of five between 20.0 and 30.0 (recall that the current criterion

recommended by the USEPA uses a RACR of 13.5). As the RACR value is decreased,

the value of the ammonia criterion increases and the water quality constraint relaxes. All
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parameters considered important at the current recommended criterion remain important

at all criterion values investigated as shown in Figure 6.i. Thereforc accurate and

frequent measurements of the water temperature and pH levels throughout the basin, as

well as the flow at Station 2, are very important for the management of ammonia on the

White Rivel regardless of any change made to the ammonia criterion. In addition,

accurate values of the nitrification rate along the river arc also required. From Figur e 6.1,

it is observed that the sensitivity indices of the temperature and the Station 2 flow

increase while the sensitivity index of the pH clecreases as the RACR decreases. This

stlggests that as the ammonia cliterion is increased (i.e., the constraints on water quality

are relaxed), the temperature and Station 2 flow becorne more important for producing

acceptable management solutions where as the pH becomes less important. As the RACR

decteases, the sensitivity index of the nitrification late decreased to a minimum at the

RACR of 20.0 and then incrcases once again. At all criterion values, pH has the highest

sensitivity index followed by temperature. At RACR values less than 16.0 and at20.0,

Station 2 fTow is more important than the nitrification rate. At all other criterion values,

the nitrification rate is slightly morc important than the flow at Station 2.

Figure 6.2 presents the sensitivity indices for Station I,3, and 4 flows. Flows at

Stations 1 and 3 usually rcmain insignificant, however, there are two criterion levels for

which each of these low flows become significant. The sensitivity indices of these flows

do not follow any trends for this case study. Multiple modified GSA applications for the

MWL model under different chronic un-ionized ammonia criteria showed similar results.
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Therefore, even though at the current recommended criterion these flows are unimportant

for detetmining acceptable model responses, changes in the criterion in the future may

result in these flows becoming important. Figure 6.2 also shows that Station 4 flow is

significant at all RACR values higher than 15.0. In other words, as the water quality

constraints arc rclaxed, Station 4 flow becomes less important. This indicates that the

water quality downstream of Lake Tapps Outflow must be near the curi.ent criterion value

and any restriction of the criterion results in that flow becoming significant.

Sensitivity indices fbr the uncertain paraneters under the UT model and criterion

evaluated using a varying RACR arc presented in Figures 6.3 through 6.5. As shown in

Figufe 6.3, the sensitivity indices of the pH, the temperaturc, and the Station 2 flow

remain approximately constant over all RACR values. This indicates that these inputs are

important in determining favourable UT management results r.egardless of the cliter.ion

used. Whereas the sensitivity indices of the pH, temperatule, and Station 2 flow vary

with the RACR value under the MWL model, the sensitivity indices of these data do not

change appreciably with the RACR value under the UT model. This is probably due to

the UT restriction that all dischargers remove at the same level. For this model, typically

one (or at most a few) key dischargers determine(s) the management solution and the

information that affect the transfer coefficients for this discharger are consistently

significant. Figure 6.4 shows that the sensitivity index of the nitrification rate varies as

the RACR changes and it is greater than 1.0 at high RACR values. This indicates that

the removal of ammonia through nitrification has a significant impact upon the system
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only at low criterion values. Figures 6.5 shows the sensitivity indices for flows at the

Stations 1,3, and 4. The sensitivity indices of the Station I and 4 flows remain

insignificant at all RACR values and the sensitivity index of Station 3 flow becomes

significant at several lower RACR values. These results reinforce the conclusion drawn

from the MWL model that, under some criteria, Station 1 flow is important to system

behaviour and should continue to be monitored. Furtherrrore, the insignificance of

Station 4 flow under the UT model collaborates the conclusion that the water quality of

the river in the upper reaches of the basin is the most critical.
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To investigate a wider range of possible criterion values, the sensitivity indices of

the unceftain parameters were also evaluated by changing the criterion by a percent of the

cutÏent criterion rather than by changing its formulation. Figures 6.6 and 6.1present the

sensitivity indices for the input information under the MWL model. These plots are

similar to Figures 6.1 and 6.2 and show similar results except that the tlends ale even

more pronounced' Figure 6.6 shows that as the criterion is increased, the sensitivity

indices of the temperatul'e and Station 2 flow increase while the sensitivity of pH

decreases. on this larger scale, the sensitivity index of the nitrification rate appeal.s

appt'oximately constant at 2.5 except at the most relaxed criterion value wher.e it drops

to below 1.0. This suggests that at this very high criterion value, the nitrification rate is

no longer important to the system behaviour. This is understandable since, as the

criterion is relaxed, greater wasteloads may be emitted into the river. At this high level

of waste input, the water quality reaches a condition at which the decay of ammonia has

little impact. From Figure 6.7, it is shown that the flow at Station 1 remains insignificant

at all criterion levels and the Station 3 flow remains insignificant in all but one criterion

value. Similar to earlier results, as the criterion is increased, the sensitivity of the Station

4 flow changes from significant to insignificant at approximately the cu¡ent

recommended criterion value.

Figures 6.8 through 6.10 present the sensitivity indices for the input infonnation

under the UT model when the criterion is changed by percentages. The trends observed

in these figures are similar to those in Figures 6.3 through 6.5. Figure 6.8 shows that the
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sensitivity indices of the pH, the temperature, and the flow at Station 2 remain

approximately constant over all criterion values. As the criterion is increased, the

sensitivity index of the nitrification rate decreases and changes from significant to

insignificant at a fractional decrease of the current criterion of approximately 0.1 as

shown in Figure 6.9. This indicates that the nitrification rate is not important when the

criterion is near or less constrained than the current recommended criterion value. From

Figure 6.10, the sensitivity of the flows at Station 1 and 4 are shown to usually remain

insignificant, however, they both become important in one scena¡io. The flow at Stations

3 remains insignificant at all criterion values.
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In order to compate the robustness of the management models under varying

ammonia criteria, the confidence limits of the model outcomes were evaluated. Figures

6.11 and 6.12 show the 5Vo and95o/o confidence limits of the total ammonia wasteload

emitted into the river for the MCSs of the MWL model and UT model, respectively.

Under the MWL model, the range of limits vades between 337o (atthe cunent criterion

fi'action of 1) and 560/o (at the cun'ent criterion fraction of -0.6) relative to the 95o/o

confidence limit and is equal to 45o/o of the 95o/o confid,ence limit at the current criterion

value. Under the UT model, the range of limits varies between 69Vo (at the current

criterion value) and 71o/o (at the cunent criterion fraction of -0.6) relative fo the 95o/o

confidence limit. This st¡ggests that the MWL model is morc robust than the UT model

fof this case study. Furthermore, the range of potential outcomes of the UT management

decision is not affected by fhe criterion value while the range of the wasteloads under the

MwL model is affected by the criterion value (i.e., the range of wasteloads decrease as

the fraction of the currcnt criterion increases).

6.4 Modified GSA Results using Fazzy optimization Models

By incorporating fuzzy linear versions of the MWL and UT optimization models

in the modified GSA, one can determine if the sensitivity of the management outcome to

uncertain input information is affected by directly incorporating the imprecision of the

chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion into the model. This section presents the sensitivity

indices of the input information under fuzzy linear MWL and UT models with varying
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luzzy tolerance intervals for the criterion in the water quality constraint. Figures 6.13 and

6.14 present the sensitivity indices of the input information as the fuzzy tolerance interval

is increased from 0.0 (i.e., the crisp optimization model) to l00vo of the cu*ent chronic

un-ionized ammonia criterion, under the MWL model. Figure 6.13 shows that the

sensitivity indices of the pH, the sheam temperature, the Station 2 flow, and the

nitrification rate remain approximately constant as the fuzzy tolerance interval is

incrcased. Figure 6.14 shows that the sensitivity inclices of the Station I and 4 flow

remain insignificant at all fuzzy tolerance intervals. Figure 6.14 also shows that the

sensitivity index for the Station 3 flow remains insignificant at all fuzzy tolerance

intervals except 0'6. The tlends observed in Figure 6.13 and 6.14 atequite similar to the

results obtained in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 when the criterion is relaxed under the MWL

model (i.e., the fraction of the cuuent criterion is increased from 0 to 1).

Figures 6.15 through 6.17 present the sensitivity indices of the uncertain

information under the UT model as the fuzzy tolerance interval is increased from 0 to

I00Vo of the cunent criterion. Figure 6.i5 shows that as the fuzzy tolerance interval is

increased, the sensitivity indices of the pH, the temperature, and the Station 2flow remain

approximately constant. Figure 6.16 shows that the sensitivity of the nitrification rate

decreases as the fuzzy tolerance interval increases. From Figure 6.17, itis shown that the

sensitivity indices of the flows at Stations 1, 3, and 4 are always less than one and

therefore these data are insignificant. Again, the trends observed in these figures are very

similar to the trends found in Figures 6.8 through 6.10 when the criterion is relaxed under
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the UT models (i.e., the fraction of the current criterion is increased from 0 to t¡.

By observing the sensitivity indices of the input information under varying

tolerance intervals, it may be concluded, that for this case study, incorporating the

uncenainty of the criterion through fuzzy optimization does not significantly alter the

sensitivity of the uncertain information. In fact, the sensitivity of the information follow

the same trends exhibited when the MTVL and UT linear models are solved. This may

be due to a number of reasons, the first being that the \ryater quality along the White River

is not that poorly degraded and is critical only in one or two locations. This results in
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only one or two checkpoints contributing to the outcome of the optimization models and

consequently only one or two of tbe fuzzy water quality constraints being active. The

second reason may be due to the type of optimization models being used. The MWL

model and the UT model werc selected because they do not require cost data. If cost data

could be developed, then other management models such as LC management could be

used' This might change the solution of the fuzzy linear programs by allowing more

action in the fuzzy water quality constraints and theleby increase the potential for changes

in the sensitivity indices.

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the 5o/o ancl 95o/o confidence limits of the total

anrmonia wasteload for the MwL and the UT models, respectively, under var.ying fuzzy

tolerance intervals. Under the MwL model, the range of the limits varies between 45o/o

(at the currcnt cliterion value) and,407o (at the cuflent criterion fraction of 1) r.elative to

the 95vo confidence limit. Under the UT model, the range of the limits varies between

690/o (at the cuilent criterion value) and 7O7o (at the current cdterion fi.action of 1)

relative to the 95Vo confidence limit. Consequently, the MWL model is more robust than

the UT model. While the range of the limits under the UT model remains approximately

constant, the range of the limits under the MWL model increases slightly as the fazzy

tolerance interval increases. This indicates that ttre robustness of the UT model is not

dependent on the tolerance interval where as the MWL model is slightly sensitive to the

tolerance interval.
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The minimum membership value for each scenario is the lowest value of

membership for either the luzzy goal or any of the ruzzy constraints of that scenario (i.e.,

it corresponds to the optimal value of À). Figure 6.20 presents the 5o/o and, 95o/o

confidence limits of the minimum membership for the MWL model. As the fuzzy

tolerance interval is increased for this management model, the 95o/o confidence Iimit

increases slightly while the 5o/o confidence limit remains constant at 0.5. This indicates

that when allowing larger fuzzy tolerance intervals, the minimum membership of more

Monte Carlo realizations ale above 0.5. Since the closer the minimum membership is to

1.0, the closer the constraints arc to a crisp value of the allowable water quality impact,

the higher minimum membership values indicate that under the fuzzy MWL model, the

concentration of un-ionized ammonia in the river is closer to the recommended chronic

un-ionized ammonia critelion at more locations along the river. In comparison, under the

UT model, the 5o/o and 957o confidence limits of minimum membership both lie at 0.5

for all fuzzy tolerance intelvals. This is because the formulation of the UT model forces

the uniform treatment level to be dictated by a single discharger's effect at the checkpoint

along the river that has the worst water quality. The membership value of the fuzzy goal

and the fuzzy constraint at the checkpoint with the poorest water quality are equal to 0.5

where as all other fuzzy constraints are unimportant and usually have membership values

equal to 1.0.

Figure 6.21 shows the normalized confidence limits for the total membership under

both the MWL and the UT models as the fuzzy tolerance interval is increased. Total
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membership in a scenario is calculated by summing the membership of the fuzzy goal and

all of the fuzzy constraints. Since there arc 22 fuzzy constraints (conesponding to

checkpoints at the top and bottom of each reach) and one fuzzy goal in this case study,

total membership is nomalized by dividing by 23.0. Consequently, a normalized total

membership of i.0 occurs if the fuzzy goal and constraints all have memberships of 1 .0

(i.e., all constraints and the goal are met clisply). Values less than 1.0 indicate that

membership in some fuzzy constraints or the luzzy goal are less than 1.0. Figur-e 6.21

shows that the 5o/o and 95Vo confidence limits of the normalized total membership for the

UT model ate equal to 0.957 at all tolelance interval values except at the fraction value

of 1.0. At the tolerance interval fi'action value of 1.0, the 5o/o confidence limit drops

slightly. This is again due to the formulation of the UT model which results in

membership values for the fuzzy goal and one luzzy constraint equal to 0.5 and

membership values for the remaining 2I fuzzy constraints equal to 1.0. The slight

decrease of the 57o conTtdence limit for the uT model at the fuzzy tolerance of 1.0 is due

to the high wasteloads being emitted into the river with the relaxation of the criterion.

By allowing more waste into the river, the criterion is being exceeded at other less cdtical

checkpoints and themembership of those fuzzy constraints is less than 1.0. Figup 6.21

also shows that the UT model has a higher total normalized membership than the MWL

model. This means that under the MWL model morefuzzy constraints have memberships

less than 1.0 and that more checkpoints along the White River have un-ionizedammonia

concentrations higher than the current recommended criterion (i.e., more of the fuzzy

water quality constraints are active). The width of the confidence limits for the MWL
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and the UT models remain approximately constant with the increasing tolerance interval

indicating that the robustness of the models is not affected by changing the tolerance

interval.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIOT{S AND FUTURE WORK

7 "l Conclusions

This study includes the selection and collection of water quality, flow, and

discharge data for an ammonia management investigation, the analysis of the significance

of uncertain input information for linked water quality simulation and optimization models

for managing ammonia, and the development of an approach to evaluate the importance

of unceftain input information for such models under imprecise water quality cr.iter.ia.

The investigation of the impoltance of uncertain input information uses the modified GSA

technique undel' two diffelent management models. The MwL model evaluates the

maximum total wasteload that can be released into a river receiving point source

discharges of ammonia and the UT model evaluates the minimum uniform removal level

required along the river. Sensitivity indices for the uncertain input information under

each management model are evaluated using varying statistical distributions and chronic

un-ionized ammonia criteria. To directly incorporate the imprecision associated with the

cunent criterion in the modified GSA, Fuzzy Linear Programs of these management

models are used and the sensitivity indices are evaluated to quantify the significance of

the uncertain input data for the linked simulation and optim ization models under

imprecise or fuzzy water quality criteria. All analyses are demonstrated for the
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management of ammonia in the white River Basin in washington State.

The modified GSA conducted using the clln'ent recommended ammonia criterion

rcveals that: 1) under the MWL model, important input information include the pH level

of the river, the stream temperaturc, the flow at Station 2, and the nitrification rate; and

2) under the UT model, important input information include the pH level of the river, the

stlean temperatttre, and the flow at Station 2. These rcsults stless the importance of

rcliable pH and temperature data for evaluating adequate ammonia management decisions.

Since the pH and temperature data rccord for the White River Basin is composed only

of monthly and bi-monthly measurements, the results emphasize the need for the

incteased fiequency of measurcment of pH and temperature on the river and its

tt'ibutaries. Until reliable data can be obtained, the rest¡lts of any model that manages

ammonia on the river may be questionable.

The importance of the flow at Station 2 under all management models indicates

that the amount of flow removed from the White River via the Canal Diversion is more

important for the management of ammonia than either the upstream, return, or tributary

flows' Regulatory agencies should therefore be more concemed wittr obtaining reliable

flow records for the Canal Diversion, or indirectly the Station 2 flow, than the flows at

the other stations. The nitrification rate is an important parameter under ttre MWL model

but not under the UT model. This is reasonable considering the different emphasis given

to dischargers under the two management models. under the MWL model, the
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management solution is dependent on the assimilativ e capacity of the dver and is not

dependent on a single discharger, as is the situation for the UT model. Since the

nitrification rate determines the rate of ammonia decay along the river, it is

understandable that the nitrification rate is more important under the MWL model than

under the UT model. This finding also indicates that different input infomation may be

significant under different types of management models.

The application of the modified GSA using varying statistical distributions for pH

and temperature reveals that the distributions assumed for input information have an effect

on the resulting infolnation sensitivities. When a unifolm distr.ibution is assumed for

either the pH or temperature values, the sensitivity of these data increases. This

obselvation is reasonable since unceltainty associated with any datum increases as the

range of values with an equal probability of occurrence widens. Scenarios that assume

a ttnifotm distribution for temperature rcsult in the sensitivity of temperature ranking

higher than that of pH. Under the UT model, thrce assumed distribution combinations

result in the nitrification rate and Station 3 flow becoming important where as in all other

scenarios these inputs are unimportant. Consequently, the significance of the nitrification

rate and, to a lesser degree, the flow at station 3, are inconcrusive.

The investigation of the importance of uncertain input information under

ammonia criteria reveals that all information considered important at the

recommended criterion rcmain important for almost all of the other criterion

varymg

current

values.
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Furthermore, under the MwL model, while the flows at Station 1 and 3 usually remain

insignificant, there are criterion values at which each of these flows arc important.

Station 4 flow is also shown to be important at all criterion values less than the cunent

recommended criterion. Under the UT model, the nitrification rate is important at low

criterion levels and both Station 1 and 3 flows ar.e importantata few criterion values.

It appears that the flows at Stations l, 3, and 4, while not important at the cunent

recommended criterioll' nlay become important at other cliterion values. Therefore, until

the time when the ammonia criteljon is known with mor.e certainty, water quality

managers should be concemed with obtaining leliable records of the input infor.mation

investigated (i.e', flows at all four gauging stations, pH, temperature, and the nitrification

rate).

It is also shown that directly incorporating the imprecision of the cuuent

recommended ammonia criterion through fuzzy lineal programming does not significantly

affect the importance of the uncertain input information for this case study. The

importance of ttre input information tends to follow the same trends as those exhibited

when the ammonia critedon is varied in classical linear programs for the MWL and UT

models' This occurs because the White River is not poorly degraded and has critical

water quality in only one or two locations. When only one or two of the fuzzy

constmints are active, the solutions to the fuzzy optimization models are somewhat

predictable and the sensitivity indices evaluated are similar to those evaluated using the

classical optimization models.
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7.2 Future Work

This study includes the collection of water quality, flow, and discharge data

pertaining to the management of ammonia in the White River basin. The flows at four

gauging stations along with the river pH, temperaturc, and nitrification rate are considercd

uncertain information in the case study since the rccords are sparse for these data and

since it is possible to assume statistical distributions for them. Due to a lack of

supporting information, the degree of uncertainty and the underlying distr.ibutions of some

data could not be identified ancl these data are considered as known inputs in this stLldy.

Research should be conductecl to furthel investigate the significance of other input data

such as velocity, depth' background ammonia concentrations, and discharger.wasteloads.

Statistical distributions wottld need be developed for any other Lrncertain data and the

modified GSA could be used to evaluate the effect of these data on the management

model outcome. Cost data for the dischargers releasing ammonia into the V/hite River

were not available for this study. If cost data could be developed for the dischargers in

the basin, one could investigate the importance of the various inputs under a management

model that minimizes total cost. The cost data could also be considered uncertain input

data in the modified GSA.

Further development of the simulation model should also be considered for future

work' The existing model is a simple, steady-state model for simulating ammonia in a

river that has only point source dischargers and in which the only removal of ammonia
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occurs due to nitrifîcation. Other sources of ammonia (i.e., non-point sources) and other

nitrogenous interactions could be included in the simulation model to form a more

rcalistic model. Furthetmore, when more frequent pH and temperaturc data become

available (i.e., hoully measurements for an extended period of time), the probability

distributions for these data could be deternined and the linked simulation and

optimization models in the modified GSA could be adaptecl to incorporate the acute

criterion for ammonia. Decision makers could then evaluate the importance of hourly

data for removal strategies based on the most stringent requirements of either the chronic

or the acute cl'iterion.

Another method may be used to calculate the Canal Diversion flow that is requir.ed

as input to the simulation model. A 14 year record of seven-clay-averaged flows for the

Canal Diversion could be calculated fi'om the 14 year rccords of seven-day-averaged

flows at Station 7,2, and 3 (i.e., the Canal Diversion flow would be equal the summation

of the seven-day-avelaged flow at Station I and 3 minus the seven-d ay-averaged flow at

Station 2)' From the generated, 14 year record of seven-day-averaged flows for the Canal

Diversion, the 7Q10 low flow could be evaluated for input to the deterministic case and

a distribution could be fit for use in the MCS.

Research may also be conducted on the effect of using different classification

definitions in the modified GSA. one example of an alternative classification algorithm,

under the MV/L model, would be that a Monte Carlo realizattonmay be classified as a
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Behaviour if it yields a total wasteload that is within a specified percentage of the total

wasteload that would result using the deterministic input information.

Since the useftllness of incorporating fuzzy linear programming in the modified

GSA is hampered by the characteristics of the White River Basin case study, it would be

useful to apply the approaches developed in this thesis to other case studies that have

poorcr watel'quality. Fulther t'esearch might also be conducted to extend the modifìed

GSA to linked simulation and optimization models that manage ammonia along with other

water quality constituents, such as DO, in a river system. In such situations, input

infomation identified as impoÍant to the model that manages rnultiple constituents may

be different than those considered impoltant to models that manage the constituents

separately' For example, the relative importance of the flows or nitrification rate could

incrcase under such cases since these inputs also affect the simulation of and management

for DO along the dver.
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APPENDIX A

RESULTS OF REGRESSION AI{ALYSES

Simple linear regtessions were fit between the seven-d ay-averaged flows of all

gauging stations. The R2 values evaluated for each regression analysis are listed in Table

A'1' For example, the regression analysis using Station 1 flow (independent variable) to

predict the flow at station 2 (dependent variable) yields an R2 varue of 0.67.

Table 4.1: Summary of R2 Values from Regression Analyses of Station Flows

Dependent Gauging Stations

Independent
Gauging Stations
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APPENDIX B

LISTTI.{G OF FORTRAN PROGRAMS

B.tr Amrnonia sirnulation and tr inked MwL Management Model
c*******************Jç*****************************************d-********
c
9 rlil proqran calculates the maximun wastel-oad of ammonia all-owedc while maintaining un-i-onized ammonia reve-r-s netow a specifiedc standard at various checr<points along a section of a river thatC has multipte dischargers ãnd tributaiies.
c
C

C Written by Corinne L. Wotton, April 1995.
C

C* ** * ** * * * ** * ** * * * rr * t(* ** * ** * * ** * ** *** *** * ** * * * * * * * *********************
C

C-
C
c
c
C
C
C
C

C
C
(,
I
(,
(,
I
c
(.

C
C
C
C
C

(,

c
c
C
c
c
c

c

List of variables in input subroutine:rGsA :counter for GSA (1 represents de.terministic case,>1 represents Monte Caifo simul_ation¡

List of variables in input subroutine:
NUMREACH :number of reaches
NUMDISCH :number of dischargersLOCDISCH :location of dischargersNUMTRIB :number of tributariés or
LOCTRIB
DrsT ( NR)
PH(NR)

:location of tributaries:distance to end of reach
=pH level in reach

diversions
or diversions

AVEL(NR) :velocity coefficient (V:ae^b) for reachBVEL(NR) :ve]-ociry coef ficient iv:aõ^¡ j roi ieacir
IPIITH :deprf coefficienr (D:ce^d) fór reach
PPIIIH :deprh coefficienr (D:ce^di for reachyTyP :upstream temperature (C)yITl :upstream ammõnia conceni.ration (rngll)UFLOW :upstream fl_ow lcfslBNH3(NR) =background ammònia concentration (nS/L)DTEMP(ND) =discharger ternperature (C)DNH3(ND) =discharger ammõnia l_eveÌ inS/flDFLOW(ND) :discharger ftow (mgd)DTEMP(NT) :tributary (or Oiveísion) temperature (C)DFLoW(NT) :tributary (or diversionj ffoi, ("i;trrypEFrs :rype ot iish inhabirins'tfiã-ii;ãi",

(J_ represents salmonid streams, 2 representsnon-salmonid streams )ïTYPESTA :type of USEPA un-ionízed amrnonia standard(1 represents acute standard, 2 representschronic criteria)
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c 
'ERTOL 

:percent of us.pA un-ionized ammonia standardc NUMMC :number of Monte carr_o simuration= io-¡ã--pårior^.ac rsEED :inteqer seed value for q;;ãiuti"n of randon numbersC
C
c List of variabr-es in.background and impact subroutines:C ZNH3(NR) :ammonia level @S/\) in mixingr zonec RNH3(NR) :ammonia r-evef @s/L¡ 1n reach after mass bar_ancec RFLOW(NR) :frow (cfs) in reãch after mass bar-ancec RTEM'(NR) :temperature (c) in reach a¡iãr mass balancec pKA(NR) :un-ionized ammonia coefficient for each reachc 

'ERCENT(NR) 
:percent of un-ionized u**oniã (z) in reach

2 RUNTON(NR) :un-ionized ammonia revet in mixiág 
"onã-ãna utu snd of reachC RVEL(NR) :velocity (fps) in reachc RDEPTH(NR) :Oepth litj in reachC RKN(NR) :nitrification-r1!e (/days) in reach, if depch<:2ftc ¡hen RKN(Nn):g: ¿s aÀ'd ii áeplrr>2fr rhen nxñfñn ):o .2c RKNAD(NR) :remperarure adjusred niari¡i;;tion rarã i7äà;;) i"C reach

C RTIME(NR) :travel time (days) through reachc B(l) :background un-iõnízed unuíðniu-concentrations at s.tartC ef reach (nS/I)c B(J) :background un-ionized ammonia concentrations at end of
i ç',, :;:å;:,iî31å',., ar srarr or reachC C(J) :temperature icl at end of reachc D( r ) :pH ( standard 'units 

¡ .t 
"tuii=ãr ,erctlC D(J) :pH (standard units¡ at end of reachC NUMCONST :number of checkpoiáts 1""*nãi of reaches*2)c A(ND,r) :un-ionized ammoñiu 

"onò.niiuiion, (ns/r) at start ofc reach due ro a discrrargei-ã**ãniu ioá'o ór r.õ nq/rc A(ND,J) :un-ionized ammonia conóenLtuiior," (nug/r) at end ofc reach due ro a.dischargei-ã**åniu i"áã ór-i.o nq/tc DrJ(ND,NC¡ :impact coef ficients @s/r ) ^én¡ for each discharger
g pD(ND,Nc) :î*n:::^":å?;l:?åii murripried by ammonia wasreroad ror
; rorA,,(NC) :3ffin"1';;|3'3;'"å:r"3;:jij*i"t"'
C
C
C List of variabl-es in standard subroutine:C TCAP
c FT :coefficients used Lo determine usEpA un-ionizedC FpH arnmonia standard for each ,.uãnC RATTO
c srD(Nc) :un-ionized ammonia standard (mglì_) for each checkpoint
3 

srDToL(Nc) :percent changed un-ionizeã-uÀ*oniu standard @g/r¡ for
C "ach checkpoinl

C List of variabl_es in removal subroutine:c RrJA(NC) :arrowabre water quality impact at each checkpointc McoNr :number of contraints oi ;hã;k;"i;d*"" 
e¡reu^vui

c NVAR :number of variables or di;;h;;;.r"
2 AMATRTX(Nc,ND):matrix (McoNT*NVAR) of the cóefficients of the\- constraints
c LDA :leadi-ng dirnension of AMATRTX exactry as specifiedC in the dimension statementC BB(NC) =tinit of the constraint NCc cosr(r) :coefficients of the obj".iirr" functionC IRTYPE(NC) :type of constraint NC iO:.Srrãfl r:f."" than, 2:grearerc than, 3:range constraints¡'
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C

c
c
c
C

xLB(ND) =l-ov/er bound on variable NDXUB(ND) :upper bound on variable NDoBJ :value of objective function frorn DLPRS subroutineOFVALUE('RUN):vatue or oniecrive function iãi iñu¡rFRAcr(IRUN,T):percent. tïeatment required by oi-àrrarqer f in caseIRUN

c List of variabr-es in generation and supporting subroutines:c TMEAN :mean añd standard deviali¿;-;I'narurar logarithmsC TSTD of temperatuïes aj_ong the riverc PHMEAN :mean and standard deviation of natural rog,arithmsC PFISTD of pH levels along the rivãr--c FUPMEAN :mean and standard deviation of naturar_ rogarì_thmsc FUpsrD of 7-day average_row yearry iiows at upsteam rocationc FT2MEAN :mean and standárd deviation oi naturar- loqariLhmsc FT2srìl of 7-day average_low yearry fiows aL. secoÃd tribrutaryc FT3MEAN :mean and standåro deviatioñ of naturar rogarithmsc FT3srD of 7-day average_row yearrv iiorr at thirá tributaryc FMMEAN :mean and standård devlatioñ of natura_L rogarithmsc FMSTD of 7-day average l-ow yearly iiorr at mid river
I UINRAN) :an array of noimalry oistri¡uião ra¡rdom numbersC of length l,inauC BBI :random number between 0 and 1c FLow(NyEAR) :an array of generat.ed frow varues of rengt-h NYEARC
c----
C
c

C
INCLUDE 'incl_,

OPEN( 3, FILE:, white. dat, )
OPEN( 5 , FILE: , results / 

)
OPEN( 9 , FILE: , out . dat, )

10
c
c
C

C
C
C
c

Read input data from fiÌe.
CALL INPUT

(-

c Run the simutation/optimization program for the deterministic casec (TGSA=I) and for the number of l¿onté carro-simulations specified.c
ÏGSA:1
ïF (ÌGSA.LE.NUMMC+1) THEN

Evaluate background un-ionized ammonia conditions arong the river
CALL BACKGROUND

C
C Evaluate impact coefficients along t,he riverc

CALL TMPACT

Evaruate chronic un-ionized arnmonia standard arong the river.
CALL STANDARD

Evaluate maximum ammonia wasteload permitted so that the concentrationof un-ionized ammonia along- the rivär is ¡eiow-the specified standard.

c
C
c

C
C
c
c

CALL REMOVAL
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c
c
c
C
(-

c

c
c
c
C

C

C

C

c
C
C

C

C

C
C

c
c
c
C

C

c
C
C
C
C
C

c

Generate upstream and tributary temperatures, reach pH,nitrification rate of the rivei system, and upstream and tributaryf lows for the next Monte Carl_o siñruÌation.
CALL GENERATION

IGSA:IGSA+1

GO TO 10
ENDTF

STOP
END

C

c*********'***Jr******************x**************************************
C

SUBROUT]NE INPUT

ìk*'*************-*************************************.***********.****d.**

This subroutine reads the:
number of reaches
number of dischargers
l-ocation of dischargers
number of tributaries or diversionslocation of tributaries or diversionsdistance to the end of each reacf, 1*ires¡pH in each reach
velocity coefficients for each reach (V:ae^b)depth coefficients for each reacfr to:òO^ãlupstream temperature (C)
upstream ammonia concentration (nS/I)upstream fl-ow (cfs)
background ammonia concentrations @S/I)discharger ternperature (C)discharger ammonia loads <n7/fldischarger flows (mSd)
tributary temperatuie fCltributary fl-ows (cfs)
type of fish inhabiting the rivertype of USEPA un-ionized ammonia standardpercent of USEPA un-ionized standard
number of Mont_e Carl_o simul_ations to be performedinteqer seed value

INCLUDE , inc]-,
C

READ(3/*) NUMREACH
READ(3/*) NUMDISCH

llAD( 3, *) {rocDrscH( r ), r:l_, NUMDTSCH)READ(3/*) NUMTR]B

^ READ(3/*) (LOCTR]B(I)/I:l,NUMTRIB)
C

DïST(1):0.0
DO 5 NR:2,NUMREACH+1
READ(3,*¡ DrsT(NR)

DO 10 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ(3,*¡ PH(NR)

DO ].5 NR:IINUMREACH

5

i_0
C
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15 READ(3,*) AVEL(NR),BVEL(NR)
c

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH
2.0 READ( 3, * ) CDEPTH(NR) , DDEPTH(NR)
c

READ(3,*) UTEMP
READ(3,*) uNH3
READ(3,*) UFLOW

c
c Background ammonia concentration arong reach wit.h dischargers isc zero and arong reach with rributary "i oi"ãr"ion is õ. cis-ñõzr.

DO 27 NR:l,NUMREACH
2I READ(3,*) BNH3(NR)
C

DO 25 ND:l,NUMDISCH
25 REÀD( 3, * ) DTEMP(LOCDISCH(ND) 

)
C

DO 30 ND:l,NUMDISCH
30 READ(3,*) DNH3(ND)
C

DO 35 ND:1, NUMDISCI-I
READ( 3, * ) DFLOW(LOCDrscH(ND) 

)
C
C Change flow from mqd to cfs.
C

DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(ND) ):DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(ND) ) *1. 5s35 CONTINUE
C

DO 40 NT:1,NUMTR]B
40 READ(3,,k) DrEMP(LOCTRTB(NT))
C

DO 45 NT:l,NUMTRTB
45 READ( 3, * ) DFLOW(LOCTRIB( NT) )
C

READ(3,*) TTYPEFIS
READ(3,'t) ITYPESTA
READ(3,'t¡ PERToL
READ(3,*) NUMMC
READ(3,*¡ ISEED

(-

RETURN
END

C
c**********************************************************************
c

SUBROUTINE BACKGROUND

C*****************************)k*********************************x******
c
c This subroutine eval-uates the background un-ionized arnmonia l-eve.LsC along the river.
c

INCLUDE , incl,
('
C Set upstream conditions.
c

RNH3 ( 1 ):uNH3
RFLOW( 1 ):UFLOW
RTEMP(1):UTEMP

('
DO 5 NR:1-,NUMREACH
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c
C
C

C
C
C

c
c
C

C

C

c
C

C

C

C

C
C
(-

C
c
C

(-

C
(-

C

For dischargers or tributarj-es:
rF (DFLOri(NR) .cE.0.0) THEN

Calcul-ate ammonia l-evels in mixing zone

_ zNH3 (NR):( (RFLOW(NR¡ *6.25*RNH3 (NR)1 (RFLOW(NR¡ *9. 25+¡p¡914( NR ) )

use totar mass barance to carcufate new temperat.ure, ammonia revef,and flow at start of reach (ie assume compÌete mixing¡.

_ RNH3 (NR):( (DFLOW(NR¡ *s¡r' (NR) ) +(RFLOW(NR¡ *p¡"' (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR) +DFLOW(NR) )
RTEMP(NR):( ( RFLOW( NR) *RTEMp(NR) 

) + (DFLOW(Nn¡ *¡1'Urp(NR) ) )/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) 
)

RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, the temperature and ammonia level are the same as t.eprevious reach, but must calcul-ate new flow.
ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ):RTEMP ( NR )
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )

ENDTF

calculate percent un-ionized ammonia of total ammonia through reach.
pKA( NR ) :0 . 09018 + (27 29 . 92 / (RTEMP ( NR ) +27 3 . 2) )eERCENT(NR):100 .0/ (a. 0+( 10. o** (pr(AiNR) _psiñnl I I I

calcufate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/L) in mixinq zone.
RUNION ( NR ) :ZNH3 ( NR ¡ *p¡*"ENT ( NR ) /1,00 .0

Cafcul_ate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH ( NR ) :CDEPTH ( NR ) *RFLOW ( NR ¡ * *¡¡goTH ( NR )

Tn deterministic casg, if depth <: 2f-- then set nitrificationrate:0.45 /day, othe^¿ise Àet nitrification iate :0.2 /day.
]F (IGSA.EQ.1) THEN

ïF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE. 2. 0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.45

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDTF
ENDIF

Adjust nitrification rate according to temperature of water in thereach.

RKNAD( NR):RKN( NR¡ *1 . 085** (RTEMP (NR) _20 . 0 )

Calcul-ate veloci_ty ( fps ) in reach.

using 25"< of upreach flow

) + (DFLOW( NR¡ *3¡"' ( NR ) ) ),/

a
a
c
c

c
c
C
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C
C
L

C
C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
c
L

RVEL( NR) :AVEL( NR)'kRFLOW( Nn¡ r"*ByuI,( NR)

Cal-culate travel time ldays) through reach.
RTrME ( NR ) : ( DrST ( NR+1 ) _DrST ( NR ) ) /( RVEL( NR ¡ *16 . 32g 6 )

Calculate ammonia concentration (mg/I), temperature (C), andfl-ow entering, next reach.

RNH3 ( NR+1 ) :RI!3 (NR¡,ts¡t, _RKNAD ( NR) *RTIME( NR) )RFLOW( NR+1 ):RFLOW( NR)
RTEMP ( NR+1 ):RTEMP ( NR)

cal-culate concentration of un-ioni-zed ammonia @s/r) at end of
RUNION(NR+1) :RNH3 (NR+1 ) *PERCENT(NR)/100 . 0

store-backgrouncl un-ionized ammonia concentrations atend of reach in array "8".

reach

mixing zone and

I:(NR*2)-1
J:(NR*2)
B(t):RUNÌON(NR)

- B(J):RUNTON(NRr 1)
c
c store.temperature and pH at start and end of reach in array,,c,,C and "D", respectivel-y.
C

c(r):RTEMP(NR)
c(J):RTEMP(NR+1)
D(r):PH(NR)
D(J):PH(NR)

CONTTNUE

Set number of checkpoints

NUMCONST:NUMREACH* 2

C
J

C
C
C

c
RETURN
END

(.

C*** *** *** *** *** * )b**** *** * ***** *** *** *
c

SUBROUTTNE TMPACT
C
c*************************************
C
C This subroutine eval_uates the impactC aÌong the river.
(-

INCLUDE , incl-,

C Calcul-ate lmpact coefficients due to
C

c
DO ]-O ND:I,NUMDISCH

c
C Set upstream conditions.

RNH3 ( l_ ):uNH3
RFLOW( 1 ):UFLOW

*********************************

*********************************

coefficients @S/L / nS/L)

each discharqer.
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L
C
c

c

c
c
C

C
C
C

(-

C
C

C
C
c
c

C

c

(-
(-
(,

(-

a
l-

(,
('
(-

c
C
C

RTEMP ( 1 ):UTEMP

Set one discharger\s ammonia concentration equaÌ to 1

BNH3 (LOCDTSCH( ND) ) :1. O

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH

.0 ng/L

For dischargers or tributaries:
ïF (DFLOI^I(NR) .c8.0. 0) THEN

Cal-culate ammonia level_s in mixing

zNH3 ( NR) : ( ( RFLOW(NR¡ *9. 25*RNH31 (RFLOW(NR¡ *9.25+DFLOW(NR ) )

use totar mass barance to caÌcurate ne\^/ temperature, ammonia r-ever,and ffow at start of reachlie. assume complete mixing).
RryTl (nnl:( (DFLOW(NR¡ *s¡,t, (NR) ) +(RFLOr,l(NR¡ *p¡", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR) -I-DFLOW(NR) 

)
RTEMP(NR):( (RFLOW(NR¡ *p1,Urn(NR) )1 (DFLO¡I(NR) *DTEMP(NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR) +DFLOW(NR) )
RFLOW ( NR ) =RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, the temperature and ammonia revel are the same as theprevious reach, but musÈ calculate new flow.
ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) :RTEMP ( NR )
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )

ENDIF

cal"cu-rate percent un-ionized ammonia of totar ammonia through reach.
pKA(NR):0. 090j_8 + (2729 :92/ (RTEMP(NR)+273 . 2) )pERcENr(NR)=100 .0/ (r. 0+(10. 0** (pKAiNR) _pHiñ*l I I I

cal-culate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @g/L) in mixing zone.
RUNION( NR) :ZNH3 ( NR) *PERCENT (NR ) /IOO . O

Calculate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH( NR ) :CDEPTH ( NR ) *RFLOüI( NR¡ **¡¡uoTH(NR)

Tn deterministic ca9g, if depth <: 2ft then set. nitrificationrate : 0.45 /day, otherwise ãet nitrificatioã-rate : 0.2 /day.
TF ( rcsA. EQ.1) THEN

rF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE..2. 0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.4s

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDTF
ENDTF

zone using 259ø of upreach fÌow
(NR ) ) + (DFLOW(NR ¡ *3¡"r ( NR) ) ),/
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(-
(-

L
c
c

C
C
C

C

C

c
c

c
C
C

C

C

C

C

Adjust nitrification rate accordinq to the temperature of the water int.he reach.

RKNAD ( NR ) :RKN ( NR ¡ * 1 . 0 8 5 * * ( RTEMP ( NR ) _ 2 0 . 0 )

Cal-cufate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL ( NR ) :AVEL ( NR ) *RFLOW ( Nn ¡ * xsyrl, ( NR )

Calcufate travel time (days) through reach.
RTrME ( NR ) : ( DrsT ( NR+1 ) _DrsT ( NR ) ),/ ( RVEL( NR ¡ r, 16 . 32g 6 )

Calcul_ate ammonia concentration (mq/L) , tenperature (C), andfl-ow entering next reach.

RNH3 (NR+1 ):RI!3 (NR¡ *B¡n( _RKNAD(NR) *RTTME(NR) 
)RFLOW ( NR+1 ) :RFLOW ( NR )

RTEMP ( NR]-1):RTEMP ( NR )

ca-lculate concentratlon of un-ionized ammonia @s/r) at encì of reacrr.
RUNION(NR+1 ) :RNH3 (NR+1) *PERCENT (NR)/100. o

Evaluate and store the un-ionized ammonia concentrations @s/r)ah mixing zone and end of each reach in arrãt-;[,,.
rF (NR.cE.LOCDTSCH(ND) ) TI{EN

l:(NR*2) -1
J:NR* 2
A( LOCD]scFr( ND ), r ) :RUNTON( NR )
A( LOCDTScH( ND ), J) :RUNTON( NR+1 )ELSE
r: ( NR*2 ) - 1
J:NR* 2
A(LOCDISCH(ND), r ) :0. o
A(LOCDISCH( ND), J) :O . 0

ENDTF
C
20 CONT]NUE
C
c set discharger ammoni-a concentrat.ion back to zero.c
_ BNH3 (LOCDTSCH(ND) ):0.0
10 CONTINUE
c
c Evaluate and store impact coefficients at mixing zone and end of eachC reach for each dischaiger in array "DIJ,,.c

DO 30 NC:].,NUMCONST
DO 4O ND:l¡NUMDISCH
rF (A(LOCDTSCH(ND),NC) .cT. 0. 0) THEN
DrJ (ND, NC ) = ( A(LOCDTSCH( ND), NC i ) _B ( NC )ELSE

4
3

c
('
c

DIJ ( ND, NC ):0 . 0
ENDTF

O CONTINUE
O CONTTNUE

Eval-uate coefficient matrix (i.e. sum of rvasteroad multipried byinpact coefficient for each òheckpoint o, .ón"iraint) for rinear
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C program.
('

DO 50 NC:l,NUMCONST
TOTAL(NC):0.0
DO 60 ND:l,NUMDTSCH
PD ( ND, NC ) : ( DrJ ( ND / NC ) *DNH3 ( ND ) )TOTAL ( NC ) :TOTAL ( NC ) +PD ( ND, ñC )60 CONTINUE

50 CONTTNUE
c

RETURN
END

C
c**'*********************************************************************
c

SUBROUTTNE STANDARD
C

c***********************************************************************
C

c rhis subrouLine determines the usEpA (rgg2) un-ionized ammoniac standard for each checkpoint based on the tnnp"ruture and pH levelC at that checkpoint.
C
c rf rrypEFrs is equar to 1 then sarmonids are present in .hec stream, if rrYPEFrs is equar to 2 'then saÌmonids are absent fromC the stream.
C
C Tf ITYPESTA is equal to 1 then cafculate acute standard, ifC ITYPESTA is equal Lo 2 then calculate ctroniã standard.c

INCLUDE ,incl,
c

C
DO 5 NC:l,NUMCONST

IF (ITYPESTA.EQ.l) THEN

rF (ITYPEFTS.EQ.l) TCAP:20. O]F ( TTYPEFIS .E,Q.2 ) TCAP:25. O

rF (c(NC) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .LE.30.0) THENFT:10. 0** ( ( 20.0_TCAP) *0.03 
)ENDTF

rF (c(NC) .cE.0. g.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) rHENFT:10.0** ( (20.0 -C(NC) ) *0.03 
)ENDTF

rF (D(NC) .c8.8. 0.AND.D(NC) .LE. 9.0) THENFPH:].. O

ENDIF

ïF (D(NC) .cE.6.s.AND.D(NC) .LE. 8.0) THENFpH:( l-. 0+10. 0** ( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /7. isENDTF

sTD ( NC ):0 .52/FT /EPH/2 . O
sTDroL ( NC ): ( 0 . s2/Fr/FpH/2 .0 ) *PERTOL

ENDTF

ïF (TTYPESTA.EQ.2) THEN

('

C

c

a

C

c

C
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IF (ITYPEFIS.EQ.l) TCAP:15.0
rF (rTYPEFÏS.EQ.2) TCAP:20. 0

ïF (C(NC) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .L8.30.0) THEN
_ FT:10.0** ( (20 .0 -TCAP) *0. 03 )
ENDTF

rF (c(Nc) .cE.0.0.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) THEN
_.__lT:10. 0** ( (20. 0-c(NC) ) *0. 03 )END]F

rF (D(NC).cE.8.0.AND.D(NC).L8. 9.0) THENFPH:1.0
END]F

rF (D(NC).cE.6.s.AND.D(NC) .LE. 8.0) THEN
FpH:( 1. 0+10. 0** ( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /I. 2s

BND]F

rF (D(NC).cE.7.7.AND.D(NC).L8. 9.0) TFrEN
RATIO:13 .5

END]F

ïF (D(NC).cE. 6.s.ÀND.D(NC).LT.7.7) THEN

u*olåtro:(20. 
0*10. 0** ( 7 .7 -D(NC) ) ) / (r 0+10. gx* (7 . 4_D(NC) ) )

c
sTD ( NC ):0 . 8OIFT /FPH/RATTO
STDTOL ( NC ) : (0 .80 /Fr /FpHlRATtO ) *PERTOL

C
ENDTF

C
5 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
END

c
C************************************rk**********************************
C

SUBROUTTNE REMOVAL
C
c***********************************************************************
C
c rhis subroutine determines the maximum wastefoad ]ever peïmitted thatc ensures the un-ionized ammonia concentration (ns/L) is ber_ow theC specified standard.
C

INCLUDE , incl,

DO 5 NC:l,NUMCONST

" IIgl_(Igì:srD(Nc)_(B(NC))+srDrol(Nc)5 CONTfNUE
c
c set up linear program to be so-r-ved by the rMsL subïoutine car-r_edC DLPRS.
c

MCONT:22
NVAR:8
DO 25 NC:1,NÜMCONST
DO 30 ND:1, NUMDISCH
AMATRIX ( NC , ND ) =PD ( ND, NC )30 CONTTNUE
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25 CONTTNUE
LDA:60
DO 15 NC:l,NUMCONST

i_s BB(NC)=RrJA(NC)
DO 42 t:l-,NVAR
cosT( r ):- (DNH3 ( r ) *DFLOW(LOCDTSCH( r ) ) )42 CONT]NUE
DO 54 NC:l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE ( NC ):154 CONTTNUE
DO 56 ND:l,NUMDISCH
xLB(ND):0.0
xuB(ND):1.0

56 CONTINUE
C

CALL DLPRS(MCONT, NVAR, AMATRTX, LDA, BB, BB, COST/ TRTYPE, XLB, XUB,1 OBJ,XSOL, DSOL)
C
c objective function var-ue must be murtipried by -1 since it is aC maximizing proqram.
C

OBJ:_OBJ
C

OFVALUE:OBJ
C

DO 45 I:1,NVAR
FRACT(r):xsol,(r)

45 CONTTNUE
C

oNB=1. 0
C
c For deterrninistic case, write previously evaluated maximum wasteloadc l-evel and corresponding membership to-ðútpul'¡ll-". For Monte carfoc simulat'ions, write previously eval-uated måximum wastel-oad level,c corresponding rnembeiship, anå random]y drawn input. parameter varuesC to output f i_l_e.
(,

]F(IGSA.EQ.1) THEN
!17RtTE( g, 1g ) OFVALUE, ONE

ELSE
WRITE (9, 16) OFVALUE, ONE, UFLOW, RMTDFLOW, DFLOW(1 LOCTRTB(2) ),DFLOVù(LOCTRTB(3)),uTEMp,pH(1),RKN(1)

ENDIF
C
c
1q FORMAT(2F8.3)
16 FORMAT(9(F8.3))
(-

5OO RETURN
END

C*********************************tr*****************************x*r(***
c

SUBROUTTNE GENERATION

**********************************************************************

This subroutine-generates upstream and tributary temperatures,reach pH, nirrification rarä of the ;i";;;;;;;*, and upsrreamand tributary flows for the next Monte Carfo simulation.

c
c
c
(-

c

f NCLUDE , incl-,
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c

c
c

c
C

C

C

C

C

REAL U(10), FLOVü(50)

set.temperature distribution constants (i.e. mean and standarddeviation).

TMEAN:2.808053
TSTD:O.725509

Set pH distribut.ion constants.

PHMEAN:2.008987
PHSTD:O.07BT99

Set flow distribution constants.

FUPMEAN:5.934452
FUPSTD:0.256722
FT2MEAN:1 . 5537 72
FT2STD:1.134107
FT3MEAN:5.673833
FT3STD:0.401598
FMMEAN:4.41881]
FMSTD:O.45859

C

c seI ini'tia]- values for variabfes needed in Randy subrou.tine.c
NRAN:10
u(10):0.0

Generate upstream and,tributary temperatures
C

c
C

J

(,

10
C

c
C

25

DO 10 NT:1, NUMTRTB
DTEMP ( LOCTRTB ( NT )
DTEMP ( LOCTRTB ( NT )
DTEMP ( LOCTRTB ( NT )

CONTINUE

0) GO TO s

Generate nitrification rate for river system
BBt:RAN ( ISEED )
DO 2]. NR:1, NUMREACH

RKN(NR):BBI*9.0
21. CONTINUE
L

BBÏ:RAN ( ISEED )
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBT )
UTEMP:EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ) *TSTD 

)
UTEMP: (BBT*12. 5 )+13. 5

_qrEy!:16 .7I25+ (u( 10 )*2.3r2s02)TF (UTEMP. LT. 0. 0.oR.UTEMP.cT. 30.

) :EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ¡ *1'5tO,
):(BBr*12.5)+13.5
) :16 . 7 725+( U ( 10 ) * 2 . 31"29 02)

Generate pH for each reach.

BBI:RAN ( rsEED )
CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )DO 20 NR=1, NUMREACH

PH( NR):EXP( PHMEAN+U ( 10 ¡ *p1¡5to,
PH(NR):(BBr*2.9)+6.1

pH( NR) :7 . 477 77 8+(u( 10 ) *o . s87 972)
_^ 1I (pH(NR).Lr.6.s.oR.pH(NR).cr.9.0¡ eo ro 2sCONTINUE20

c
c
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C Generate 50 years of 7-day low flows at upstream stationc
1J-O NYEAR:s0

DO 30 T:1,NYEAR
35 BBr:RAN(tSEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBr )
FLOW ( I ) :EXP( FUPMEAN+U ( 10 ) *FUPSTD 

)rF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 3s3O CONT]NUE
c
c sort the fr-ows and sefect the fifth rowest as representativeC of the 7e10 flow. Set that ffow equal to uriòW.
C

CALL SORT(NYEAR/ FLOW)
C

UFLOW:FLOW ( 5 )
c
c Generate 50 years of 7-day row fr-ows for the second tributary
C NYEAR:5O

DO 50 f:1,NyEAR
55 BBr:RAN(ISEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN/ BBI )
FLOW( r ) :EXp( FT2MEAN+U ( 1O ) *FT2STD)
rF ( FLOW( r ) . LT. 0.0 ) co To s55O CONTINUB

c
c sort the frows and sefect. the fifth for¿est as representativec of Lhe 7010 ffow. set that f10w equal to DFLow(LocrRrB(2)).
C

CALL SORT(NYEAR/ FLOW)
C

DFLOW(LOCTRTB ( 2 ) ) :FLOW( 5 )
C
c Generate 50 years of 7-day row frows for the third tributary.
C NYEAR:5O

DO 70 I:1,NYEAR
7 5 BBT:RAN( ]SEED)

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )
FLOW( I ):EXp ( FT3MEAN+U ( 10 ) *FT3STD 

)rF (FLOW(r).Lr.0.0) co To 7s7O CONT]NUE
C
c sort the fr-ows and ser-ect the fifth r-owest as repïesentativeC of the 7e10 fl_ow. Set that ffow equa]- to DFLOW(LOCTRTB(3) ).c
_ CALL SORT(NYEAR/FLOW)
c

DFLOW(LOCTRTB ( 3 ) ) =FLOW( s )c
c Generate 50 years of 7-day tow fr-ows for the midstream flow.c
C NYEAR:5O

DO 90 I:1,NYEAR
95 BB]:RAN(TSEED)

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBf )
FLOW ( T ) :EXP ( FMMEAN+U ( 10 ¡'rplagtD,rF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co ro 9s

CONTINUE

sort the fl-ows and ser-ect the fifth rowest as representative

90
c
c
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C

a

C
C
L
c
c

C
C
C

C
C

of the 7Q10 flow. Set that ffow equal to RMIDFLOW.

CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)

RMTDFLOW:FLOW( 5 )

Evaruate the first-tributary frow as (the upstream frow minus thethe negative of rnidstrea¡n fiow prus the secðnd tributarv rrðwl -or
DFLow(LocrRrB(1) ) (uFlooV - nurorr,ow + DFLow(LocrRrB (2)) .

DFLOW( LOCTRTB ( 1 ) ) :_ (UFLOW_RMTDFLOW+DFLOW( LOCTRTB( 2 ) ) )

Check to ensure that water bal-ance is maintained.
rF (DFLOW(LOCTRTB(1) ).cT.UFLOW) cO TO 110

RETURN
END

c
C*****tr***************x***************************************-******
C

SUBROUTINE RANDY (U, NRAN,BBI )c
c******************************d'************************************
C

c Tltis subroutine assigns normally distributed random numbers to theC array U of J_ength NRAN. BBf is the seed value.
C
C include , incf,

REAL V(10), u(10)
REAL*B DS, D2, D3

C

DS:99999 .0*BBr+1.0
rF (DS.8Q.0.0 ) DS:DS+1.0

C

10

1

(1

C*********************************Jr***tr*******************************
c

SUBROUTTNE SORT ( NYEAR, FLOW)

c************************************************************rr****rk***
C
c rhis subroutine sorts an array FLOI{ of length NYEAR into ascendingc numericar order by straight iisertion. rloñ is replaced on outputC by its sorted rearrangement.
c

DTMENSTON FLOVü( NYEAR )(,

DO 10 J:2,NYEAR
A=FLOW( J )
DO 20 I:J- 1 ,I, -1_

D2:2747483647. D0
D3:2747 4 83648. D0
DO 1 I:I,NRAN
DS:MOD (L6807 . D0*DS / D2 )v(r):SNGL(DSID3)
rF (v(NRAN) .8Q.0.0) co To 10
u(NRAN):SQRT( 2*ALOG (I. O/V (NRAN) ) ) *SrN( 2*3 . 1-4Ls9*v(NRAN_1) )

RETURN
END
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30
10
c

rF (FLOW(r).LE.A) co To 30
FLOW(r+1):FLOW(r)

CONTINUE
I:O
FLOW ( r+1 ):A

CONT]NUE

RETURN
END

8"2 Arnrnonia Simulation and I-inked {jT Management Model

c***-*******-***********'**************************************.***********
C

c This proqram cal-culates the uniform treatment level_ required toc maintain un-ionized ammonia r-evels berow a-specitied standardc at various checkpoints along a section of a river that hasC multiple discharqers and trlbutarles.
c
C

C Written by Corlnne Wotton, April 1995.
C
c**********************************************************************
C

C Lisb of variables in input subroutine:
C IGSA :côUntêr fôr ¡,:q^ t.lu lGsA :counter for GSA (1 represents deterministic case,u >1 represents Monte Carl-o simulation)
C
c
C List of variables in input subroutine:C NUMREACH :nunber oi reachesC NUMDISCH :number of dischargersC LOCDTSCH :l-ocation of dischárgeïsC NUMTRIB :number of tributaries or diversionsC LOCTRTB :location of tributari-es o.-Oirr.r"ionsC DIST(NR) :distance to end of reachC PH(NR) :pH leve] in reachC AVEL(NR) :veJ_ocity coefficient. (V:ae^b) for reachc BVEL(NR) :veJ_ocity coefficienr iv:ãO^ñj fo, reachc cDEprH :depth cõefficient (D:òe^Al iór reachc DDEPTH =depth coefficient in:cõ^oj foi reachC UTEMP :upstream temperature tClC UNH3 :upstream arnmðnia concònÉrution (rngll-)C UFLOW :upstream flov¡ (cfs)C BNH3(NR) :backg-round ammonia concentration (nS/I)C DTEMP(ND) :discñarger temperature (C)C DNH3(ND) :discharger ammõnia tevei inS/tl

I DFLOW(ND) :discharÇer ftow (mSd) )

C DTEMP(NT) =rributaiy (or Oiieisíon) temperarure (C)c DFLow(Nr) =rribur,arv io, oiversiÁní iiäñ-i"¡"1c rrypuFrs =rype o¡ iistr inhabirins'tñã-iiìer
2 (1 represents salmoniA-sii"u^s, 2 represents\_ non_sal_monid streams )

2 rrYPEsrA =type of usEpA un-ionízed ammonia standard
: (1 represents acute standard, 2 ïepresentsu shronic criteria)c PERTOL :percent of usEp^ un-ionized ammonia standard
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c NUMMC :number of Monte carro simur-ations to be performedc rsEED :integer seed vafue for g""ãiu[i"n of randon numbers
C
a
c List of variables in backqround and impact subroutines:C ZNH3(NR) :amrnonja levef (mS/I) in mixinj zonec RNH3(NR) :anmonia-l-evel i^últj in reach'after mass balancec RFLOW(NR) :ffow (cfs) in reãch'after mass barancec RTEMP(NR) :temperature (c) in reach after mass balancec PKA(NR) :un-ionized ammonia coefficieÀt ror each reachC PERCENT(NR) =percent of un-ionized u**oni--12¡ in reachC RUNION(NR) :un-ionized ammonia level_ in miìing zone and atC snd of reach
C RVEL(NR) =velocity (fps) in reachC RDEPTH(NR) :depth lit¡ in reachC RKN(NR) :nitrification rale ( /d,ays) in reach, if depth<:2ftc ¡hen RriN(NR):'. ¿s anb ii áepiu2f L rhen RKñañi ):0.2c RKNAD(NR) :temperature adjusted ¡iitriflcation rare (lãà;;í inC reach
C RTIME(NR) :travel time (days¡ through reach
I "ftl 

:background un-iõnized amñonia concentrations at startL of reach @S/I)
I urrl :background un-ionized ammonia concentrations at end ofC reach @S/I)C C(I) :temperature (C¡ at start of reacl-rC C(J) :'t--emperature (Ci at end of reachc D(I) :pH (standarcl units) at stari ãi re_ctC D(J) :pH (standard units¡ at enO óf reachC NUMCONST :number of checkpoints lnumnãi of reaches*2)c A(ND,r) :un-ionized ammoñia conòentrations (ns/L) at start ofc ¡each due to a discharger 

"mmðnia 
ioáli ór r.o-^g7t

1 otND,J) :un-ionized ammonia conóentrations (ns/r) at end ofu reach due to a.discharger ammonia foá'O ót f .O ng/Ic DrJ(ND,Nc) :impact coefficients @;/r l ^slt¡ for each discharger

2 pD(ND,NC) :*rF:i'"::?;i:iåll murtipried by ammonia wasreroad for\_ each discharqer at each õheckpointC TOTAL(NC) :sum of po,s át each checLpoi"i
C
c
C List of variables in standard subrouti_ne:C TCAP
c FT :coefficients used to determine usEpA un-ionizedC FPH amnonia standard for each ,"_ãnC RATIO
c srD(NC) :un-ionized ammonia standard @g/L) for each checkpointc srDToL(NC) :percenr changed un-ionizeo aÀmóhiá stanáarä l^sA) forC sach checkpoint
(-

C List. of variables in removal subrouti-ne:c R]JA(NC) :arrowabfe \,¡ater quatity impact at each checkpointC RHS(NC) :right hand side bound ior èacn constraintC MCONT :number of contraintsC NVAR :number of variablesc AMATRTX(NC,ND):matrix (MCONT*NVAR) of the coefficients of theC sonstraints
c LDA :reading dimension of AMATRTX exactry as specified inu the dimension statementC BB(NC) :linit of the constraint NCc cosr(r) =coefficients of the onjeãiive functionC IRTYPE(NC) :type of constraint NC iO:equaf, l_:Iess than, 2:greater
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c
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c
c

than, 3:range constraints)XLB(ND) :lower bound on variabl_e NÐXUB(ND) :upper bound on variabl-e NDOBJ :value of objective function
RMINUTL(tRUN):val_ue of objective function

for ÌRUN

List of variabr-es in generation and supporting' subroutines:TMEAN :mean and standard deviation ot-náturar rogarithmsTSTD of temperatures along the rivãrPHMEAN :mean and standard deviation of naturar ÌogarithmsPHSTD of pH tevels along the riverFUPMEAN :mean and standard deviation of naturaf rogarithmsFUPSTD of 7-day averaqe tow yearry rrows at upsteam rocationFT2MEAN :mean and standárd deviatioñ of natural rogarithmsFT2STD of 7-day average row yearry rrows at secoãd tributaryFT3MEAN :mean and st.andãrd deviation of naturar rogarithmsFT3srD of 7-day averagie row yearry riorã at thirá tributaryFMMEAN :mean and standárd oeviatioi of naturar togarithmsFMSTD of 7 - day average J-ow yearly f l_ows at mid riveru(NRAN) :an array of noimafry äistrinuteà-random numbersof length NRANBBf :random number be.tween 0 and 1FLow(NYEAR) :an array of generated flow varues of rength NYEAR

from DLPRS subroutine
or uniform treatment level

TNCLUDE 'ucfd,
OPEN( 3, FILE:,white. dat, )
OPEN( 5, FTLE:, printout, )
OPEN( 9, FÌLE:, utreat. out, )

Read input dat.a from file.
CALL TNPUT

Run the simul-ation/optimization program for the deterministic case(]GSA:I; and for the number of Monte carto simur_ations specified.
IGSA:1-

0 rF (rcsA.LE.NUMMC+I) THEN

Evaluate background un-ionized ammonia conditions arong the river.
CALL BACKGROUND

Evaluate impact coefficients al-ong the river.
CALL IMPACT

Eval-uate chronic un-ionized ammonia standard arong the ri-ver.
CALL STANDARD

Eval-uate uniform tÏeatment l-evel required so that the concentrationof un-ionized ammonia along the rivðr is betow 
-Lne 

specified standard
CALL REMOVAL
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c
C Generate upstream and tributary temperatures, reach pH,C nitrification rate of the river system, and upstream and tributaryC f l-ows for the next Monte Car1o siñrufation.
c

c

(-

C

STOP
END

C
c********'********t(*****************************************-***-**rr******
C

SUBROUTINE INPUT
C
c*******ìk*'k***a'**'*******tr**********************)k***********************
C
C This subrouti¡te reads the:C number of reaches
C number of dischargers
C location of dischãrgersC number of tributariés or diversionsC focation of tributaries or diversionsC distance to the end of each reacll i*il-""1C pH in each reach
! felocity coefficients for each reach (V:ae^b)C depth coefficients for each ,"u.h io:èO^olC upstream temperature (C)
ç upstream amrnonia concentration (nS/L)
ç upstream ftow (cfs)
ç background ammonia concentrations (nS/L)
ç qischarqer temperature (C)
ç qischarger ammònia foadê @S/I)
9 discharger flows (mSd)C tributary temperatuie'1C¡C tributary f l_ows ( cf s )
ç type of fish inhabiting the river
I type of USEPA un-ionizõd ammonia standard
ç percent of USEPA un-ionized standardc number of Monte carr-o simur-ations to be perforrnedC integer seed value
C

INCLUDE,ucld,
C

READ(3/*) NUMREACH
READ( 3, *¡ NUMDISCH
READ(3,*¡ (LOCDISCH(
READ(3,*¡ NUMTR]B
READ(3/*) (LOCTRTB(t

DrsT(1):0.0
DO 5 NR:2,NUMREACH+I
READ(3,*) DIST(NR)

DO ]-O NR:l,NUMREACH
READ(3/*) PH(NR)

DO ]-5 NR:I,NUMREACH

CALL GENERAT]ON

IGSA:TGSA+1

GO TO 10
END]F

a

T),1:I , NUMDISCH)

),I:T,NUMTRIB)

5
c

l_0
c
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15 READ(3,*) AVEL(NR),BVEL(NR)
C

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH
20 READ(3,*) CDEPTH(NR),DDEPTH(NR)
C

READ(3,*) UTEMP
READ(3,*) uNH3
READ(3,*) UFLOW

c
c Background ammonia concentration afong reach with dischargers isc zero and arong reach with tributary oi diversion is o:o;-Ã;)i

DO 21 NR:l,NUMREACH
27 READ(3,*) BNH3(NR)
C

DO 25 ND:l,NUMDTSCH
25 READ( 3, * ) DTEMP(LOCDISCH(ND) )

DO 30 ND=l,NUMDTSCH
30 READ(3,*) DNH3(ND)
C

DO 35 ND:1,NUMD]SCH
_ READ(3,*) DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(ND))
C
C Change flow from mgd to cfs.
C

DFLOW( LOCDTSCH(ND) ) :DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(ND) 
) *1. s535 CONTINUE

C

DO 4O NT:l,NUMTRTB
40 READ(3,*) DTEMP(LOCTRTB(NT))
C

DO 45 NT:l,NUMTRTB
45 READ( 3, *
C

READ(3/*) TTYPEFTS
READ(3/*) TTYPESTA
READ(3/*) PERTOL
READ(3,*) NUMMC
READ(3/*) TSEED

C

RETURN
END

C
c*************¡k********************************************************
c

SUBROUTINE BACKGROUND
(-

c**********************************************************************
c
c This subroutine evaluates the background un-ionized amnonia level_sC along the river.
C

INCLUDE ,ucld'

C Set upstream conditions.
c

RNH3 ( l- ):UNH3
RFLOW( 1):UFLOW
RTEMP ( l_ ):UTEMP

c
DO 5 NR:].,NUMREACH

DFLOW(LOCTRTB(NT) 
)
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c
C

c

c
c
C
C

C

C
C
c

C

c

c
c
C

C

C
c

C

a

I
c
('

For dischargers or tributarj-es:
rF (DFLOW(NR).c8.0.0) THEN

CaIculate anmonia l_evel-s in mixing;

zNH3 ( NR ) : ( ( RFLOW( NR¡ xg . 2s*RNH31 (RFLOW(NR¡ r.9.25+DFLOW(NR) 
)

Use total_ mass balance to calculate new temperature, ammonia 1evel,and flow at start of reach (ie assume complete mixing).

- RNH3 (NR):( (DFLOW(NR¡ *3¡n' (NR) )+(RFLOW(NR¡xp¡", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) 
)

RTEMp(NR) :( ( RFLOW(NR¡ *p1'Urn(NR) )+ (DFLOW(NR¡ *¡1'U*O(NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLObj(NR) 
)

RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOI{ ( NR )

For diversions, !h. temperature ancl ammonia rever are trre same as theprevious reach, but must calculate new flow.
BLSE

RNH3 ( NR ):RNFr3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) :RTEMP ( NR )
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )zNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )

ENDTF

carcurate percent un-ionized ammonia of total- ammonia through reach
pKA( NR ) :0 . 09018 + (27 29 :92/ (RTEMP ( NR ) +273 . 2 ) )PERCENT(NR):100 .0/ (r.0+( 10.0** (pKAiNR) _puiñnl 

I I I
calcul-ate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/r) in mixing zone

RUNTON(NR) :ZNH3 (NR¡ *ps*aENT (NR)/100 . O

Cafculate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH ( NR ) :CDEPTH ( NR ) *RFLOW ( NR ¡ * *¡¡"nTH ( NR )

rn deterministic cafg, if depth <: 2ft then set. nitrificat.ionrate : 0.45 /day, otherwise ãet nitrificaiioñ-.ut" = 0.2 /day.
fF (]GSA.EQ.1) THEN

ïF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE .2.0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.45

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDTF
ENDIF

Adjust nitrification rate according to temperature of \,vater in thereach.

RKNAD(NR):RKN( NR¡ * 1 l_.085** (RTEMP(NR) _20.0 
) )

Ca-l-cul_ate veJ-ocity (fps) j-n reach.

zone using 252 of upreach f.Iow.

(NR) ) + (DFLOW( NR¡ xs¡rr (NR) ) ),/

C

c
c

a
c
c
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_ RVEL(NR):AVEL(NR)*RFLOW(NR¡,t*gy*L(NR)
c
C Calcul_ate travel time ldays¡ through reach.
c

RTrME ( NR ) : ( DrST ( NR+1 ) _DrST ( NR ) ),/( RVEL( NR ¡ * 16 . 32g 6 )c
C Cafcul_ate ammonia concentration (mgN/l ), temperat.ure (C), andC flow entering next reach.
c

RNH3 (NR+1):RNH3 (NR¡ *¡¡o, _RKNAD(NR) *RTIMB(NR) 
)RFLOW ( NR+1 ¡ :RFLOIÌ ( NR )

, RTEMP(NR+1):RTEMP(NR)
C

c ca-Lcul-ate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @g/L) at end of reach.C

RUNTON(NR]-1 ) :RNH3 ( NR_r_1 ) *PERCENT ( NR)/100 . 0
C

c store background un-ionized amrnonia concentrations at mixing zone andC end of reach in array "8".
C

I:(NR*2) -1
J:(NR*2)
B( r ):RUNTON(NR)
B(J):RUNTON(NR-r_1)

C

c store temperature and pr-r at sta.t and end of reacrr in array,,c,,C and "D", respec-tively.
C

c(r):RTEMP(NR)
c(J):RTEMP(NR+1)
D(r):PH(NR)
D(J)=PH(NR)

C

5 CONTINUE

C Set number of reaches.
c

NUMCONST:NUMREACH* 2
C

RETURN
END

C
c*********************************************************************)k
C

SUBROUTTNE ]MPACT
(-

c**********************************************************************
c
C This subroutine evaluates the impact coefficients @S/I / nS/I)C along the river.
(-

ïNCLUDE , ucl_d,
C

C Cal_culate impact coefficients due to each discharger.c
DO 10 ND:l,NUMDTSCH

c
C Set upstream conditions.
c

RNH3(l_)=UNH3
RFLOV,T( l-) =UFLOW
RTEMP( l_):UTEMP
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c

C

c
c
c

C

C

c

c
c
c
C

C
C
c
c

C

C

c
(-

C

c
C
C

(,

c
('

(,

c
c
C

set one discharger\s ammonia concentration equar to 1.0 ng/r
BNH3 ( LOCDTSCH( ND) ) :l_. O

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH

For dischargiers or tributaries:
rF (DFLOW(NR) . cE. 0.O ) THEN

Calculate ammonia fevels in mixing zone

_ zNH3 (NR):( (RFLOI{(NR¡ x9. 25*RNH3 (NR)1 (RFLOW(NR¡ xg. 2s+DFLO!{(NR) )

Use total- mass balance .Lo calculate new temperature, ammonia Ìevef,and flow at start of reachlie. assume complete mixing).

, RNH3(NR):( (DFLOW(NR¡*B¡nt (NR) )+(RFLOW(NR¡ *p¡", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) 
)

- RTEMP(NR):( (RFLOW(NR) *RTEMP(NR) )+(DFLOT{(NR¡*¡1'Urp(NR) ) )/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) 
)

RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversj-ons, the temperature and amrnonia fevel are the same as theprevious reach, but must calculate new flow.
ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) :RTEMP ( NR )

IFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )

END]F

calcurate percent un-ioni-zed ammonia of total ammonia through reach.
pKA ( NR ) :0 . 0 9018 + (27 29 : 92 / (RTEMP ( NR ) +273 . 2 ) )pERcENr(NR):100 .0/ (L. 0+( 10. 0** (pKAiNR) _en[ñn¡ 

¡ ¡ ¡
cal-cu-rate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/r) in mixing zone.

RUNTON ( NR ):ZNH3 ( NR ) *PERCENT ( NR ) /rO0 . O

Cafculate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH ( NR ) :CDEPTH ( NR ) *RFLOW ( NR ¡ * *¡¡unTH ( NR )

rn deterministic casg, if depth <: 2fL then set nitrificationrate : 0.45 /day, otherwise ãet nitrification-iate : 0.2 /day.
tF (tcsA.EQ.1) THEN

ïF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE. 2. 0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.4s

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDIF
ENDIF

Adjust nitrification rate according to the temperature of the water in

usingr 252 of upreach fl_ow

) + (DFLOW( NR¡'tB¡"a (NR) ) ),/

a
c
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c

C
a
I

C
C
C

c
c
c
c

C

C
C

C
C
C
C

the reach.

RKNAD( NR):RKN(NR) * ( 1.085** (RTEMP(NR) _20.0 ) )
Cal-cul_ate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL( NR) :AVEL( NR¡ *pp"o*( NR¡ **3yul,(NR)

Calculate travel time (days) througrh reach.
RTIME ( NR ) : ( DrsT ( NR+1 ) -DrsT ( NR) ) /( RVEL( Nn ¡ x16 . 3296 )

Calcul_ate ammonia concentration (mgN/l), temperature (C), andfl-o¡¿ enterinq next reach.

RNH3 (NR+1 ):Rl¡H3 (Nn¡ *s¡r( -RKNAD(NR¡ *p1'rrE(NR) 
)RFLOW ( NR+1 ) :RFLOW( NR )

RTEMP ( NR+1 ):RTEMP ( NR )

cal-culate concentration of un-ionized ammo'ia (mg/r) at encr of reach
RUNION ( NR+1¡:RNH3 ( NR-r-1) *PERCBNT ( NR ) /100 . 0

Evaluate and stor:e L.he un-ionized amrnonia concentrations (ng/r)at mixing zone and end of each reach in ariãt-;À,,.
rF (NR.cB.LOCDTSCH(ND) ) THEN

l:(NR*2) -1
J:NR* 2
A( LOCDTSCH( ND) , r ):RUNION(NR)
A( LOCDTSCH( ND ), J) :RUNTON( NR+1 )ELSE
I:(NR*2) -1
J:NR* 2
A ( LOCDTScH ( ND ) , I ) :0 . 0
A ( LOCDISCH ( ND ) , J ) :O . 0

ENDIF
c
20 CONTTNUE

c set discharger ammonia concentration back to zero.c
_ BNH3(LOCDTSCH(ND)):0.0
I
].0 CONTINUE
c
c Eval-uate and store impact coefficients at mixing- zone and end of eachC reach for each dischaiger in array "DlJ,,.c

DO 30 NC:]-,NUMCONST
DO 40 ND:l,NUMDISCH
fF (A(LOCDrscH(ND),r.tc¡ .cT. 0. 0) THENDrJ( ND, NC ¡ = (A( LOCDTSCH( ND), NC i ) _B ( NC )ELSE

A

5

c
a
c
c

DïJ ( ND, NC ):0 . 0
END]F

O CONTINUE
O CONTINUE

Evafuate coefficient matrix (i.e. sum of wasteroad murtiplied byimpact coefficienr for each òheckpoinr ", .ãn"ii;i.lt-il;-ii;.;,proqram.
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a
DO 50 NC:l,NUMCONST
TOTAL( NC ):0 . 0
DO 60 ND:l,NUMDISCH
PD(ND, NC):(DrJ(ND, NC) *DNH3 ( ND) )TOTAL ( NC ) :TOTAL ( NC ) +PD ( ND, NC )60 CONTINUE

50 CONTINUE
C

RETURN
BND

C
c***********************************************************************
C

SUBROUT]NE STANDARD
C

c***********************************************************************
C

c This subrou'L.ine determines the usEpA (rg92) un-ionized ammoniac standard for each checkpoint based or,'tt-,å-ie,ipurutl,r" and pH levelC at that checkpoint.
C
c rf rryp'Frs is equar to 1 then sar-monids are present in thec stream, if rryp'Frs is equar to 2 then sarmonîds are absent fromC the stream.
C
C If ITYPESTA is equal to 1 then calcul-ate acut.e standard, ifc TT''ESTA is equat to 2 then cal_cutate ah.;;i;-rrandard.
C

I NCLUDE , uc]- d ,

C

c

C
DO 5 NC:]-, NUMCONST

]F (TTYPESTA.EQ.l) THEN

tF (ITYPEFTS.EQ.l) TCAP:20. 0rF ( ITYPEFTS .8Q.2 ) TCAP:25. 0

rF (c(NC) .GE:rglp:AND.C(NC) .LE. 30. 0) THENFT:10. 0** ( (20. 0_TCAP) *0. OS )ENDIF

rF (c(NC) .cE:0:g.1ND.C(NC) .LE.rCAp) THENFT:10 . 0'k* ( ( 20 . 0 _c ( NC ) ) *O . 03 )ENDTF

tF (D(NC) .cE.8. 0.AND.D(NC) .LE. 9.0) THENFPH:1. 0
ENDTF

rF (D(NC) .GE:6. 5.AND.D(NC) .LE. 8.0) THENFpH:( 1. 0+10. 0** ( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /I. 2s
ENDTF

srD (Nc ) 
:0 . 52/FT /FPH/2 . O

sTDroL(Nc ) : ( 0 . s2/Fr /FpH/2 . O )*PERTOL

ENDTF

ïF (TTYPESTA.EQ.2) THEN

ïF (rTYPEFIS.EQ.l) TCAP:]_5. 0

a

C

C

c

C

c

a
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rF (ÏTYPEFÏS.EQ.2) TCAP:20. 0

rF (c(NC) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .L8.30.0) THEN
_ _IT:10. 0**( (20. 0-TCAP)*0. 03)
ENDTF

rF (c(NC) .c8.0. 0.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) THEN
_. _IT:10. 0** ( (20.0-c(NC) ) *0. 03 )ENDIF

rF (D(NC) .GE.8.0.AND.D(NC) .L8.9.0) THEN
FPH:1. O

ENDI F

rF (D(NC) .cE.6.s.AND.D(NC) .L8.8.0) THENFpH:(1. 0+10. 0** ( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /I.25
ENDTF

IF (D(NC).GF..7 .7.AND.D(NC).LE.9.0) THEN
RATIO:13.5

ENDIF

rF (D(NC) .GE.6.s.AND.D(NC) .LT.7.7) THENRATIO:(20.0*10. o**(7 .7 -D(NC) ) )/ (7.0+10. 9*x(7. 4_D(NC) ) )trNDIF
C

sTD ( NC ):0 . BOIFT /FPH/RATTO
STDTOL ( NC ) : ( 0 .80/FT /FPHIRATTO ) *PERTOL

C

END]F
C

5 CONTTNUE
c

RETURN
END

C
c**************tr*****,(*******************************************)t******
C

SUBROUT]NE REMOVAL
(-

c***********tr***********************************************************
c
c This subroutine determines the uniform treatment rever- requiredc to ensure that the un-ionized ammonia concentration (mglf) is berowC the specified standard
C

INCLUDE , ucl_d,
c

DO 5 NC:]-,NUMCONST
RIJA( Nc ) 1!rl ( Nc ) - ( B ( NC) ) +SrDroL( NC )

_ RHS(NC):TOTAL(NC) _RIJA(NC)
5 CONTINUE
c

MCONT:22
NVAR:1
DO 25 NC=l,NUMCONST
AMATRTX ( NC, .1 ) =TOTAL( NC )25 CONTINUE
LDA:60
DO J-5 NC:]-,NUMCONST

r_s BB(NC):RHS(NC)
cosT(1):l_.0
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DO 54 NC:l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE ( NC ):2
CONTTNUE
xLB(1):0.0
xuB(1):1.0

- çlll. DLPRS (MCONT, NVAR, AMATRTX, LDA, BB, BB, COST, rRTypE, xLB, XUB,1 OBJ,XSOL,DSOL)

RMTNUTL:OBJ
c

c

c
c
c
C
C
C

C

oNE:1. 0

For determj-ni-stic c??e, write previousry evafuated uníform treatmentlevef and corresponding memberähip to oútput-iii". For Monte cartosimul-ations, wriLe preliousfy åvaluated uniforÃ treatment lever,corresportding membership, and randomly drawn-input parameter r¡aruesto output flle.
Itr(IGSA.EQ.1) THEN

wRrTE( 9, 1B) RMTNUTL,ONE
EI,SE

WR]TE( 9, 76) RMTNUTL/ ONE, UFLOW, RMIDFLOIq , DF,LOW(1 LOCTRTB( 2 ) ) , DFLOW( LOCTRIB( 3 ) ) , uTEMp, pH( 1) , RKN( 1)trNDTF
C

18 FORMAT ( 2FB. 3 )16 FORMAT(9(F8.3))
C

5OO RETURN
END

c
C************t(*******************************t(************************
c

SUBROUTÌNE GENERATTON
C
c**********************************************************************
C
c This subroutine-geneïates upstream and tributary temperatures/c reach pH, nitriflcation ratä of rhe ;i";;-;;;i"*, and upsrreamC and tributary ftows for the next Monte Carl-o simul-ation.c

tNCLUDE,ucld,
(,

^ REAL U(10), FLOW(50)
C

ç qut.temperature distribution constants (i.e. mean and st.andardC deviation¡.
C

TMEAN:2.808053
TSTD:O . I25509

Set pH distribution constants.

PHMEAN:2.008987
PHSTD:0 .07 81"99

Set f lor^¡ distribution constants.

FUPMEAN:s.934452
FUPSTD:0.256722
FT2MEAN:1 . 5537 L2

(-
(-

I

(-
(1

c
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FT2STD:1.134L07
FT3MEAN:5.673833
FT3STD:O.401598
FMMEAN:4,418811
FMSTD:O.45859

C
c set inítiar- varues for variables needed i-n Randy subroutine.c

C

c
c
É

C
C

10
C

C

C
)q

C

20
C

C
C

C
C

NRAN:10
u(10):0.0

Generate upstream and tributaïy temperatures.
BBr:RAN ( rSEED )
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN,BB] )
UTEMP:EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ) *TSTD 

)
UTEMP: ( BBr*12.5 ) +13 .5
UTEMP:16 .7725+ (u(10 )*2.372902)rF (uTEMp.LT.0.0.OR.UTEMP.GT.30.O) GO TO 5DO 10 NT:1, NUMTR]B

DTEMP ( LOCTR_IB( NT ) ) :EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ) *TSTD 
)DTEMp( LOCTRTB (NT) ) :( BBr*12 . 5 ) i13 : 5

DTEMP( LOCTRTB(NT) ) :16 .7 725+(u( 10 ) *2 . 3I2gO2 )CONTTNUE

Genera'te pt-t for each reach.

BBr:RAN( TSEED )
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBT )
DO 20 NR:1, NUMREACH

PH( NR) :EXP ( PHMEAN+U ( 1O ) *PHSTD)
PH(NR):(BBr*2.9)+6.1

PH( NR):7 .477778+(u ( 10 ) *0.587912 
)rF (pH(NR).LT.6.s.oR.pH(NR).cT.S.O¡ co To 25

CONTTNUE

Generate nitrification rate for river system

BBI=RAN ( ISEED )
DO 21 NR:l, NUMREACH

RKN( NR):BBT*9 . 0
2I CONTTNUE
I
C Generate 50 years of 7-day low ffows at upstream station.c
110 NYEAR:s0

DO 30 r:1,NYEAR
35 BBT:RAN( TSEED)

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )
FLOW ( T ).:EXP ( FUPMEAN+U ( 10 ) *FUPSTD 

)ïF (FLOW(r).Lr.0.0) co To 353O CONTÌNUE

c sort the frows and select the fifth r-owest as repïesentativeC of the 7e10 ffow. Set that fl-ow equal to UFLOW.
C

_ CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)
c

UFLOW:FLOW( 5 )

Generate 50 years of 7-day low fr-ows for the seconar tributary
(-

c
C
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55

NYEAR:50
DO 50 T:1,NYEAR

BBI:RAN ( rsEED )
CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBI )
FLOW ( r ) :EXp ( FT2MEAN+U ( l-0 ) *FT2STD 

)rF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 5s5O CONTINUE
c
c sort the ffows and ser-ect the fifth rowest as ïepresentativeC of the 7eI0 flow. Set that flow equat to DFLOW(LOCTRIB(2)).

CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)
C

DFLOW(LOCTRTB ( 2 ) ) :FLOW( s )c
c cenerate 50 years of 7-day J-ow frows for the Lhird tributary
C NYEAR:5O

DO 70 ]:1,NYEAR
7 5 BBI:RAN( ]SEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBI )
FLOW( r ) :EXp( FT3MEAN+U ( 10 ) *FT3SrD 

)rF ( FLOW( r ) . LT. 0.0 ) co To 7s7O CONTTNUE
C

c sort the flows and serect the fifth rowes.t as representativeC of the 7O1O flow. SetthaL flow equal to DFLOW(LOCTRTB(3)).c

^ CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)
C

, DFLOW(LOCTRTB(3) ):FLOW(5)
C

c Generate 50 years of 7-day row flows for the midstream fr_ow.C

C NYEAR:5O
DO 90 f:1,NYEAR

95 BB]:RAN(ISEED)
CALL RANDY(U/ NRAN/ BBI )
FLOW ( T ) :EXP (FMMEAN+U ( 10 ) *FMSTD)
ïF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 95

CONT]NUE

sort the fr-ows and select the fifth rowest as representativeof the 7Q10 flow. Set that flow equal to RMIDFLOW.

CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)

RM]ÐFLOW:FLOW( 5 )

Eval-uate the first_tributary frow as (the upstream frow minus thethe negative of midstre_am_¡iow prus tÈe 
"..änã-l.ibutary fJ-ow) orDFLoi{(LocrRrB( j-) ) (uFr,ow _ i¿uropr,ow + DFLoI{(LocrRïB (2) ) .

DFLOW(LOCTRÌB ( 1) ):_ (UFLOI{_RMJDFLOW+DFLOW(LOCTRTB( 2) ) )
Check to ensure that water balance is maintained.

JF (DFLOW(LOCTRTB(1) ).cT.UFLOW) cO TO 1t_0

RETURN
END

9
(-

C
C

('
('
a
(,

c
c

c
U
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C**************************/r***********************************rç****
c

SUBROUT]NE RANDY (U, NRAN, BBf )
C
C**********tr***************************x*************
c
c This subroutine assigns norrnalry distributed randomC array U of tength NRAN. BBI is the seed value.
C
C include , ucld,

REAL V(10), u(10)
REAL*B DS, D2, D3

C

DS:99999 . 0*BBt+1 . 0
rF (DS.8Q.0.0) DS:DS+I.0

C

***************

numbers to the

10

1

C

c
c****ìt*************x*********************************-*****************
C

SUBROUTTNE SORT ( NYEAR, FLOW)
c
c*********************************************************************
C
c rhis subroutine sort.s an array FLow of rength NYEAR i-nto ascendingc numerical- order by straight iisertion. FLoñ7 is repraced on outputC by its sorted rearrangiement.
c

DTMENSTON FLOW(NYEAR)

DO 10 J:2, NYEAR
A:FLOW ( J )
DO 20 I:J-1,7,-7

tF (FLOW(T).LE.A) cO TO 3O
FLOW( r+1 ):FLOW( r )

CONTINUE
I:O
FLOW( t+1):A

CONTINUE

RETURN
END

D2:2I47 483647 .D0
D3:2I47 483 64 I . D0
DO 1 I:1,NRAN
DS:MOD (76807 . D0*DS, D2 )v(r):SNGL(DSID3)
rF (v(NRAN).8Q.0.0) co To 10
u ( NRAN ) :SQRT ( 2*ALOG ( 1, . O /v (NRAN ) ) ) *srN (2r. 3 .14 15 9*v ( NRAN_ 1 ) )

RETURN
END

20

30
10
c
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8.3 Ammonia simulation and Linked Fuzzy MwL Management
Model

c***********************************************************************
C

c This proqram car-cur-ates the maximum wasteroad of ammonia arlowedc while maintaininq un-ionized ammonia rever-s ùetow a specifiedc standard at various checkpoints arong a section of a river thatC has muJ_tiple dischargers änd trinutaiies.
C

C
C Written by Corinne L. Wotton, April 1995.
C

c***********************************************************************
C

C----
C List of variables in input subroutine:
C IGSA :ôñrrnT-ôi F¡¡ ÕÕ^ ' 1L -LG'A :counter for GSA (1 represents deterministic case,
!.o.,., >1 represents Monte Caifo simutation)\- -L-KUl\ :counter for ammonia sirnulation/optimízation proqramc (run 1 uses un-ionized ;**;;i. criteria as specifiedc 5y us'pA, ru. 2 uses modifieã un-ionized ammonia
3 "rireria ¡

C
C List of variables in input subroutine:C NUMREACH :number of reachesC NUMDISCH :number of discharqersC LOCDISCH :focatÍon of dischárg,ersC NUMTRTB :number of tribut"riéé-ð, diversionsC LOCTRIB :location of tributaries oi-diversionsC DIST(NR) :distance to end of reachC PH(NR) :pH level in reachC AVEL(NR) :velocity coefficient (V:ae^b) for reach
I BVEL(NR) :velociry coefficieri iv:"õ^¡l for reachc cDEprH :deprh cóefficient lo:èO^ã; ;", reachc DDEeTH :oeþtn coefficient io:ãõ^ãj ior reachC UTEMPc uNH3 :if::i:3il ffil5ii3':å1.å1ì,..r", (ns/r)C UFLOW :upstream f f o\^¡ ( cf s )C BNH3(NR) :backqround ammonia concentration (nS/I)
9 DTEMP(ND) :discñarger temperature (C)c DNH3(ND) :discharler ammðniu iã""ì-i^slt)
I DFLOW(ND) :discharger ffow (mgd)c DTEMP(NT) :tributaiy (oï Oiieísíon) temperarure (c)c DFLow(NT) :rriburarv io, diversionj iiàî t.r"l2 rrypEFrs :rype or ?iÀn inhabitins'thã-ri_r",u ( 1 represents sal-monid streams, 2 representsC non-sal-monid streams)
2 rrYPEsrA :type of usEpA un-ionízed ammonia standard
: (J- represents acute standard, 2 represenisu chronic criteria)c PERTOL :fuzzy tor-erance_íntervar_ (percent of us5pA un_ionizedC ammoãia standard)c NUMMC :number of Monte carro simulations to be performed
3 

rsEED :inreger seed vafue for i"nãiuti"n o¡ rãnäãn-ãu*¡ers
c
c List of variabr-es in background and impact subroutines:
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C ZNH3(NR) :anmonia l-evel- (nS/L¡ in mixing zonec RNH3(NR) :ammonia reve.r i^s'ltj i; ;;.h after mass barancec RFLow(NR) :fr-ow lcfs¡ in ieáãrr'uit"i-Ãuss barancec RTEM'(NR) :temperature (c¡ in reach aiter mass barancec PKA(NR) :un-ionized ammonia coefficient for each reachC PERCENT(NR) :percent of un_ionized ammonia 1z¡ i; ;;r;h-
2 RUNTON(NR) :un-ionized ammonia fever in mixinq zone and atL snd of reachC RVEL(NR) :velocity (fps) in reachC RDEPTH(NR) :depth lftj in reachC RKN(NR) :nitrificat.ion^ïate ç/d.ays) il. r91ch,_ if depth<:2ftc RKNAD(NR) :i:fi;"i5iÍïå,;B;i:.3åu.î1,î?î::ì?i: :lEå ill$ll,lr,C reach
C RTIME(NR) :travel- time (days¡ through reachc B(l) :background un-ionize¿ amñonia concentrations at start
; B(r) :!å.ffî:1"Á-3lll""r,; .;-"nr. 

"on.unrrarions aL end

i ç',, :::-;3î:i"lä'l¿l .. ",.,; "; reac,rC C(J) :temperature (C) at end of reachc D(r) :pri tsrandard'units) ;t ;4";i of reachc D(J) :pH (standard unirsi 
"i ã;d-Àr reachc NUMCONST :number of checJcpoints lnu*nà. of reaches*2)c A(ND,r) :un-ionized ammoñia conòentrations @s/r) at start ofc reach due to a discharger ammonia Ì"á'o ór r.o ng/Lc A(ND,J) :un-ionized ammonia conóentrations @s)ti-.i end ofc reach due ro.a discharjãi-ãÃmoniu ioáã ór Lo nsTr

2 DIJ(ND,NC) :impact coefficienrs @Sr1 ) nslt) for each. gischarger at. each cheókpointc PD(ND,NC) :impacr óoefficieni *;iriõli;d by ammonia wasreroadC ¡or each discharge, ut ãå.fl checkpointC TOTAL(NC) :sum of pD,s at eách checfpãint
C

c
C List of variabfes in standard subroutine:C TCAP
c FT :coefficients used to determine us'pA un-ionizedC FPFI ammonia standard for each iãacirC RATIO
C STD(NC) :un-ionized ammonia standard @g/I) for each

; srDro,,(Nc) :;i::5å:'31'ns.o un-ionized ammonia standard (ns/r)c ¡or each cheókpoint
I
(-

C List of variabfes in removal subroutine:c RIJA(NC) :arrowabre water quarity impact at each checkpointC MCONT :number of contrafnts oi cnäci<poi_ntsC NVAR :number of variabl_es or Oisãñ.rg..,
2 AMATRTX(NC,ND):matrix (MCoNT*NVAR) of the coefficients of theu constraints for the IRUN:I case
2 BMATRTX(NC,N¡):matrix (MCONT*NVAR) of the coefficients of the\_ constraints for the IRUN:2 casec LDA :reading dimension or ar'rÀtñri-on sMarRrX exactry asC specified in the Oimensiãn statementC BB(NC) :Iimit of the constraint NCc cosT(r) :coefficients of tfre ã¡jeðIive function
2 IRTYPE(N.) :type of consrrainr NC io:ããú"r, 1:l-ess rhan,v 2:greater than, 3=range con-straints¡
I XLB(ND) :Iower bound on variabíe Noc xuB(ND) :upper bound on variable ND
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c oBJ :value of objective function from DLPRS subroutinec oFVALUE(IRUN) :varue of objecrive f;;;ai;; for IRUNc FRAcr(IRUN,r) :percent treàtment required by discharger r in caseC IRUN
c
C
C List of variables in fuzzy subroutine:C MCONT :number oi constraintsC NVAR :number of variabl_esc FUZMAT(Nc,ND) :matrix of the coefficients of the constraintsC FMATRfX(I,J) :normal_ized FUZMATc BUNB(NC) :Iimit of constaint. NCC BB( I ) :normal-ized BuNB

: 
LDA :reading dimension of AMATRT' oR BMATRT' exactly asu specified in the dimension st.atementc Fcosr(r) :còefficienrs of tfre onjãðLiie runction

: IRTYPE(t) :type of constraint r fó:åq""f, 1:tess than,\- 2:greater than, 3:range cónstraints¡C XLB(J) :lower bound on variab.l-e JC XUB(J) :upper bound on variable Jc oBJ :va1ue of objective function from DLpRS subroutine
: 

F,FRACT(r) :percent treãtment required by discharger T inu fuzzy solutionC FOX :value of fuzzy maximum wasteloadc RMEM :membership of optimar r"iuii" n in fuzzy qoar setc C.NSTMEM(Nc) :membershiþ of eäch f"r;;-;;;srrainr serC SUMMEM :sum of afl- membershlps
C
C
c List of variabr-es in generation and supporting subroutines:c TMEAN =mean and standaro oãvïåtiàn""r natural logarithmsC TSTD of temperatures al_onq the riverc PHMEAN :mean and standard deíiation or na.urar rogarithmsC PHSTD of pH levels alonq the rivãr'c FUPMEAN :mean and standard deviation-of naturar rogarithmsc FUPSTD of 7-day average_row yearJ-y frows at upsteam rocationc FT2MEAN :mean anã standárd deviaii"å år naturar_ togarithmsc FT2srD of 7-day average-row yearry irows ut ,.ðoåã Lributaryc FT3MEAN :mean and standárd deviatioå år naturaf roqarithrnsc FT3srD of 7-day average_row yeaiiy ir_or" ut i¡iiá-lrinrrtu.yc FMMEAN :mean and standáro oeviaiiðå år naturaf rogarÍthmsC FMSTD of 7-day average low yearly ifor" at mid river
: '(NRAN) 

:an array of noimarry årstrínuteo randorn numbersu of length NRANC BBT :random number between 0 and 1

3 
FLoW(NYEAR) :an array of generated frow var_ues of length NvEAR

c----
('
c

(\

c
c
c

INCLUDE , ins1,

OPEN( 3, FILE:,white. dat, )
OPEN( 5, FILE:, results, )
OPEN( 9,FILE:, out. dat/ )

Read input data from file.
CALL TNPUT

Run the simulation/opt_imization
(-

c program for the
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c (rcsA:l) and for the nunber of Monte carÌo simurations specified.c
ÏGSA:1

10 rF ( IGSA. LE . NUMMC+1 ) THEN

c Evaruate backqround un-ionized ammonia conditions arong the river.
CALL BACKGROUND

c
C Eval_uate impac.t coefficients along the river.
C

CALL IMPACT
C

c Evaluate chronic un-ionized ammonia standard aronq the river.
C

CALL STANDARD
C

c Bvaluate maximum ammonia wastetoad perrnitted so that the concentrationc of un-ionized ammonia along the rivãr is bel-ow the specified standard
9 f"r the crisp case (rRUN:lj and then the cåsá witr, specifiecrC tolerances (IRUN:2).
C

TRUN:1
DO 1000 r:I,2
CALL REMOVAI,
TRUN:I RUN+1

lOOO CONTINUE
c
C Solve min-max problem as an equivalent finear proqram.c

C
C

C

C

c

c

C

C

CALL FUZZY

Generate upstream and tributary temperatures, reach pH,nitrification rate of the rivei syslem, and up-ir.u* and tributaryflows for the next Monte Carlo simulation.
CALL GENERATTON

fGSA:TGSA+1

GO TO 10
ENDTF

STOP
END

****************************************************************x
a
c*****
(-

SUBROUT]NE TNPUT
L
c**************************************************************rk*******
c
C This subroutine reads the:C number of reaches
C nurnber of dischargers
C focation of dischãrgers
C number of tributariés or diversionsC l_ocation of tributaries or diversionsC distance to the end of each reacn (*if.s ¡C pfi in each reach
9 y.locity coefficients for each reach (V:ae^b)C depth coefficients for each reach i¡:òO^ãi
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C
('
('
a
C
C
I
c
C

c
c
C

C

C
C

upstream temperature (C)
upstream ammonia concentration (nS/I)
upstream flo\.v (cfs)
background ammonia concentrations (nS/I)discharger temperature (C)
discharger ammonia loads '(nS/L)
discharger fl_ows (mgd)
tributary temperature (C)
tributary ffows (cfs)
type of fish inhabiting the rivertype of USEPA un-ionized ammonia standardfuzzy tolerance interval- (percent of usEpA un-ionized standard)number of Monte Carlo simuiations .L.o be performedinteger seed val_ue

TNCLUDE , J.nS1,

READ(3,*) NUMREACH
READ(3,*) NUMDTSCH
READ(3, *) (LOCDISCFI(I ), I:l,NUMDISCH)
READ(3,*¡ NUMTRIB
READ( 3, * ) (LOCTRIB( r ), r__l,NUMTRTB)

DrsT(1):0.0
DO 5 NR:2, NUMREACH+1
READ(3,*) DIST(NR)

DO 10 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ(3,x¡ PH(NR)

DO 15 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ( 3, * ) AVEL( NR), BVEL(NR)

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ( 3, * ) GDEPTH(NR), DDEPTH(NR)

READ(3,*) UTEMP
READ(3,*) uNH3
READ(3,*) UFLOW

DO 21 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ(3,*) BNH3(NR)

DO 25 ND:l,NUMDISCH
READ( 3, * ) DTEMP(LOCDTSCH(ND) )

DO 30 ND=l,NUMDISCH
READ(3,*) DNH3(ND)

DO 35 ND:1,NUMD]SCH
READ( 3, *) DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(ND) )

Change ffow from mqd to cfs

ll!9qLocDrscH(ND¡ ¡:¡p¡ow(LocDtscH(ND) ) *1. ss
CONTINUE

DO 40 NT:l,NUMTRTB
READ( 3, * ) DTEMP(LOCTRTB(NT) )

5
c

10
C

15
C

20
c

C
c Background ammonia concentration along reach with dischargers isc zero and a10ng reach with tributary oi di-rersi-on is o.o5 ng/r.

27
(,

25
(,

30
c

c
c

35
c

40
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(,

45
(-

DO 45 NT:l,NUMTRIB
READ( 3, * ) DFLOW(LOCTRIB(NT) )

READ(3,*¡ TTYPEFTS
READ(3,*¡ ITYPESTA
READ(3,*¡ PERTOL
READ(3,*¡ NUMMC
RBAD(3,*¡ ISEED

RETURN
BND

*************************

SUBROUTINE BACI{GROUND

*************************

subroutine evafuates thethe river.
INCLUDE ,irìs1,

***************************************

******** ****** *** *** ************ *** ***-*

background un-ionized ammonia levefs

using 25s" of upreach flo\^/

)+ (DFLOW(NR¡ *s¡r' (NR) ) ),/

the same as the

C

C
C*****tr
C

C
c******
C

C This
C along
C

C

C Set
c

(-

c
C
c

c

C
C

C

C
c
C

C
C
I
(,

('

upstream conditions.

RNH3 ( 1 ):UNH3
RFLOW( 1 ):UFLOW
RTEMP I 1):llTFlMP

DO 5 NR:l,NUMREACH

For dischargers or tributaries:
tF (DFLOW(NR) . c8.0.0 ) THEN

Calculate amrnonia levels in mixing zone

" ?I}I. itnl:( (RFLOW(NR¡ *6.25*RNH3 (NR)1 (RFLOW(Nn¡ *9. 2s+DFLOW(NR) )

tota-l mass batance to calcul_ate new temperature, ammonia level,fl-ow at start of reach 1ie assume complete mixing¡.

IIT_3 (NR) : ( (DFLOW(NR1 *3¡"r (NR) ) +(RFLOW(NR) *RNH3 (NR) ) ),/( RFLOW( NR) +DFLOW( NR) )

lllyf ( NR) : ( ( RFLgwllrR) *RrEMp( NR) )+ (DFLow(Nn¡ *¡1,urp(NR) ) )/( RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW( NR) )
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, the temperature and ammonia leve.L areprevious reach, but musl calculate new f]ow.
ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) =RTEMP ( NR )

II_L9W !ryR ) :RFLow ( NR ) +DFLow ( NR )ZNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )

ENDTF

USe
and

1_

1
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c
c

cal-curate percent un-ionized ammonia of totar- anmonia through reach.
pKA(NR):0. 09018+ (2729 . 92/ (RTEMp(NR)+l/3 . 2 ¡ ¡pERcENr(NR):100 .0/ (r. 0+(10. 0** (nxaiun¡ _pníñnt 

I I I
calcurate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @g/r) in mixing zone.

RUNION(NR) :ZNrr3 ( NR ) *PERCENT (NR ) /700 . 0
Cal-culate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH( NR):CDEPTH( NR ) *RFLOW(NR¡ **p¡uoTH( NR)

rn deterministic casg, if depth <= 2ft then set nitrificationrate : 0.e5 /day, otherwise set nitrification-iate : 0.2 /day.
IF ( TGSA . EQ . 1) TFIEN

TF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE .2.O) THEN
RKN( NR ):0 . 4 s

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDIF
ENDIF

Adjus't nitrification rate according to telnperature of water in trrereach.

RKNAD ( NR):RKN( NR ¡ *1 . 085* * ( RTEMP ( NR ) _ 20 . 0 )

Cal,culate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL( NR) :AVEL(NR) *RFLOW( NR) **BVEL(NR 
)

Calcufate travef time ldays) through reach.

RTTME ( NR) : ( DTST ( NR+1 ) _DrsT ( NR) ) /( RVEL( NR¡ * 16 . 32g6 )

Calculate ammonia concentration (ng/L), temperature (C), andflow entering next reach.

IINH3 (NR+1 ¡ :RIII ( NR¡ *¡¡n( _RKNAD (NR¡ *p1,rrE( NR) )RFLOW( NR+1 ) :RFLOW( NR )
RTEMP ( NR+1 ) :RTEMP ( NR )

cal-cufate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @g/r) at end of reach.
RUNION ( NR+1 ):RNH3 ( NR+1 ) *PERCENT ( NR ) /100 . 0

store background un-ionized amnonia concentrations at mixing zone andend of reach in array "B".
I:(NR*2)-1
J: ( NR*2 )
B(t):RUNTON(NR)
B(J):RUNION(NR+1)

store ternperature and pH at start and end of reach in array ,,c,,and "D", respectively.

c(T):RTEMP(NR)
c(J):RTEMP(NR+1)
D(r):PH(NR)

(1

c
C

C
C
c

c
c
C

C

c
C
C

C

c
C

c

C
C
c

C
c
I
I

c
C

L
C
C
C

C
(-

c
C
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D(J):PH(NR)
(-

5 CONT]NUE
(-

C Set number of checkpoints.
C

NUMCONST:NUMREACH* 2
c

RETURN
END

C

c***************************************************************x******
C

SUBROUTINE IMPACT
C

c**************************************t-******-*************************
c
C This subroutine evafuates the impact coefficients @S/I / mg/I)C along the river.
(_

INCLUDE 'ins1,
c
C Calculate impact coefficients
C
C

DO 10 ND:l,NUMDTSCH
c
C Set upstream conditions.
c

RNH3 ( 1 ):uNH3
RFLOW( 1 ):UFLOW
RTEMP(1):UTEMP

set one discharger's ammonia concentration equar to 1. o ng/r.
BNH3 ( LOCDTSCH( ND) ) :1. O

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH

C

C

c

c

C
C
C

C
C
c

(-

c
(,

c
c
c
c

c

For dischargers or tributaries:
rF (DFLOW(NR).c8.0.0) THEN

Cal-cu-l-ate ammonia l_evel_s in mixing zone

- zryT3 (NR):( (RFLOW(NR) *0.2s*RNH3 (NR)1 (RFLOW(NR¡ *6.25+DFLOW(NR) 
)

use total mass bar-ance to car-cufate new temperature, ammonia J-evel ,and ffow at start of reach(ie. assume complete mixing¡.

- RII3 !nnl:( (PI1-9I(NR) *BNH3 (NR) )+(RFLovù(Nn¡ *p¡¡", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOrd(NR) +DFLOW(NRi )
RTEMP( NR) : ( (RFLOW( NR) *RTEMP (NR) )+ (DFLOW(NR) *DTEMP(NR) ) ),/l- (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) i
RFLOVü ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, the temperature and ammonia l-evel- are the same as theprevious reach, but must cal_cul_ate new flow.

due to each discharger

using 252 of upreach flow.

) + (DFLOlt(NR) *BNH3 ( NR) ) ),/

ELSE
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c

C
C
C

(-

C
C

C

C

C

C
C
C

C

C
C
c
c

C
C
C

C
C
(-

r.

C
C

c
a
(-

(,
I
I
C

RNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( Nn ¡ =pturP ( NR )
fFLOüt ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )

ENDIF

cal-culate percent un-ionized ammonia of totaf ammonia througrh reach.
pKA ( NR ) :0 . 0 9 018 + \27 29 . 92 / (RTEMP ( NR ) +273 . 2 ) )eERCENT(NR):100 .0/ (r. o+( 10. 0** (exailln¡ _psiñnl 

I I I
calculate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/r) i^ miring zone.

RUNION(NR ):ZNH3 (NR) *PERCENT (NR ) /700 . O

Calcul_ate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH ( NR ):CDEPTT{ ( NR ) *RFLOW( NR ¡ * *¡¡BOTrr ( NR )

rn deLerministic casg, if depth <: 2fL then set nitri_ficationrate:0.45 /day, otherwise ãet nitrification iate :0.2 /day.
ïF (rcsA.EQ.1) THEN

tF (RDEPTH(NR) .LE. 2.0) THEN
RKN(NR) =0 .45

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDTF
ENDTF

Adjust nitrification rate according to the temperature of the water inthe reach.

RKNAD ( NR ) :RKN( Nn ¡ * 1 . O B5 * * ( RTEMP ( NR ) _ 20 . O )

Calcul_ate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL ( NR ) :AVEL ( NR ¡ *pp"o* ( NR ¡ **3yul, ( NR )

Calculate travel time (days) through reach.
RTrME ( NR ) : ( DrST ( NR+1 ) -DrsT ( NR) ),/ ( RVEL ( NR ¡ * 16 . 329 6 )

Calcul-ate ammonia concentration (mg/I), temperature (C), andf l-ov¡ entering, next reach.

lIT9 ( NR+1) =RII_3 ( NR¡ r"6¡n ( -RKNAD ( Nn ¡ *p1,rrE (NR) )RFLOW( NR+1 ) :RFLOW( NR )
RTEMP ( NR+1 ) :RTEMP ( NR )

calculate concentïation of un-ionized ammonia @g/r) at end of reach.
RUNION(NR+1 ) :RNH3 (NR+1 ) *PERCENT(NR)/l_00 . 0

Eval-uate and store the un-ionized ammonia concentîations (ns/r)at mixing zone and end of each reacil in ariãt-;Á,,.
rF (NR.cE.LOCDTSCH(ND) ) THEN

r:(NR*2) -1
J:NR*2
A( LOCDTSCH( ND), r ) :RUNTON( NR)
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A ( LOCDISCH ( ND), J) =RUNTON( NR+1 )ELSE
I:(NR*2) -1
J:NR* 2
A( LOCDTSCH( ND) / r ):O . 0
A( LOCDTSCH( ND), J) :0. 0

ENDTF
C
20 CONTINUE
L
c set discharger ammonia concentration back to zero.c

BNH3 ( LOCDTSCH( ND) ):0.0
c
10 CONTINUE
C
c Evaluate and store impact coefficients at mixing zone and end of eachC reach for each discharger in array "DfJ,,.
C

DO 30 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 40 ND:1,NUMD]SCH
rF (A(LOCDÌSCH(ND),NC) .cT. 0. o) THEN
DrJ(ND, NC ¡:(A(LOCDISCH(ND) , NC) ) _B(NC)
ELSE
DrJ ( ND, NC ):0 . 0
ENDIF

40 CONTINUE
3O CONT]NUE
c
c Eval-uate coeff icient maL.rix (i.e. sum of wasteroad murtipJ_ied byc impact coefficient for each òheckpoint-ã. åãÀrtraint) for rinearC program.
C

DO 50 NC:l,NUMCONST
TOTAL(NC) =0. 0
DO 60 ND:l,NUMDISCH
PD ( ND, NC ) : ( DrJ ( ND, NC ) *DNH3 ( ND ) )
TOTAL ( NC ) :TOTAL ( NC ) +PD ( ND, NC )60 CONTTNUE

50 CONTTNUE
C

RETURN
END

c***********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE STANDARD
c
c****************************************************************)k******
C
c rhis subroutine determines the usEpA (rg92) un-ionized ammoniac standard for each checkpoint based on'thã-úe*f"rutur" and pH ]evelC at that checkpoint.

c rf rryp'Frs is equar to r- then sar-monids are present in thec stream, if rrYPEFrs is equal to 2 then satmonids are absent fromC the stream.
C

C If ITYPESTA is equal to l_ then cal-culate acute standard, ifc rrYPEsrA is equaL to 2 then cal_culate .rrroni"-"tandard.c
INCLUDE / insi_,
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(,

C

c

DO 5 NC:l,NUMCONST

IF (]TYPESTA.EQ.1) THEN

rF (rTYPEFrS.EQ.l) TCAP:20.0]F (ITYPEFIS .8Q.2) TCAP:25.0

ïF (C(NC) .cE.TC+p:AND.C(NC) .LE. 30.0) THENFT:10.0** ( (20 .0 -TCAP) *0. O3 )
ENDTF

rF (c(NC) .cE.0. 0.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) THEN
_ FT:10.0**( (20.0-c(NC) )*0.03)
END]F

rF (D(NC) .cE.8. 0.AND.D(NC).L8. 9.0) TFrEN
FPH:1 . O

ENDIF

rF (D(NC) .cE.6. s.AND.D(NC).L8. 8.0) Tr{EN
FpH:( 1. 0-F10. 0*-* ( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /r.)5END]F

sTD ( NC ):0 . 52 /FT /FPH/2 . O
STDTOL ( NC ) : ( 0 . 52/FT /FpH./2. 0 ) *pnRrol,

ENDIF
C

C

C
IF ( TTYPESTA .F,Q.2 ) rHEN

rF ( ITYPEF]S. EQ.1) TCAP:I5.0
EQ. 2 ) TCAP:2O.0IF ( TTYPEFTS.

rF (c(NC).cE.0.0
FT:10.9**1120

ENDTF

IF (D(NC) .cE.8.0
FPH:1. O

ENDTF'

IF (C(NC) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .LE. 30. 0) THEN
_.__IT:10. 0** ( (20.0 -rcAp) *0.03 

)ENDIF

.AND. C(NC) . LE. TCAP) THEN

.0-c(NC))*0.03)

.AND.D(NC) .LE. 9. 0) THEN

rF (D(NC) .cE.6. 5.AND.D(NC) .LE. 8.0) THENFpH:(1. 0+10. 0**( 7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /L.25ENDTF

rF (D(NC) .cE.7. 7.AND.D(NC).LE.9.0) THEN
RATTO:13.5

END]F

rF (D(NC) .cE.6. s.AND.D(NC) .LT.7.7) THENRATIO:(20.0*10. 0**(7 .7 -D(NC) ) ) /(I.0+10. 6*:r(7. 4_D(NC) ) )ENDIF

sTD ( NC ):0 . 8olFT /FPH/RATTO
STDTOL( NC ) = ( 0 . 80 /FT/FPHIRATTO) *PERTOL

ENDTF
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c
5
C

CONTINUE

RETURN
END

*****************************************************************

I NCLUDE ' i-ns I ,

DO 5 NC:1, NUMCONST
RrJA( NC) :STD( NC ) - ( B ( NC )
CONTTNUE

ïF (rRUN.EQ.1) THEN

:9!_Yp linear program to be solved by the rMsL subroutine catledDLPRS.

MCONT:22
NVAR:B
DO 25 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 30 ND:1, NUMDÌSCH
AMATRIX ( NC, ND ) =PD ( ND, NC )
CONT]NUE
CONTINUE
LDA:60
DO ].5 NC:l,NUMCONST

l_5 BB(NC):RrJA(NC)
DO 42 f:1,NVAR
COST(t )=- (DNH3 (r) *DFLOW(LOCDTSCH(r 

) ) )42 CONTINUE
DO 54 NC:l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE ( NC ):1
CONTTNUE
DO 56 ND:l,NUMDISCH
xLB(ND):0.0
xuB(ND)=1.0
CONTINUE

_ çllI, DLPRS (MCONT, NVAR, AMATRIX, LDA, BB , BB, gg51',1 OBJ,XSOL,DSOL)

SUBROUTTNE REMOVAL

**********************************************************************

This subroutine determines the maximum ammonia \^/astefoad requiredto ensure that the un-ionized ammonia concentration (mg/r) is be10wthe specified standards. ]RUN:I is the "rirp-ðure with the actuarun-ionized ammonia standard, IRUN:2 uses the percent changed un_ionized ammonia standard.

c******
C

c
c*
c
C

C

C
C
c
C

C

ÉJ

c

c
C
C

C

30
)É,

54

56
C

('
(-

a
I

C

c

Objective function val_ue must be multipJ-ied by _1
maximizing program.

IRTYPE / XLB, XUB,

since it is a

OBJ:-OBJ

oFVALUE(rRUN):OBJ

DO 45 I:l,twAR
FRACT ( IRUN/ r ) :xsol( r )

111



0)

by

4
o

(-

c
C
C
C

5 CONTINUE

ENDIF

ïF ( tRUN .EQ .2. AND. PERTOL . cT . 0

Set up finear program to be solved
DLPRS.

MCONT:22
NVAR:8
DO 125 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 130 ND:1,NUMD]SCH
BMATRTX ( NC, ND ) :PD ( ND, NC )
CONTINUE
CONTTNUE
LDA:60
DO 11O NC:l,NUMCONST

110 BB ( NC ) :Rr J'A ( NC ¡ +51¡1OL ( NC )DO 742 I:1,NVAR
cosT( I ):- (DNH3 ( r ) *DFLOW(LOCDTSCH( r) ) )I42 CONTINUE
DO 154 NC=l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE ( NC ):1I54 CONTINUE
DO 156 ND:l,NUMDISCH
xLB(ND):0.0
xuB(ND):1.0

156 CONTTNUE
C

. çALL DLPRS ( IVICONT, NVAR, BMATRTX, LDA, BB / BB , COST ,1 OBJ,XSOL,DSOL)

Objectlve function vaÌue must be multiplied by _1
maximizing proqram.

THEN

the IMSL subroutine calted

TRTYPE, XLB, XUB /

since it is a

130
L25

C
c
c
C

C

C

1,45
L

OBJ:-OBJ

oFVALUE ( rRUN):OBJ

DO 145 I:1,NVAR
FRACT ( IRUN/ r ) :xsol( I )
CONTINUE

ENDIF
C
5OO RETURN

END
C
c*********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTINE FUZZY

C*** Jr**** * ** * ********* ********* *** ************************************
c
a
(,

('
c

This subroutine defines the equivalent rinear pïobrem (i.e. max-minequiva]-ent problem) so that if can be solved ri-trre subroutineDLpRs. rt arso evaruates the membersirip-wñi"ñ'th. 
"pii*ãi-sðiutionhas in Lhe fuzzy goal set and each fuzzi òä""Ir"int set..

INCLUDE , ins1,
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c Define variables for the equivatent rinear problem when the specifiedC tol_erance percentage is positive
C

lF(PERTOL.GT. 0. 0.AND. OFVALUE(1) . LT.OFVALUE(2) ) THENc
MCONT:23
NVAR:9

c
DO 5 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 10 ND:l,NUMDISCH
FUZMAT ( NC, ND ) :PD ( ND, NC )10 CONT]NUE

5 CONTINUE
DO 15 NC:l,NUMCONST

15 FUZMAT(NC,9):STDTOL(NC)
DO 35 ND:1,NUMDTSCF]3s FUZMAT(Y99NT,fn):(DNH3(ND)*DFLorv(LocDrscH(ND) 

) )FUZMAT (MCONT, 9 ) :OFVALUE ( 1 ) _OFVALûE( 2 )LDA:60
DO 40 NC:l,NUMCONST

4 0 BUNB(NC ):RrJA( NC ) +STDTOL( NC )
BUNB (MCONT ) :OFVALUB ( 1 )
DO 46 ]:I,MCONT
DO 47 J:1,NVAR
ïF (BUNB(t).NE.0.0) THEN
FMATRTX( r, J):FUZMAT( r, J)/ABS(BUNB ( r ) )ELSE
FMATRÌX ( I, J) :FUZMAT ( I, J)
ENDTF

47 CONTINUE
46 CONTTNUE
C

DO 48 I:I,MCONT
rF (BUNB(r) .NE.0.0) THEN
BB ( r ) :BUNB ( r )/ABS (BUNB ( I ) )
ELSE
BB(r):BUNB(r)
ENDIF

48 CONTINUE
(-

DO 50 T:l,NUMDISCHs0 FCOST(r):0.0
FCOSr(9):_1.0

C
DO 55 NC:l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE(NC):j_

55 CONT]NUE
TRTYPE (MCONT ):2
DO 65 J:]-, NVAR
xLB(J):0.0
xuB(J)=1.0

65 CONTINUE
c

CALL DLPRS ( MCONT, NVAR, FMATR]X, LDA / BB, BB / FCOST / ÏRTYPE, XLB, XUB,l_ oBJ,XSOL,DSOL)
c

OBJ:-OBJ
C

DO 85 I:I,NVAR
FZFRACT(r):xsol(T)

85 CONTTNUE
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C

FOX:O.0
DO 90 ND:I,NUMDÌSCH

90 FOX:FOX+FZFRACT(ND)*DNH3(ND)*DFLOW(LOCDrscH(ND) 
)RMEM: ( FOX__OFVALUE ( 1 ) ) / ()FqALUE (2 )_òrvar,un 1 r j ¡rF (RMEM.LT.0.0) THEN

RMEM:O, O

END]F
ïF (RMEM. cT. 1.0 ) THEN

RMEM:1.0
ENDIF

C

DO 1OO NC:l,NUMCONST
100 FJX(NC):O.O
C

DO 105 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 110 ND:l,NUMDISCF]
FJX(NC) :FJX( NC) +PD(ND, NC) *FZFRACT (ND)110 CONTINUtr

C

rF (FJX(NC).LE.RIJA(NC) ) THEN
CONSTMEM( NC ):1 . 0

ENDTF
rF (FJX(NC) .cT.R]JA(NC) ) TFIEN

coNSTMEM(NC):1_ ( (FJX(NC) _RrJA(NC) )/STDTOL(NC) )ENDTF
rF (FJX(Ig.):cT. (RrJA(NC)_r_SrDroL(NC) ) ) THEN

CONSTMEM( NC ) :0 . 0
BNDIF

105 CONTINUE
C
C

SUMMEM:RMEM
DO 116 NC:l,NUMCONST
SUMMEM:SUMMEM+CONSTMEM ( NC )7L6 CONTTNUE

C

WRITE(5,*) OBJ, SUMMEM

tF(rcsA.EQ.r) THEN
WRITE (9,14 ) FOX, RMEM

ELSE

- WR]TE(9,1,6) FOX,RMEM,UFLOW,RMTDFLOW,
1 DFLOW(IOCTRTB(2)),DFLOW(LOCTRTB(3)),UTEMP,
2 PH(1),RKN(1)

ENDIF
C

co To 200
ENDIF

If PERTOL is set equal to 0.0, then sol_ution of a fuzzy linearprogram is not required and membership i" 
"ãt-ãqua.r- to 1. 0 .

IF(PERTOL.EQ. O. O) THEN
oNE:l. 0

For deterministic case/ write previously eval-uated uniform treatment

For deterministic. case, write optimar uniform treatment rever- andcorrespondinq membership to outþut file. For l¿ãnte carfo simurations,write optimar uniform tieatment reveÌ, 
"orrã"päIaing membership, andrandomly drawn input païameteï values t" ouip'"t-'f i_f ..

I

C
(-

(-

c
a
c

c
c
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(,

c
C
c
c

]evel and corresponding membership to output. fil-e. For Monte cartosimul-ations, write previousr-y evaruated uñiform treatment ]ever,correspondingr membership, and randomry orawn-i"put païameter varuesto output fiIe.

THEN
OFVALUE(1),oNp

OFVALUE ( 1 ), oNE, UFLOW, RMTDFLOW, DFLOV{(
,DFLOW(LOCTRIB(3 ) ), uTEMp, pH( 1), RKN(1 j

rF ( rcsA. EQ. 1 )
wRrTE (9 ,74

ELSE
wRrTE (g ,761 rocrRrB( 2 )

END]F
GO TO 200

END]F
C

:riå. 
there is a probfem somewhere in the prograrn then write case L.o

C

oNE:1. 0
i^lRrTE (5,12 ) rcsA
wRITE(5, *) PERTOL,OFVALUE(1),oFVALUE(2)
wRrrE ( 5, * ) uFlow, RMTDFLOI^], DFLow ( r-ocrnre ( 2 ) ),DFLow ( LocrRrB ( 3 ) ),UTEMP,PH(1),RKN(1)
lVRrrE ( 9, 76 ) OFVALUE ( 1 ), oNE, uFLow,_RMrDFLow, DFr-otrl/ ( LocrRrB ( 2 ) ),DFLOW( LOCTRIB( 3 ) ), urp¡.¿p, pFI( 1 ), RKN( 1)

12 FORÌVIAT (/' PROBLEM rN IGSA : ' ,16 , )C
14 FORMAT(2F8.3)
L6 FORMAT(9(F8.3))
19 FORMAT(r5,4x,14,4x,F6.4)
2I FORMÀT(/DISCHARGER #,,Ii,, FtJzZy DTSCHARGE FRACTION IS ,,F6.4)
?2^ FORMAT( /MEMBERSHIe tN oF sET IS ' ,F6.i;- '
?1 FORMAT ( /VALUE OF FUZZY OF rs , , F10.4 )?+ FORMAT (9 (Ix, F9 . s ) )26 FORMAT(9(1x,F7.5))
C

2OO RETURN
END

C
C
c**************'r*******************************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE GENERATTON
C
C************************ìk**************** *****************************
I
C
C
('
('

This subroutine generates upstream and tributary temperatures,reach pH, nirrificarion rarõ of rhe rit;;-;;;r;å, and upsrreamand tributary fJ-ows for the next Monte Carfo simulation.
ïNCLUDE,ins1,

REAL U(10), FLOW(50)

set temperature distribution constants (i.e. mean and standarddeviation).

TMEAN:2.808053
TSTD:O.]-25509

Set pH distribution constants.

c
(-

c
c

(-

I

c
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c
C
('

c
C
C

PHMEAN:2.008987
PHSTD:O.078199

Set f _Low distribution constants.

FUPMEAN:5.934452
FUPSTD:0.256722
FT2MEAN:1 .5537 L2
FT2STD:1.]-34I07
FT3MEAN:5.673833
FT3STD:0.401598
FMMEAN:4.418811
FMSTD:O.45859

set initiar vafues for variabr-es needed in Randy subroutine
NRAN:10
u(10):0.0

C

C Generate upst.ream and tributary temperatures
C

5 BB]:RAN ( TSEED )
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBI )
UTEMP=EXP( TMEAN+U ( 1O ) *TSTD)
ï F ( UTEMP . LT . 0 . 0 . oR . UTEMP . cT . 3 0 . 0 )DO 10 NT:1, NUMTRIB

DTEMP ( LOCTRTB ( NT ) ) :EXp ( TMEAN+U (10 CONTINUE
c
C Generate pH for each reach.
(-

25 BB]:RAN( ISEED )
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN,BB] )DO 20 NR:1, NUMREACH

PH ( NR ):EXP ( PHMEAN+U (
rF (PH(NR).LT.6.5.OR

20 CONTINUE
c
C Generate nitrification rate(,

BBI=RAN ( rSEED )
DO 21, NR:1, NUMREACH

RKN(NR):BBr*9.0
21. CONTINUE
a
c Generate 50 years of 7-day row frows at upstream stationc
110 NYEAR:s0

DO 30 T:1,NYEAR
35

GOTO5

10 ) *TSTD 
)

10)*PHSTD)
.PH(NR).cT.9.0) co To 25

for river system.

BBI:RAN( ISEED )
CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )
IIOWr r ) :Exp( FUPMEAN+U( t 0 ) *FUpSrD)
rF (FLOW(t).Lr.0.0) co To 3s

30
(.

c
c

C

c

CONTTNUE

sort the fr-or^¡s and ser-ect the fifth ]owest as ïepresentativeof the 7e10 ffow. Set that flow equal_ to UFLOW.

CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)

UFLOW:FLOW( 5 )
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c Generate 50 years of 7-day row fr-ows for the second tributary
C WYEAR:50

DO 50 I:1,NYEAR
55 BBI:RAN( ISEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBT )
FLOW( I ) :EXp ( FT2MEAN+U ( 10 ) *FT2STD)
rF (FLOW(t).LT.0.0) co To s550 CONTTNUE

c
c sort the frows and select the fifth l0west as representativeC of the 7Q10 flow. Set that flow equat to DFLOI¡,I(LOCTRTB (2)).

CALL SORT ( NYEAR, FLOW)
C

DFLOW( LOCTRTB ( 2 ) ) :FLOW( s )
C

c Generate 50 years of 7-day row ffows for the third tributary.
C NYBAR:5O

DO 70 Ì:1,NYEAR
7 5 BBT:RAN( TSEED )

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN,BBI )
FLOW( I ì:EIp( FT3MEAN+U ( 1O ) *FT3STD 

)TF (FLOW(r).Lr.0.0) co To 7s7O CONTTNUÐ
C
c sort the fr-ows and ser-ect the fifth rowest as representativeC of t-he 7e10 flow. Set that ftow eguat to DFLOyù(LOCTRTB(3) ).
_ CALL SORT ( NYEAR, FLOV,I)
c
_ DFLOW(LOCTRIB(3) ):FLOW(5)
C
c Generate 50 years of 7-day row frows for the midstream ftow.C
C NYEAR:5O

DO 90 r:1,NYEAR
95 BBT:RAN( ISEED)

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )
FLOW( I ) :EXp ( FMMEAN+U( 10 ) *FMSTD 

)rF (FLOW(t).LT.0.0) co To 95
CONTTNUE

sort the f-Lows and serect the fifth r-owest as representativeof the 7Q10 ffow. Set that ffow equal to RMIDFLOW.

CALL SORT(NYEAR/FLOW)

RMIDFLOW:FLOW( 5 )

Evaluate the first_tributary frow as (the upstream ffow minus thethe neqative of midstre_am fiow prus tÀ. 
""àðÃã iri¡utaïy frow) oïDFLOW(LOCTRTB(1) ) (uFLOI,i _ ñ¡¿ro¡,r,ow * nriowir,ocrnrn (2) ) .

DFLOW(LOCTRÌB ( 1) )=- (UFLOId-RMTDFLOW+DFLOW(LOCTRïB( 2) ) )

Check to ensure that water bal-ance is maintained.
rF (DFLOW(LOCTRTB(l-) ).cT.UFLOW) cO TO 1l-0

9

c
(-

C

C
('
('
('
c

c

c
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RETURN
END

c********************************************** *********************
c

c
c*******************************************************************
c
c This subrouLine assigns normalty distributed random numbers to theC array U of length NRAN. BBI is the 

"u"ã "ufu..C

C include ,ins1,
REAL V(10), u(10)
REAL*B DS, D2, D3

C

DS:g9ggg.0*BBr+1. O

rF (DS.8Q.0.0) DS:DS+I.0
C

D2:2747 483647 .DO
D3:2I47 483 648 . D010 DO 1 I:I,NRAN

, DS:MOD( 16907 . D0*DS, D2 )1 V( I ):SNGL (DS/D3 )TF (V(NRAN).8Q.0.0) GO TO 10

c 
u(NRAN):SQRT(2*ALOG (I.O/v (NRAN) ) )*SrN (2*3.14159*v(NRAN_1) 

)

RETURN
END

C

C*******************************t(*************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE SORT ( NYEAR, FLOW)
C

c******ìk***tk**********************************************************
c
c This subroutine sorts an array FLow of length NYEAR into ascendingc numericar- order by straight lñsertion. FLoIi is replaced on outputC by its sorted rearrangernent.
C

C
DTMENSION FLOW(NYEAR)

DO 10 J:2,NYEAR
A:FLOW( J )
DO 20 r:J-1,1,-a

ïF (FLOW(r).LE.A) co To 30
FLOW(r+1):FLOW(r)

CONTTNUE
T:O
FLOW(r+1):A

CONTTNUE

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )

20

30
l-0
C
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8.4 Ammonia simulation and LÍnked Fuzzy ur Management Model

c***********************************************************************
c
c This proqram cal-cuÌates the uniform treatment revel required t.oc maintain un-ionized ammonia levers be_r_or¿ á-ãpeciried standardc at various checkpoints arong a section of a iiver that hasC muJ_tiple dischargers and tributaries.
c
c
C Written by Corinne L. Wotton, April I9g5.
C
c***********************************************************************
C

C List of variables in input subroutine:
: 

TGSA :counter for GSA (1 represents deterministic case,\_ >1 represents Monte Cailo simulation)
: 'RUN 

:counter for ammonia simuration/optimization program\- (run 1 uses un-ionized ammonia criteria as sþecifiedC ¡y USEPA, run 2 uses modified un_ionized ammonia\_ criteria )
C

C
C List of variables in input subroutine:C NUMREACH :number of reaches
C NUMDISCH
C LOCDISCH
C NUMTRIB
C LOCTRIB
c DrsT(NR)
c PH(NR)
c AVEL(NR)
c BVEL(NR)
C CDEPTH
C DDEPTH
C UTEMP
C UNH3
C UFLOW
c BNH3 (NR)
c DTEMP(ND)
c DNH3 (ND)
c DFLOW(ND)
c DTEMP(NT)
c DFLOVù( NT )
C TTYPEFIS

C
C TTYPESTA
C
(-

C PERTOL
c
C NUMMC
C ISEED
(-

C
c List of variabfes in background and impact subroutines:C ZNH3(NR) :ammonia Íevel (nS/I) in mixingi zonec RNH3(NR) :ammonia r-ever- i^s'ltj i" ,"r-h after mass bar_ance

:number of discharqers:location of dischargers:number of tributaries or diversions:location of bributaries or diversions:di-stance to end of reach:pH _Ievel in reach:velocity coefficient (V:ae^b) for reach:velocity coefficient (V:ae^bi for reach:depth coefficient (D:ce^d) fór reach:depth coefficient (D:ce^dj for reach:upstream temperature (C):upstream ammonia concentration (nS/I):upst,ream flow (cfs):background ammonia concentration (nS/I):discharger t.emperature (C):discharger ammonia levei $S/I):discharger ffow (mSd):tributary (or diversion) temperature (C):tributary (or diversion¡ ffoir (cfs):type of fish inhabiting the riier
11 represents safmonid streams, 2 representsnon-salmonid streams):type of USEPA un-ionized ammonia standard
1J- represents acute standard, 2 representschronic criteria):fuzzy tol_erance interval (percent of USEPA un_ionizedammonia standard):number of Monte Carl-o simul_ations to be performed:integer seed vafue for generation of randon numbers
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ç RFLOVü(NR) :flow (cfs) in reach after mass bal-ancec RTEMP(NR) =temperatuie 1c1 in reach uit.r mass ba.rancec PKA(NR) :un-ionized ammonia coefficient for each reachC PERCENT(NR) :percent of un_ionized ammãni_a (Z) in reach
i RUNÌON(NR) :un-ionized ammonia r-ever in mixing zone and atL snd of reachC RVEL(NR) :veÌocity (fps) in reach
ç |?EPTH(NR) :depth titj in reach
3 

RKN(NR) :nitrificai.ion^rate (/days¡ in. reach, if depth<:2ftc RKNAD(NR) ::ffi":5iÍiå,;3;3:.:å."i¡,î?i::iî:l :5¡ illilil=lr,C reachC RTTME(NR) :travel time (days) through reach
3 

B(r) :backg'round un-iônizeo amñonia concentrations at start
c B(J) :;5"Ëï:1"á*31]ì"'izecl anmonia concenrrarions ar end

i ç 'r, 
:::d:::i"lä'lå l .. ,..,. ol .uu.nC C(J) :temþerature (C) at end of reachc D(r) :pi{ (standard'uÁits¡ ui Àiurr of reach

9 of.rl :pH (standard unitsl ut ãnã-"f reachc NUMCONST :number of checkpoiÁtÀ-1nu*o.t of reaches*2)c A(ND,r) :un-ionized ammoñia conòent:rations (ns/r) at start ofc reach due to a discharger ammonia ioáb óf I.O nq/Ic A(ND,J) :un-ionized ammonia conóentrations $s/L) at enct ofc reach due tg.u.discharger-ammonia ioáã óf i.o nqTt
2 DIJ(ND/NC) :impacr coeff icieri; i;é7i ) ns r¡ for each- gischarger at each cheókpointc PD(ND,NC) :irnpacr óoefricieni ;;iiipri;d by ammonia wasreroadC ¡oi each discharge, ut ãåãñ checkpointC TOTAL(NC) :sum of pD,s at eách checf.p"intc
C
C List of variabfes in standard subrout.ine:C TCAP
c FT :coefficients used to determine us'pA un-ionizedc FpH ammonia standard fo, eáõfr-iãaci,C RATIO

3 
STD(NC) :un-ioni_zed ammonia standard @S/L¡ for each

c srDro,,(NC) :;l::5i:tll.ns.o un-ionized ammonia srandard @s/L)c ior each cheókpoint
C
(,

C List of variabl_es in removal subroutine:c RTJA(NC) :ar-rowabfe water quariiy impact at each checkpointI RHS(NC) :righr hand side ¡-ouno t"i ãå.i, 
""""[r"i"1"""'C MCONT :number of contraintsC NVAR :number of variabl-es

I AMATRTX(NC,ND):matrix (MCONT*NVAR) of the coefficients of thec constraints for tná rnuñ:i Ju""
: BMATR]X(Nc,ND):matrix (MCONT*NVAR) of the ãoefficients of theu constraints for the IRUN:2 case
3 

LDA :leading dimension or avarñri- on eMArRrx exactly asc BB(N.) :ìifiiË'å?u"å: ::;"iiïîli'iË sraremenr
c cosT(r) :coefficients of the objeðiive function
: 

TRTYPE(NC) :rype of consrrainr l¡ð iõ:ããùàr, 1:l_ess rhan,w 2:qreat.er than, 3:range con-straints¡C XLB(ND) :Iol^¡er bound on variable NDC XUB(ND) :upper bound on variabte NDc oBJ :var-ue of objective functiãn from DLpRS subroutine
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2 RMTNUTL(rRUN) :vafue of objective function or uniform treatmentu level for fRUN
I
(-

C List. of variabl-es in fuzzy subroutine:C MCONT :number oi constraintsC NVAR :number of variabfesc FUZMAT(NC,ND) :matrix of the coefficients of the constraintsC BUNB(NC) :Iimit of constaint NCC LDA :IEAdiNg diMENSiON Of AMATRIX OR BMATRÏX EXACI1Y ASc specified in the OimensiÀn statementC FCOST(I) :coefficients of tfre objããiive runction
: IRTYPE(I) :rype of constrainr r fó:ãq"ar, 1:Ìess rhan,c 2:greater than, 3:range constraints¡C XLB(J) :lower bound on variable JC xuB(J) :upper bound on variable Jc oBJ :value of objective function from DLPRS subroutineC FUT :value of fuázy uniforrn treatment levelc RMEM :membership of optimar r"iuii"n tn fuzzy goa-r setc ..NSTMBM(Nc) :membershiþ of eäch r"";;-;;;àrrainr serC SUMMEM :sum of al-1 memberships
C

c
c List of variabres in generation and supporting subroutines:c TMEAN :mean and sLandard deviåti"n ór naru;;i--rãjarithmsC TSTD of temperatures along the riverc PHMEAN :mean and standard deiiation of naturaf rogarithrnsC PHSTD of pH levels along tlie rivãr-c FUPMEAN :mean ancr standard deviation of naturar togarithmsc FUpsrD of 7-dav average_J-ow yearry irows ur ;p;r¿;ñ rocationc FT2MEAN :mean and standáro oeviaiiðå år nãtuiur-Ioõuîi¡.,*"c FT2srD of 7-day average_tow yearty itows at secoiã iributaryc FT3MEAN :mean and srandáro deviatiãå ãr natuiat-iãõu.igr..c FT3STD of 7-day average_row yearry irows ut ihiiá-liiout.ryc FMMEAN :mean anã standárd deviatiãå år n.tuiui--iãgurig.,*=c FM.TD of 7-day average row yeariy iro*" at mid river
: U(NRAN) :an array of noimarry ãistrí¡uteo random numbersu of leng'th NRANC BBT :random number between 0 and 1

: 
FLoVq(NYEAR) :an array of generated frow var-ues of J_ength NvEAR

c----
c

INCLUDE , fucld,
OPEN( 3, FILE:,white. dat, )
OPEN( 5, FILE:, printout, )
OPEN( 9, Ff LE: / fuzut. out, ¡

Read input data from fi1e.
CALL INPUT

Run the simulation/optimization pr.ogram for the deterministic case(IGSA:I¡ and for the nurnber of Monte carro simurations specified.
IGSA:]-
IF (IGSA.LE.NUMMC+1) THEN

Evaluate background un-ionized ammonia conditions along the river.

c
c
(-

C

c
(,

C

10
C

c
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CALL BACKGROUND

Evaluate impact coefficients along the river.
CALL IMPACT

Eval-uate chronic un-ionized ammonia standard arong the river.
CALL STANDARD

Evaluate uniform treatment rever- required so that the concentrationof un-ionized ammonia along the rive'r is neiow lhe specified standardfor the crisp case (rRUN:lj and then the 
"å"ã rit., specifiedtolerances (IRUN:2).

IRUN:1
DO 1000 I:7,2
CALL REMOVAL
IRUN:I RUNl-1

lOOO CONTINUE
C
C Solve mi¡i-max problem as an eguivalent linear proqram.
C

CALL FUZZY
C
C Generate ups.L.ream and tributary tenperatures, reach pH,c nitrification rate of the river system, and upstream-and tributaryC flows fo¡ the next Monte Carfo simulation.
C

CALL GENERAT]ON
C

rGSA:TGSA+1
C

co To 10
ENDTF

C
STOP
END

(-

c****************t(***************************************************rr*
C

SUBROUTTNE TNPUT
c
c**********************************************************************
c
C This subroutine reads the:C number of reaches
C number of discharg,ers
C location of dischárgers
C number of tributariés or diversionsC location of tributaries or diversionsc distance to the end of each reacfr-i*if"rlC pH in each reach
I vel-ocity coeffici_ents for each reach (V:ae^b)
ç depth coefficienrs for each reach ¿;:àé^d;
ç upstream temperature (C)C upstream ammonia concòniration (nS/L)C upstream f Io\^¡ ( cf s )
9 le.kground ammonia concentïations (ng/I)
9 discharger temperature (C)C discharger ammonia l_oads inS/fl

c

c
C
C

c
c
C

C
c
c
C
C
C
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?
?

C
c
C
c
c
c

discharger fl_ows (mSd)
tributary temperatuie 1C¡tributary fl-ows (cfs)
type of fish inhabiting the rivertype of USEPA un-ionized ammonia standardfuzzy tolerance intervar- (percent of usEpA un-ionized standard)number of Monte Carlo simuÌations to be performedinteger seed value

INCLUDE ,fuc1d,

READ(3,*¡ NUMREACH
RtrAD(3,*) NUMDTSCH

llAD( 3, *) (LOCDTSCH(r ), T:1, NUMDTSCH)
READ(3,*) NUMTRIB
READ(3, *) (LOCTRTB( r ) , r:1, NUMTRTB)

DrsT(1):0.0
DO 5 NR:2,NUMREACH+I
RBAD13,*-¡ DIST(NR)

DO 10 NR_l,NUMREACH
RBAD(3,*¡ PH(NR)

DO 15 NR:l,NUMREACFI
READ( 3, *¡ AVEL(NR) ,BVEL(NR)

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ( 3, * ) cDEPTH(NR), DDEPTH(NR)

READ(3,*) UTEMP
READI3,*) TINH?
REÀD(3,'t¡ UFLOW

5
C

10
C

15
c

20
C

C
C

c
C

27
C

Background ammonia concentration alongzero and along reach with tributary or
DO 27 NR:l,NUMREACH
READ(3,*) BNH3(NR)

reach with dischargers isdiversion is 0. 05 ng/I.

¿5

30
(-

55

(-

I

35
C

40
c

DO 25 ND:l,NUMDTSCH
READ( 3 /'k ) DTEMP(LOCDTSCH(ND) )

DO 3O ND:1,NUMD]SCH
READ(3 / *) DNH3 (ND)

DO 35 ND:lINUMDTSCH
READ(3, *¡ DFLOW(LOCDIscH(ND) )

Change flow frorn mgd to cfs.

lllgrylrgcDrscH( ND) ) :DFLow(LocDrscH( ND ) ) *1CONTTNUE

DO 40 NT:l,NUMTRIB
READ( 3, *) DTEMP(LOCTRIB(NT) )

DO 45 NT:l,NUMTRIB
READ(3, *¡ DFLOW(LOCTRIB(NT) 

)

READ(3,*) ITYPEFIS
READ(3,*¡ TTYPESTA

45
c
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READ(3/*)
READ(3,*)
READ(3,*)

RETURN
END

c
c*************************************
C

SUBROUTINE BACKGROUND
C

c******************************
c
C This subroutine evalua.tes the
C along the river.
c

INCLUDE , f uc_Ld,
C

C Set upstream conditj-ons.
C

*********************************

PERTOL
NUMMC
ISEED

c

***************

background un-

*************************

ionized ammonia levefs

C
C

C
c

C

C

C

C

c
c
C

I
('
(-

c

('

a
a

Use total mass bal_ance to calculate new temperature, ammonia level,and flow at start of reach (ie assume complete mixing¡.
RNH3 (NR): ( (PMI(NR¡ *sNrr (NR) )+(RFLOV{(NR¡ *p¡", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) 

)
RTEMP( NR) :( ( RFLOW( NR¡ *p1'"rn(NR) 

) + (DFLOW(NR¡ *p1'Ur"(NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLOW(NR) )
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, the temperature and anmonia fever are the same as theprevious reach, but must calcul_ate new fl_ow.

RNH3 ( 1 ):uNH3
RFLOW(1):UFLOW
RTEMP ( 1 ):uTtrMP

DO 5 NR=1, NUMREACH

For discharqers or tributaries:
IF (DFLOT¡í(NR) .cE. 0. 0) THEN

Calculate ammonia levefs in mixi_ng

zNH3 ( NR ) : ( ( RFLOW( NR¡ x6 . 25*RNH31 (RFLOW(NR¡ *9.25+DFLOtr\r(NR) 
)

ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ):RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) :RTEMP ( NR )

IMW ( NR ) :RFLow ( NR ) +DFLovq ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ) :RNH3 ( NR )

END]F

zone usinq 25ø of upreach fl-ow.

( NR ) ) + (DFLOW( NR¡,rs¡rr ( NR) ) ),/

c
c

cal-cufate percent un-ionized ammonia of tota_r ammonia through reach.
pKA(NR):0.090 j_8+ (2729 .92/ (RTEMP(NR)+273 .2 ) I
PERCENT (NR) :1 00 . 0 / Q. 0+ ( 10 . 0** ( pKAt NR) _ eHi ñn¡ ¡ I ¡

calcurate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/L) in mixing zone.
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C

c
c
C

(-

c
c
C

RUNTON( NR ) :ZNH3 ( NR ¡ *ps*aENT ( NR ) /1,00 . O

Calculate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH(NR) :CDEPTH( NR) *RFLOW( NR ¡ **¡¡unTH(NR)

Tn deterministic case, if depth <: 2ft then set nitrificationrate:0.45 /day, otherwise èet nitrification rate :0.2 /day.
IF (IGSA.EQ.1) THEN

rF (RDEPTH(NR).L8.2.0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.4s

ELSE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDTF
ENDIF

Adjust nitri-fication rate according, to temperature of wa.ter in thereach.

RKNÀD ( NR ) :RKN ( NR ¡ *1 . O 85 * * ( RTEMP ( NR ) _ 2O . 0 )

Cal-culate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL ( NR ) :AVEL ( NR ¡ 't¡1p"ot( NR ¡ x*gyBL ( NR )

Calculate travel time (days) through reach.

RTTME ( NR ) : (DrST ( NR+1 ) _DtST ( NR ) ),/ ( RVEL( NR¡ *16 . 32g 6 )

Calculate ammonia concentration (nq/I), temperature (C), andflow entering next reach.

RNH3 ( NR+1 ) :RltH3 ( NR ) *EXp ( - RKNAD ( NR ) *RTTME ( NR ) )RFLOI{ ( NR+1 ) :RFLOW( NR)
RTEMP ( NR+1 ):RTEMP( NR)

calculate concent.ration of un-ionized ammonia @s/L) at end of reach.
RUNTON( NR+1 ):RNH3 ( NR+1 ) *PERCENT ( NR) /100 . O

store backg'round un-ionized ammonia concentr.ations at mixing zone andend of reach in array "Br'.

I:(NR*2) -1
J: ( NR*2 )
B(r):RUNION(NR)
B(J):RUNTON(NR+1)

store temperature and pH at start and end of reach in array,,c,,and "D", respectively.

c(r):RTEMP(NR)
c(J):RTEMP(NR+1)
D(r):PH(NR)
D(J):PH(NR)

CONTTNUE

lvrite background un-ionized ammonia concentrations at mixing, zoneand end of each reach to output. fil_e ',resufts;. 
-

c
C
C
C

C
c
C

C
c
C

C
C
C
C

C

C
C

C
C
C
C

(1

c
c
C

5
c
(-

c
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c

c
NUMCONST:NUMREACH* 2

RETURN
END

c
c**********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE IMPACT
C
c******************************
c
C This subroutine eval_uates the
C along the river.
C

INCLUDE 'fucld,
C

C Cal-culate impact coefficient.s
C

DO 10 ND:l,NUMDTSCH
C
C Sel- upstream conditions.
C

RNH3 ( 1 ):uNH3
RFLOW( 1 ):UFLOW
RrEMP ( I ):UTEMP

**************.**************************

impact coefficients @SA- / nS/I.)

using 25eø of upreach flow

) + (DFLOW(NR¡ *3¡"' ( NR) ) ),/

C
L
C

C

C
c
C

L
C
c

due to each discharqer.

Set one discharger's ammonia concentration equat to 1.0 mg/I.
BNH3 ( LOCDTSCH(ND) ) :1. O

DO 20 NR:l,NUMREACH

For discharg'ers or tributaries:
rF (DFLOW(NR).cE.0.0) THEN

Calcufate ammonia 1evels i_n mixing zone

_ zllH3 (NR): ( (RFLOW(NR¡ *9.25*RNH3 (NR)1 (RFLOW(Nn¡ *9.2s+DFLOW(NR) 
)

Use totaf mass bal_ance to calculate new temperature, ammonia 1evel,and flow at start of reach(ie. assume complete mixing).

- RII3 (Nnt:( (pMry(NR)*BNH3(NR) )+(RFLow(NR¡*p"", (NR) ) ),/1 (RFLOW(NR) +DFLOW(NR) )
RTEMP ( NR ) : ( ( RFLOW( NR ¡,rp1,urn ( NR ) ) + ( DFLOW ( NR ¡ x¡1'Urn ( NR ) ) )./1 (RFLOW(NR)+DFLObT(NR) i
RFLOW ( NR ) :RFLOW ( NR ) +DFLOW ( NR )

For diversions, -tha temperature and ammonia level are the same as theprevious reach, but must calculate new flov¡.
ELSE

RNH3 ( NR ) =RNH3 ( NR )
RTEMP ( NR ) :RTEMP ( NR )

lI_L9w lIR ) :RFLow ( NR ) +DFLow ( NR )
zNH3 ( NR ) =RNH3 ( NR )

ENDTF

(-
(-
(-

c

c
(-
(-
(-

(-

C
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(-

c
c

C

C
L

C

c
c

C

C
C
C

C

C

C

c
C
c

C

C

C

C
c
C

c
C
C

('
a
I
(,

cal-cu]-ate percent un-ionized ammonia of totar- ammonia through reach.
pKA(NR):0.0901_8+ 

\2729 .92/ (RrEMp(NR) +273 .2) )IERCENT(NR):100 .0/(r.0+(10.0**(er<ainn¡ _eiriñn¡ 
¡ ¡ ¡

calculate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/L) in mixing zone.
RUNION( NR ):ZNH3 ( Nn ¡ *p¡*"ENT ( NR ) /tOO . O

Calculate depth (ft) in reach.

RDEPTH( NR) :CDEPTH( NR ) *RFLOW(NR¡ x*pouoTFi( NR)

fn deterministic casg, if depth <: 2fL then set nitrificationrate:0.45 /dav, otherwise set nitrifica¡ioÃ iate :0.2 /day.
TF (IGSA.EQ.1) THEN

tF (RDEPTH(NR) . LE .2.0) THEN
RKN(NR):0.45

EI,SE
RKN(NR):0.2

ENDIF
ENDTF

Adjust nitrifica1-ion rate according to the temperature of the water inthe reach.

RKNAD ( NR ) :RKN ( Nn ¡ * 1 . 0 85* * ( RTEMP ( NR ) _ 20 . 0 )

Calculate velocity (fps) in reach.

RVEL( NR) :AVEL( NR) *RFLOVí( NR¡ :.*grrl,(NR 
)

Cafcul_a'te travel_ time (days¡ through reach.
RTIME ( NR) : ( DrST ( NR+1 ) -DtsT ( NR ) ) /( RVEL( NR; *16 . 329 6 )

Cal-cufate ammonia concentration (mg/I) , temperature (C), andflow entering next reach.

RNH3 (NR+1 ) :RITI (Nn¡ *¡¡n, -RKNAD (NR¡ *p1'r*E(NR) 
)RFLOW( NR+1 ):RFLOW( NR)

RTEMP ( NR+1 ) :RTEMP ( NR)

cafcul-ate concentration of un-ionized ammonia @s/r) at end of reach.
RUNION(NR+1 )=RNH3 ( NR+1 ) *PERCENT (NR)/100 . 0

Evaluate and store the un-ionized ammonia concentrations (nS/I)at mixing zone and end of each reach in ariá;-;[,,.
rF (NR.cE.LOCDTSCH(ND) ) THEN

I:(NR*2) -1
J:NR* 2
A ( LOCDTSCH ( ND), r ) :RUNTON( NR)
A( LOCDTSCH( ND), J) :RUNTON( NR+1 )ELSE
Ï:(NR*2) -1
J:NR*2
A( LOCDTSCH(ND), r ) :0. 0
A( LOCDTSCH(ND), J) :0 . O
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ENDTF
c
20 CONTINUE
C

c set dischargrer ammonia concent.ration back to zero.c
BNH3 ( LOCDTSCH(ND) ):0 . 0

C
10 CONTINUE
C

c Evafuate and store impact coefficients at mixing zone and end of eachC reach for each discharger in array "DIJ".c
DO 30 NC:l,NUMCONST
DO 4O ND:I,NUMDrSCFI
rF (A(LOCDrscH(ND),NC) .GT.0. O) THEN
DrJ( ND, NC ) : (A( LOCDTSCT{( ND), NC) ) _B ( NC )ELSE
DtJ ( ND, NC ):0 . 0
ENDIF

40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
C

c Evaluate coeff icienr- matrix (i.e. sum of wasteroad multipli_ed byc impact coefficient for each òheckpoint o, .ãrìstraint) for rinearC program.
C

DO 50 NC:l,NUMCONST
TOTAL(NC):0.0
DO 60 ND:l,NUMDISCH
PD(ND, NC):(DrJ(ND, NC) *DNH3 (ND) )
TOTAL ( NC ) :TOTAL ( NC ) +PD ( ND, NC )60 CONTINUE

50 CONTINUE
c

RETURN
END

c
C****************************************)k******************************
c

SUBROUTINE STANDARD
(-

c************)t**********************************************************
c
c This subroutine deterrnines the usEpA (L992) un-ionized amnoniac standard for each checkpoint based 

""'ir.ã-É"Àperature and pH r_evefC at that checkpoint.
(,

c rf rryp'Frs is equal to 1 then safmonids are present in thec stream, if rrypEFrs is equar to 2 then satmonids are absent fromC the stream.
('
c rf rryp'srA is equal- to 1 then car-cur-ate acute standard, ifc TTYPESTA is equaf to 2 then cal_culate chronic standard.c

f NCLUDE , fucl_d,

DO 5 NC:]-,NUMCONST

_ rF (TTYPESTA.EQ.j_) THEN
c

ÏF (ITYPEFTS.EQ.l) TCAP:20.0
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C

C

L

rF (rTYPEFÌS.EQ.2) TCAP:25. 0

rF (c(NC) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .LE.30.0) THENFT:10. 0** ( (20. 0-TCAP) *0. 03 )ENDIF

rF (c(NC) .c8.0. 0.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) THEN
FT:10. 0** ( (20.0-c(NC) ) *0. 03 )ENDIF

rF (D(NC) .c8.8. 0.AND.D(NC) .LE. 9.0) THEN
FPH:1. O

END]F

rF (D(NC) .c8.6. s.AND.D(NC).LE.B.O) THENFpH:(1. 0+10. 0** (7 . 4_D(NC) ) ) /L 25
ENDTF

sTD( NC ):0 . 52/FT /FPH/2 . O

STDTOL ( NC ) : ( 0 . s2/F1 /FpH/2. 0 ) *PERTOL

END]F

TF (ITYPESTA.EQ.2) THEN

rF (rTYPEFrS.EQ.l) TCAP:15.0
IF (TTYPEFIS.EQ.2) TCAP:20. O

rF (c(Nc) .cE.TCAP.AND.C(NC) .LE.30.0) THEN
_- _fT:10. 0** ( (20. 0-TCAP) *0. 03 )ENDIF

rF (c(Nc) .c8.0. 0.AND.C(NC) .LE.TCAP) THEN
* _fT:10.0**( (20.0-c(Nc) )*0.03)
ENDTF

rF (D(NC) .cE. 8. 0.AND.D(NC).L8. 9.0) THEN
FPH:1. O

ENDTF

fF (D(NC) .cE.6.s.AND.D(NC).L8.8.0) THEN
FpH: ( 1 . 0+ 10 . 0 * * ( 7 . 4 _D ( NC ) ) ) /1 . 25

ENDIF
C

rF (D(NC) .c8.7. 7.AND.D(NC) .L8. 9.0) THEN
RATrO:13. 5

ENDTF
c

tF (D(NC).9!.6 s.AND.D(NC) .Lr.7.7) THEN
RATIO:(20. 0*10. 0**(7 .7 _D(NC) 

) ) /(r.0+10. g**(7. 4_D(NC) ) )ÐNDIF
C

sTD ( NC ) =0 . 80 /Fr /FPH/RATTO
^ STDTOL(NC):( 0 .80/F'|/FPHIRATTO) *PERTOL
c

ENDIF

5 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

c
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c***********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE REMOVAL
C

c******x****************************************************************
c
c rhis subroutine determines the uniform treatment r-ever_ requiredc to ensure that the un-ionized ammonia concentration lrnglii-i; belowc the specified standard. rRUN:1 is the ctisp-ãu"u with the actualc un-ionized ammonia standard, rRUN:2 uses thä percent changed un_C ionized ammonia standard.
c

INCLUDE , f uc.ld,
c

DO 5 NC:]., NUMCONST
RrJA(NC ) :SrD (NC ) _ ( B ( NC ) )
RFIS ( NC ) :TOTAL( NC ) _ RIJA ( NC )
CONT]NUE

rF (tRUN.EQ.1) THEN

19! "p 
rinear program to be solved by the IMSL subroutine caltedDLPRS.

5
C

C
c
c
C

MCONT:2 2
NVAR:1
DO 25 NC:l,NUMCONST
ÀMÀTRrX ( NC, 1 ):TOTAL ( NC )25 CONTINUE
LDA:60
DO 15 NC:l,NUMCONST

1s BB(NC):RHS(NC)
cosT(1):1.0
DO 54 NC:l,NUMCONST
TRTYPE ( NC ):254 CONTTNUE
xLB(1)_-0.0
xuB(1):1.0

CALL DLPRS (MCONT, NVAR, AMATRIX,
1 oBJ,XSOL,DSOL)

I
RMTNUTL ( IRUN ):OBJ

C

ENDTF
C

ÏF (TRUN,EQ.2.AND. PERTOL.GT. O.(-

C Set up linear program to be sol_ved
C DLPRS,
C

125

110

MCONT=22
NVAR:]-
DO 125 NC:l,NUMCONST
BMATRTX ( NC, 1 ):TOTAL ( NC )
CONTTNUE
LDA:60
DO 1]-O NC:l,NUMCONST
!! (ivc I :RHs ( Nc ) - srDrol, ( Nc )cosT(1)=1.0
DO 154 NC:l,NUMCONST
ÏRTYPE(NC)=2

LDA, BB , BB , 9951', TRTYPE, XLB, XUB,

THEN

the IMSL subroutine cal_Ied

0)

by
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754 CONTINUE
xLB(1):0.0
xuB(1):1.0

C

c

C

c
500

c
c***
C

C

- CALL DLPRS (MCONT, NVAR, BMATRTX, LDA, BB, BB, COST / IRTYPE, XLB,XÍJB,1 oBJ,XSOL,DSOL)

RMINUTL( IRUN):OBJ

ENDIF

RETURN
END

********'**********************************************************

c******
SUBROUTINE FTJZZY

* * * * * * * * * * *' * * ** ** * * ** ** * * * * * *. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )t * * ** * ** * * * ** * ** *, ** *

MCONT:2 3
NVAR:2

DO 5 NC:1, NUMCONST
FUZMAT ( NC, 1) :- ( TOTAL( NC ) )
CONTINUE
DO ]-5 NC:l,NUMCONST
FUZMAT ( NC, 2 ) :STDTOL( NC )
FUZMAT (MCONT, 1 ):1 . 0

IylMlT (MCoNr, 2 ) :RMÌNUTL( 1) -RMÌNUTL( 2 )LDA:60
DO 40 NC:l,NUMCONST

P9IP rwc ):- ( RHs ( Nc ) ) +srDrol( Nc )
BUNB (MCONT ) :RMTNUTL ( 1 )FCOST(1):0.0
FCOST(2):-1.0
DO 55 I:I,MCONT
ïRTYPE ( r ):1
CONTINUE
DO 65 J:]-,NVAR
xLB(J)=0.0
xuB(J):1.0
CONTINUE

CALL DLPRS (MCONT / NVAR, FUZMAT, LDA, BUNB, BUNB, FCOST / IRTYPE / XLB, XUB,oBJ, XSOL, DSOL)

OBJ:-OBJ

FUT:XSOL( l_)

C
C
c
C
C

C

C
C
c
c

C

C

55

65
c

This subroutine defines the equivalent rinear probrem (i.e. max-mineguivalent problem) so that it can be sorved ¡i-trre subroutineDLPRS. rt also evafuates the membership which'the optirnar soiutionhas in Llne fuzzy goal- set and each fuzzy."nÀi.uint set.
TNCLUDB ,fucld,

Define variabres for the equivarent finear problem when the specifiedtolerance percentage is posl_.tive.

rF(PERTOL.cT.0.0.AND. RMTNUTL( 2) .LT. RMTNUTL( 1) ) THEN

5

15

40

C

c
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f{nu¡ {lurNUrL( 1 ) -IE )/(RMTNUTL( 1 ) -RMTNUTL( 2 ) )fF (RMEM.LT.0.0) THEN
RMEM:O. O

END]F
rF (RMEM.cT.1.0) THEN

RMEM:1.0
ENDIF

DO 105 ]:l,NUMCONST
FJX(I):TOTAL(r)nFUr
rF (FJX(r).cE.RHS(t) ) THEN

CONSTMEM( r ):1.0
ENDIF
tF(FJX(r).Lr.

CONSTMEM( T

trNDTF
rF(FJX(r).LT'.

coNSTMEM( I
ENDfF

]-05 CONTTNUE
C

_t-{D_FrI!l ) .ce. (RHs( r) -srDroi,(r ) ) )THENFJX( r ) -RHS( r ) )/SrDroL( r ) )

RFIS(t)
:1+( (

C
C
C
C
C
C

SUMMEM:RMBM
DO 116 NC:l,NUMCONST
SUMMEM:SUMMEM-I-CONS TMEM ( NC )1T6 CONTTNUE

c
WRITE(5,*) OBJ, SUMMEM

RHS( I ) -STDTOL( r ) ) )THEN:0.0

For deterministic case, write optimal uniform trea.ment Ìevef andcorrespondinq membership to outþut fire. por l¿onte carfo simulations,wrj-te optimal- uniform tieatment l_evet, 
"oriã"ponOin9. membership, andrandomly drawn. input parame.ter vaÌues t" "uipüi fir".

rF( rcsA.EQ.1) THEN
wRrTE (g ,74 ) FUT, RMEM

ELSE

- WRTTE( 9, 16) FUT,RMEM,UFLOh],RMIDFLOW,
1 DFLOW(LOCTRTB (2) ) ,DFLOW( LOCTRTB( 3 ) ) , uTEMp,2 PH(1),RKN(1)

ENDIF

co To 200
ENDIF

If PERTOL is set equal to 0.0, then solution of a fuzzy linearproqram is not required and membership is set ãquar_ to 1.0.
IF(PERTOL.EQ. O. O) THEN

oNE:1.0

For deterministic cq?e, write previously eval-uated uniform treatmentl-evei- and corresponding member3hip to-ãútput-iii". For Monte carrosimulations, write previousfy evaluated uiiform treatrnent fevel_,corresponding membership, and randomt-y orawn-input parameter var_uesto output f il_e.

rF ( TGSA.EQ. l_ ) THEN
lvRITE (g,74 ) RMINUTL(1),oNE

ELSE
WRTTE (9 / ]-6 ) RMINUTL( 1 ),ONE, UFLOW/ RMTDFLOW, DFLOW(1 LOCTRIB (2)),DFLOW(r,òCrnre(3) ),urÉvp,pH(1),RKN(l-)

c
c

c
C
C
(-
(-

c
(-
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C
(,

c
C

ENDIF
co TO 200

ENDTF

rf- t.here is a probr-em somewhere in the program then write case tofile.

oNE:1. 0
WRTTE (*,12) rcsA
wRrTE (5,12 ) tcsA
wRrTE(5, * ) llfTol,,RMTNUTL(1),RMTNUTL(2)WRITE ( 5, * ) UFLOW, RM]DFLOW. DFLOW( r,OCrNrÉ (2) ),DFLOW( LOCTRIB ( 3 ) ),1 UTEMP/PH(1),RKN(1)
WRITE (9, 76) RM]NUTL(1),ONE,UFLOW, RM]DFLOW, DFLOW(LOCTRIB (2) ),1 DFLOW(LOCTRÌB(3 ) ),uTEMp, pH( 1), RKN(1)

FORMAT'(/'PROBLEM tN IGSA : ' ,16,)
C
I2
C

74
I6
18
22
a2

c
200

C
c
c**************************************************
C

SUBROUTTNE GENERAT]ON
C
c******'****************************************************************
C
c This subroutine-qenerates upstream and tributary temperatures,C reach pH, nitrification ratð of the ,i"ãi-"y"t.^, and upstreamc and tributary frows for the next Monte carl0 simur_ation.c

TNCLUDE , f ucl-d,
C

REAL U(10), FLOW(50)
c
c qet Lemperature distribution constants ( i.e. mean and standardC deviation).
C

TMEAN:2.808053
TSTD=O.125509

?
C Set pH distribution constants.

PHMEAN:2.008987
PHSTD:o.078L99

a
C Set fl-ow distribution constants.
c

FUPMEAN:s . 934452
FUPSTD:0.256722
FT2MEAN:]- .5537 T2
FT2STD:l_.734107
FT3MEAN=5 . 67 3833
FT3STD:O . 401_598
FMMEAN:4 , 4]-8811

FORMAT(2t¡8.3)
FORMAT(9(F8.3))
FORMAT (r5, 4x, t4, 4x,F6 . 4)
FORIVIAT( /MEMBERSÉ]]P IN oF SET IS , ,F6.4)FORMAT('VALUE OF FUZZY OF IS ' ,F70.4)
RETURN
ENT)

* ** * * * * ** * * * * **, * ** * *
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FMSTD:O.45859
C
c set initial var-ues for variabr-es needed in Randy subroutine.c

NRAN:I0
u(10):0.0

C
C Generate upstream and tribut.ary temperatures.
C
5 BBI:RAN( rSEED)

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBT )
UTEMP:EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ) *TSTD 

)TF (UTBMP.LT.0.0.oR.uTEMp.cT.30.0) GO TO 5
DO 10 NT:1, NUMTR]B

DTEMP ( LOCTRIB ( NT ) ):EXP ( TMEAN+U ( 10 ) *TSTD 
)10 CONT]NUE

C
C Generate pH for each reach.
C

25 BBr:RAN( ISEED)
CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBI )
DO 20 NR:1, NUMREACH

PH ( NR ) :EXP ( PHMEAN+U ( 1O ) *PHSTD 
)rF (pFr(NR).LT.6.5.OR.pH(NR).cT.9.0) cO TO 2520 CONTINUE

C
C Generate nitrification rate for river system.
C

BBI:RAN( TSEED )
DO 21- NR:1, NUMREACH

RKN(NR):BBr*9.0
2I CONTTNUE
C
c Generate 50 years of 7-day low ffows at upstream statlon.c
110 NYEAR:50

DO 30 I:1,NYEAR
35 BBr:RAN( ISEED)

CALL RANDY (U/ NRAN,BBI )
FLOW( T ) :EXP (FUPMEAN+U ( 10 ) *FUPSTD)
rF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 353O CONTINUE

C
c sort the fr-ows and serect. the fifth rowest as representativeC of the 7e10 fl_ow. Set that fl_ow equal to UFLOW.
C

CALL SORT(NYEAR,FLOW)
C

UFLOW:FLOW( 5 )

c Generate 50 years of 7-day ]ow frows for the second tributary.c
C NYEAR:50

DO 50 T:1,NYEAR
55 BB]:RAN( ]SEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN,BBI )
FLOW( r ):EXp ( FT2MEAN+U ( 10 ) *FT2STD 

)rF (FLOr,r(r).LT.0.0) co To 555O CONTINUE
c
c sort the flows and ser-ect the fifth r-oi,¡est as repïesentativeC of the 7Ql_0 flow. Set that f]-ow equal to DFLOW(LOCTRïB(2)).
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CALL SORT(NYEAR, PLOW)

DFLOW( LOCTRTB ( 2 ) ) :FLOW ( 5 )

cenerate 50 years of 7-day row ffows for the third-L.ributary.
NYEAR:5 O

DO 70 I:1,NYEAR
5 EBI:RAN( ISEED )

CALL RANDY (U, NRAN, BBI )
FLOW( r ) :EXp ( FT3MEAN+U ( 10 ),,"FT3STD)TF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 757O CONTINUE

c

: :?t:_!hg^fl"y: and selecr rhe fifr.h towesr as representariveL or rne /Q.Lu tro\^/. set that frow equal to DFLow(r,õcrnre(3) ).C

CALL SORT ( NYEAR, FLOI^I )
C

_ DFLOW(LOCTRIB(3)):FLOW(5)
C
c Generate 50 years of 7-day row frows for trre midstream ftow.
C
C NYEÀR:5O

DO 90 I:1,NYEAR
95 BBT:RAN( rSEED)

CALL RANDY(U, NRAN, BBI )
FLOW( I ) :EXP ( FMMEAN+U ( 10 ) *FMSTD 

)rF (FLOW(r).LT.0.0) co To 9s
CONTINUtr

sort the flows and seÌect the fifth rowest as representativeof the 7Q10 fl_ow. Set tha.L flow equal to RMTDFLOW.

CALL SORT(NYEAR/FLOW)

RMIDFLOW:FLoI/i( 5 )

Evaluate the first-tributary flow as lthe upstream frow minus thethe negiative of midstream fiow pJ-us tÈu s..åno iri¡utary frow) orDFLovq(LocrRrB(1) ) (uFr.ovq _ ñ¡¿rrpr_ow + DFLow(LocrRrB (2)) .

DFLOW(LOCTRTB ( 1 ) ) :- (UFLOW_RMTDFLOW+DFLOW( LOCTRTB ( 2 ) ) )
Check to ensure that water bafance is maintained.

rF (DFLOVq(LOCTRTB(1) ).cT.UFLOW) cO TO 1j_0

RETURN
END

(-

c*******************************************************************
c

SUBROUTTNE RANDY (U, NRAN, BB] )c
c*******************************************************************
c
c This subroutine assigns normal-ly distributed random numbers to theC array U of lengith NRÃN. BBI is the seed vatuã.c

a

c

C
(-
(-

c

7

9
L
C
C
C

C

(,
(-

C
(-

(-

c
('

L
C
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('

(-

c

include , fucfd,
REAL V(10), u(l_0)
REAL*8 DS, D2, D3

DS:99999 . 0*BBrf1 . 0
rF (DS.8Q.0.0) DS:DS+I.0

D2:2I47 483647 .D0
D3:2I47 483648 .D0
DO 1 I:1,NRAN
DS:MOD ( 168 07 . D0*DS, D2 )v(r):SNGL(DSID3)
IF (V(NRAN).8Q.0.0) co To 10
u(NRAN):SQRT( 2*ALOG (I. O/v (NRAN) ) ) *StN (2* 3 . I4r5g*v(NRAN_1 ) )C

RBTURN
END

C
c*********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTINE SORT ( NYEAR, FLOW)
C

c******************************************** * * * * *** *** * * * * * * tr * * * * * * *-t

10

1

C

C This subroutine sorLs an array FLOW ofC numerical order by straight iñsertion.
C by its sorted rearrangement.
C

DTMENSTON FLOW(NYEAR)
c

length NvEAR into ascending
FLOhI is replaced on output

20

30
10
I

DO 10 J:2, NYEAR
A:FLOW ( J )
DO 20 t:J-1,7, -I

rF (FLOW(r).LE.A) cO ro 30
FLOW( r+1 ):FLOW( I )

CONT]NUE
T:O
FLOW(r+1):A

CONTTNUE

RETURN
END

8.5 Classification Code for M\ryL Modets

c******************************************************************Jr*
c
c rhis proqram cl-assifies the Monte-carfo simul-ations as non-behavoirsC or behaviors for the MWL modef.
I

c********************************************************************
C

DTMENSTON OF ( 12000 ), QU ( 12000 ), QM( 12000 ), QT2( 12000 ), QT3 ( 12000 ),lrEMp ( i_2000 ), pH( 12000 ), RArE ( 120ôg i 1 
oFNB i íãõoò ), euNÉ i it0ò0 t,2QMNB(l-2000ì1or?IB(l-2000),oT:Ng(1?goo¡,ùel,leNe(12000),pHNB(i.2000),

3RATENB ( 12000 ), oFB ( 12000 j, oyp ! 1? gg9 l, óMeiiãooò l, oiãÉ i 1tôõòi;4er3B ( 12000 I I r MpB ( 12000 i, ÞHe i rzooo i, ñerÈeir zooo.s,n¡rÈiiãõõó r,SRMFNB ( 12000 ) / RMFB ( l_2000 j
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C
c Read how many Monte-carfo simufations were performed.c

PRINT*, 'HOW MANY MONTE-CARLO SIMULAT]ONS WERE DONE?/READ*, NUM
C

OPEN( 8, FfLE: r ouL2. dat, )
OPEN( 4, FfLE:, nonbeh. dat, )
OPEN( 5, FILE:, beh. dat/ )

C

C Read deterministic uniform treatment level-.
C

READ(g/ 2) DOF,DMF
!1]RITE(*,7) DOF,DMF

c
c Read uniform treal-ment level.and values of genera.ted parametersC for each Monte-Carlo simulation.
C

DO 5 I:I,NUM
READ ( B, 3 ) OF( I ), RMF( ] ), QU ( ] ), QM (I), QT2( I ), QT3 ( r ), TEMP( ] ), PH( I ),1RATtr ( r )

5 CONTINUE
C

c set initiaf nnmber of non-behaviors and behaviors to zero.
C

JN:O
JB:O
DO 10 I:1,NUM
rF(oF(r).LT.DOF) GO TO 20

C
C Non-behavior occurs.
C

JN:JN+1
OFNB(JN):OF(r)
RMFNB(JN):RMF(t)
QUNB(JN):QU(T)
QMNB(JN):QM(I)
QT2NB(JN):QT2(t)
QT3NB(JN):QT3(I)
TEMPNB(JN):TEMP(r)
PHNB(JN):PH(r)
RATENB(JN):RATE(r)

co To l-0
C
C Behavior occurs.
('
20 JB:JB+1

oFB(JB):OF(I)
RMFB(JB):RMF(r)
QUB(JB):QU(r)
QMB(JB):QM(t)
QT28(JB):QT2(r)
QT38(JB):QT3(r)
TEMPB(JB):TEMP(r)
PHB(JB):PH(r)
RATEB(JB):RATE(r)

10 CONTINUE
('
C Write resul_ts to screen.
c

WRTTE(*,4) JN
WRïTE(*/6) JB
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(-

c

aJ

C

c
C

40
C

2
3

4
6
7

B

c

write non-behavior resurts to fire carred ,nonbeh.dat,.

wRrTE (4,8) JN
DO 30 I:I,JN
irlRITE ( 4, 3 ) glIB!r ), RMFNB ( r ), QUNB ( r ), QMNB ( r ), eT2NB ( r ), eT3NB ( r ),l_TEMeNB ( r ), eHNBl r ¡, narnNe i r ¡O CONTINUE

Write behavior resu]ts to fife caÌfed ,beh.daL,.

WRTTE(5,8) JB
DO 40 I:l_,JB

- rylITB( 5, 3 ) OFB( r ), RMFB ( I ), QUB ( r ), QMB ( r ), QT2B ( r ), QT3B ( r ), TEMPB ( r ),1PHB(t),RATEB(r)
CONTTNUE

FORMAT (2(F8.3))
FORMAT (9(F8.3))
FORMAT ('Number of non-behaviors is ,,I4
FORMAT ('Number of behaviors is ,,14)
FORMAT ('Deterniinist.ic UT level is, ,F8.31 is',F6.3)
FORMAT ( 14 )

STOP
END

)

,' Membership in goal set

8.6 Classification Code for UT Models

C**********************************************)t*********************
c
c This program classifies the Monte-carlo simulations as non-behavoirsC or behaviors for the UT model.
c
c********************************************************************
C

DïMENSTON OF ( 12000 ), QU ( 12000 ), QM( 12000 ), Q12( 12000 ), QT3 ( 12000 ),
1r,EMp ( t_2000 ), f!! 12000 ), RArE ( 12000 j, orNe i rãoo ò ), QUNB 1 rzOòO ¡,2QMNB ( 12000 ), QT2NB ( 12000 ), QT3NB ( 12000 ¡, ieiuere ( 12000 ), PHNB ( 12000 ),3RATENB ( 12000 ), oFB ( 12000 j, eus t Jà goo ), ól¿e Clzoõo ), er2ii izoõò l, 

-

-4gr3B 
( 12 000 ) / rEMpB ( 12000 ), pHB i rzooo i, nerÈe r iãoó o ), nuÈ f'2oóo;,

sRMFNB( 12000 ), RMFB( 12000 )

Read how rnany Monte-carro simurations r,qere performed.

PRÏNT*, 'HOW MANY MONTE-CARLO S]MULATTONS hTERE DONE?/READ*, NUM

OPEN( 8, FILE:, fuzut. out/ )
OPEN( 4, FILE=, nonbeh. dat/ )
OPEN( 5, FILE=,beh. dat/ )

Read deterministic uniform treatment level.
READ(8,2) DOF,DMF
WRTTE (* ,7 ¡ DOF,DMF

('

(,

c
c
c
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c Read uniform treatment l-evel-. and val-ues of generated parametersC for each Monte-Carl_o simul_ation.
c

DO 5 ]:1/NUM
READ(8/ 3) oF(I) /RMF(r),QU(r),QM( r) ,QT2(r ),QT3(r),TEMP(ï), pH(r),

l-RATE ( r )
5 CONTTNUE
C
c set initiat number of non-behaviors and behaviors to zero.
C

JN:O
JB:O
DO 10 T:1,NUM
rF(oF(t).cT.DOF) cO TO 20

C

C Non-behavior occurs.
c

JN:JN-I-1
OFNB(JN):OF(r)
RMFNB(JN):RMF(r)
QUNB(JN):QU(])
QMNB(JN):QM(T)
QT2NB(JN):QT2(T)
QT3NB(JN):QT3 ( I )
TEMPNB(JN):TEMP(r)
PHNB(JN):PH(r)
RATENB(JN):RATE(r)

co To 10
c
C Behavior occurs.
C
20 JB:JB+I

oFB(JB):OF(T)
RMFB(JB):RMF(r)
QUB(JB):QU(I)
QMB ( JB ):QM( r )
Qr2B(JB):QT2(r)
Qr38(JB):QT3(r)
TEMPB(JB):TEMP(t)
PHB(JB):PH(r)
RATEB(JB):RATE(r)

1O CONTINUE
(-

C Write resul-ts to screen.
c

WRITE(*,4) JN
WRTTE(*,6) JB

c write non-behavior resurts to fire car-ted ,nonbeh.dat,.
c

WRITE (4,8) JN
DO 30 r:l,JN
wRrTE ( 4, 3 ) _OFNB ( I ), RMFNB ( r ), QUNB ( I ), QMNB ( I ), QT2NB ( ï ), QT3NB ( r ),1TEMPNB ( I ), PHNB ( I ), RATENB( r )3O CONTTNUE

C
C Write behavior results to fil_e cal_led ,beh.dat, 

.c
WRITE(5,8) JB
DO 40 r:1,J8
wRrr' ( 5, 3 ) _gFl ( r ), RMFB ( r ), QUB ( T ), QMB ( r ), QT2B ( T ), QT3B ( r ), TEM'B ( r ),I_PHB(t),RATEB(r)
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40
c
2
3

4

6
7

I
c

14)

)

CONTTNU

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT

1 is',F6
FORMAT

STOP
END

E

2(F8.3))
9(F8.3))
'Number of non-behaviors is ,,
'Number of behaviors is , ,I4)'Determinlstic UT level is,,Fg
3)
14)

Membership in goal set

********************

for tl.re uncertain

8.7 K-S Test Code

C* * * * * * * * * *-* * ** * * ** * ** * * * ** * * * rç * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** ** *
c
C Th j s program eva_l_uated the sensltivi.ty inclicesC i-npub information.
C

c**********'************************************-*x*********************
C

C

TMPLTCTT REAL (A-H,O-z)
TMPL]CTT TNTEGER (T-N)
DTMENSTON DATA1(*1?g0gl, DATA2(12000), coLNB(12000,20),lcol,B(12000,20), DMN(20)

OPEN( 5, FILE:, nonbeh. dat, )
OPEN ( 6, FfLE:, beh . dat, )
OPEN( B, FfLE:, output2, )

READ(5,11) JN
DO 10 r:1,JN
Igalr 5, 1_2) (coLNB( r, NP), NP:1, !¡
CONT]NUE

READ ( 6, 11 ) JB
DO 20 I:1,J8
READ( 6, 12) (coLB(r, NP),NP:1, g¡
CONTINUE

N1:JN
N2:JB

DO 30 NP:3,9

DO 40 I:1,JN
DATAI_ ( I ) 

:COLNB ( r / NP )
CONTTNUE

DO 50 I=1,J8
DATA2(r):coLB(I,NP)

C

l_0
C

,rì
c

C

C

40
(-

50
c

c
C

CONTINUE

CALL SORT(N1,DATA]-)
CALL SORT(N2/DATA2)

Dmn cal_cul_ation.
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EN1:N1
EN2=N2
J1:1
J2:T
FOI-:0.
FO2:0.
D:0.

1 TF (J1.LE.N1.AND.J2.LE.N2) THEN
D1:DATA1 ( J1 )
D2:DATA2 ( J2 )rF (Dl.LT.D2) THEN

FN1:J1lBN1
DT:AMAXI (ABS (FN1_FO2 ), ABS (FO1_FO2 ) ) *100
TF (DT.cT.D) D:DT

FO1:FN1
J1:J 1+1

ELSE
FN2:J2/EN2
DT:AMAXI(ABS (FN2-tro1), ABS ( FO2_FO1¡ ¡ *19g
IF (DT.cT.D) D:DT
FO2=FN2
J2:J2+7

END]F
GOTOl

ENDr [¡
C
C ProbabiJ_ity catculation.
C

pRoB=pRoBKS( SQRT ( EN1*EN2l( BNl+EN2 ) ) *D)
sNN:SQRT ( EN1*EN2l( EN1+EN2 ) )DMN(NP):D
wRÌTE(8,18) D

3O CONTINUE
C

WRITE(8,*) ' Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Results t
WRITE(8,*) t t

I{RrrE(8,*) 'significance Levef criticaf D var-ue,DN:1. 63lsNN*100
NA:9 9
wRrTE(8,16) NA,DN
DN95:1 . 3 6/sNN*100
NA:9 5
wRrTE (B ,1"6 ) NA, DNg5
DN:1_. 22ISNN*100
NA:9 O

wRrTE(9,16) NA,DN
DN:1.07lsNN*100
NA:8 O

V,TRTTE(g,l_6) NA,DN
C

!{RITE(8,*) ' I

ryfITI(8,*) ,parameter Normalized Dmn Value/DO 60 I=3,9
DNOR=DMN( r )/DN9s
NUMPAR:I - 2
WRTTE( 8, 17 ) NUMPAR, DNOR6O CONTINUE

11 FORMAT (t4)
+? FoRMAT (e(F8.3))
L6 FORMAT (1_0x,12,L}x,87.4, r Z' )
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1:7^ FORMAT (4x,t2, 1_2x,F5. 2)18 FORMAT (,D: | ,F6.2)
c

STOP
END

C
c********************************************************************
c

SUBROUTÌNE SORT(N,RA)
C
c********************************************************************
C

DTMENSTON RA(N)
c

L:N/2+I
] R:N

10 CONT]NUE
C

rF (L.cT.1) THEIN
L:L- 1
RRA:RA ( L )

ELSE
RRA:RA ( rR )
RA(rR):RA(1)
ÌR:TR_1
rF (rR.EQ.1) THEN

RA( 1 ):RRA
RETURN

ENDTF
ENDTF

c
r:L
J:L+L

C
20 tF ( J. LE. rR) THEN

IF (J. LT. rR) THEN
rF (RA(J).LT.RA(J+1) ) J:J+1

ENDTF
TF (RRA.LT.RA(J) ) THEN

RA(T):RA(J)
a-ù
J:J+J

ELSE
J:lR+1

ENDTF
co To 20

ENDI F
RA( r ):RRA
co To 10
END

C
c********************************************************************
c

FUNCTTON PROBKS(ALAM)
c
c********************************************************************
c

PARAMETER (EpS1:0. 001, EpS2:1.E_B)
C

A2:_2. *ALAM**2
FAC:2.
PROBKS:0.
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TERMBF:0.
C

DO 11 J:1,100
TERM:FAC*EXP ( A2*J*,k2 )
PROBKS:PROBKS+TERM
IF ( ABS ( TERM) . LE . EPSI*TERMBF . OR. ABS ( TERM) . LE . EPS2*PROBKS ) RETURNFAC:-FAC
TERMBF:ABS ( TERM)

11 CONTINUE
c

PROBKS:1.
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C

I\OTATION

The following symbols are used in this thesis:

a = coefficient matrix for the consffaint set

ACR = Acute-Chronic Ratio

b = lower bound vector fro the consftaint set

c = coefficient vector for the objective function

C - fuzzy consffaint sets

D - fuzzy decision set

d^,, =Kolmogorov-Smirnovstatistic

f = fraction of total ammonia in the form of un-ionized ammonia

Fi = fraction of waste influent of dischargers i released into the river

FT = constant used in formulation of acute un-ionized ammonia criterion (USEPA,

1985)

FPH = constant used in formulation of acute un-ionized ammonia criterion (USEpA,

1985)

FAV = Final Acute Value

FAV*r = Final Acute value at reference pH and temperature values

FCV = Final Chronic Value
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G - fuzzy goal set

GMAV = Genus Mean Acute Value

HrO = water

I - number of point source dischargers

I = number of water quality checkpoints along the river

),, = Dew variable in fuzzy linear program

LB, = lower limit on waste removar fraction for discharger i

LCro = concentration causing 50vo mortality over 24 or 96 hours

LIM = asymptotic LCro at high pH values of tog(LCro) versus pH curve

NH, = un-ionized ammonia

NHo* = ionized ammonia

OH- = hydroxide ion

pc = tolerance interval specified for each constraint

PHT = transitional pH value of tog(LCrj versus pH curve

pc = tolerance interval specified for the goal

P¡ = tolerance interval specified for the un-ionized ammonia criterion at the each

checkpoinrj

pka = equilibrium constant for un-ionized and ionized ammonia

Q, = design flow for discharger , (ys)

R = classical or crisp set

RACR = Representative Acute-Chronic Ratio

RATIO = constant used in formulation of chronic un-ionized ammonia criterion (USEpA,
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1e85)

S =fuzzy set

SMAV = Species Mean Acute Value

S^(Y) = sample cumulative distribution functions for the Non-Behaviour classes of

parameter Í

S"(Y) = sample cumulative disn-ibution functions for the Behaviour classes of parameter

Y

SLP = slope at low pH values of log(LCro) versus pH curve

SLT = slope of the tog(LCrj versus temperatue curye

T = temperature in degrees Celsius

T = fuzzy set

TCu = impact on waúer quality at checkpoint j caused by a unit of wasúe released from

discharger í (mefl at j per mgll at i)

TCAP = temperature constant used in formulation of un-ionized ammonia criteria

(usEPA, 1985)

uB, = upper limit on waste removar fractions for discharger i

t'tc@) = membership function of objects x in fuzzy constraint sets c
po@) = membership function of objects x in fuzzy decision set D

Þ¡rwscl = membership function of the fuzzy water quality consfaints

t¿c@) = membership function of objects x in fizzy goal set G

uj = insfeam un-ionized ammonia concenfation at checkpointT

ptn@) = membership of objects .r in classical set R
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pdx) = membership function of objects x in fuzzy set S

I'tsnt$) = membership function of objects x conesponding to the intersection of fuzzy sets

,S and 7

ttsulx) = membership function of objects .r corresponding to the union of fuzzy sets ,S and

T

plx) = membership function of objects x in classical set ?tr

ur = uniform percent removal fraction required for all dischargers

Vj = allowable water quality impact at checkpoint j (mg,û)

Wi = influent waste concentration for discharger t (mg/l)

z = objective function value

7Q10 = seven-day-averaged-low-flow with a return period of ten years
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